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SNOW DAY: Marshall Hahn parks his snowmobile at Warrod High School in northern Minnesota last week. Although the senior had no trouble getting 

to campus, recent bouts of very cold and snowy weather in many states have kept students out of school, often for days at a time. PAGE 6 
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Eight-year-old Clara 

Campbell, right,  

a plaintiff, rests 

against her mother 

while Marcellus A. 

McRae, front left at 

the podium, a lawyer  

in the case, speaks  

at a press conference 

in Los Angeles to 

kick-start the trial in 

Vergara v. California. 

The lawsuit may be  

a harbinger of legal 

challenges in other 

states.
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Teachers’ Job Protections Debated 
As California Trial Gets Underway 
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By Catherine Gewertz

Arlington, Va.

The 53 teachers gathered around  
tables here have been called to a new 
kind of jury duty. But they won’t be de-
ciding whether a fellow citizen is guilty of 
a crime: Their charge is to pass judgment 
on stacks of instructional materials.

Amid papers and coffee cups, they 
pore over a 90-page curricular unit on 
constitutional freedoms. In Socratic 
rounds of discussion, they explore the 
high school unit from dozens of angles, 
looking for fidelity to the common core.

How clearly does the unit state its 
purpose? Does it expect students to 
read texts that are rich and complex 
enough? Does it offer sufficient sup-
port for students who are struggling? 
Does it provide good, clear ways to as-
sess how well students are learning as 
they go along?

These teachers are trying to answer 
one of the most vexing questions in the 
age of common-core instruction: Which 
materials fully reflect the new standards 
for English/language arts and math-
ematics? They’ve come to this suburb of 
the nation’s capital from more than 20 
states to learn and practice a new rat-
ing system for lessons and units that 

By Benjamin Herold

Undeterred by high-profile problems 
experienced by other large school sys-
tems attempting to put digital devices in 
the hands of their students, the Houston 
Independent School District began dis-
tributing more than 18,000 laptop com-
puters to high schools last month.

Officials from the 210,000-student dis-
trict point to several elements of their 
plan as reasons for optimism: Unlike the 
troubled iPad initiative in Los Angeles, 
for example, Houston will give students 
laptops instead of digital tablets; rely on 
“Web 2.0 tools” rather than a pre-loaded 
digital curriculum; and offer extensive 
training for students and staff members 
before the devices are deployed.

Instead of paying for the leased de-
vices with bonds, the Houston district 
will also fund its 1-to-1 program, dubbed 
PowerUp, with repurposed savings, oper-
ating dollars, and grant funds.

The Houston initiative is the largest, 
but not the only, student computing ef-
fort in an urban district to take a signifi-
cant step forward in recent weeks, a sign 
that districts may be overcoming the 
skittishness that emerged in the wake of 

By Stephen Sawchuk

Los Angeles

When a teacher fails to meet even basic job du-
ties yet remains in the classroom, is that the fault 
of byzantine laws governing teacher dismissal—or 
the failure of administrators to adhere to them?

That’s just one of the questions that emerged 
here during the first week of testimony in a sweep-
ing lawsuit in Los Angeles County Superior Court 
that is challenging key dimensions of teachers’ job 
protections and drawing national notice as a po-
tential harbinger of similar challenges elsewhere.

In Vergara v. California, filed in May 2012 on be-
half of nine students and their families, the plain-
tiffs argue that five statutes governing teacher ten-
ure, dismissal, and seniority in the Golden State 
violate students’ equal-protection rights by making 

it too difficult to rid schools of “grossly ineffective” 
teachers. The suit names Gov. Jerry Brown, state 
Superintendent Tom Torlakson, and the state edu-
cation department and school board as defendants.

All California pupils are at risk, the plaintiffs 
contend, but minority students and those living in 
poverty are in reality the hardest hit.

“These statutes work together in a kind of vicious 
cycle. The system harms students every day,” Theo-
dore J. Boutrous, a lawyer for the plaintiffs, said 
during his opening statement.

The trial is the latest volley in a nationwide ef-
fort to reshape the fundamentals of the teaching 
profession. All but a handful of states are work-
ing to institute teacher-evaluation systems that 
include consideration of student learning. Efforts 
to that end have been unsuccessful so far in Cali-
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By Andrew Ujifusa

State elections involving three dozen 
governors and more than 6,000 legis-
lators this year could have major con-
sequences for a variety of education 
policies, with the Common Core State 

Standards, school choice, 
collective bargaining, and 
early education among 
the topics most likely to 

get time in the spotlight 
and on the stump.

In some states, the 2014 elections may 
prove pivotal for the fate of controversial 
education measures enacted as a result 
of Republicans’ strong showing in 2010. 
The GOP took control of 12 additional 
state legislatures and six more governor-
ships that year. 

The list of state elections includes 36 
gubernatorial contests and legislative 
races in all but four states (Louisiana, 
Mississippi, New Jersey, and Virginia). 
There are also seven elections for state 

DIGITAL DIRECTIONS

Campaigns Start in Earnest

2014ELECTIONS
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WEBINAR

Blending Math Instruction for Elementary Grades

Thursday, Feb. 13, 1 p.m. ET

Elementary math teachers are finding that a combination of digital 

curricula and face-to-face instruction is a successful strategy  

for helping younger students grasp math concepts. 

 www.edweek.org/go/webinar/ElementaryMath

MULTIMEDIA

War on Poverty

To reflect on the 50th anniversary of the War on Poverty, launched by 

President Lyndon B. Johnson in January 1964, Education Week has 

launched an occasional series exploring its impact on the lives of 

children. The first installment includes the following interactive elements:

TIMELINE: Explore major events in the War on Poverty

DATA VISUALIZATION: Take a long-term look at child-poverty rates

INTERACTIVE MAP: Track per-pupil state spending over the past 50 years

View the entire package:   www.edweek.org/go/wop
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A NextEngine 3D machine scans materials in teacher John Niebergall’s 

engineering class at Sherwood High School in Sherwood, Ore. 

The school put in place a program to teach students the 

technical skills they will need to land high-tech jobs in the 

manufacturing industry. PAGE 8
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250 Million Children 

Worldwide Can’t Read

At least 250 million of the world’s 
650 million primary school age 
children can’t read, write, or do 
basic mathematics, a report re-
leased last week by the United Na-
tions finds.

The report found that 130 million 
are in school but have not achieved 
the minimum benchmarks for 
learning, and almost 120 million 
have spent little or no time in a 
classroom. A lack of well-trained 
teachers was cited as a chief cause 
of the problem.

On the plus side, the report said 
three countries reduced their out-
of-school populations by at least 85 
percent in the past five years—Laos, 
Rwanda, and Vietnam. Sub-Saharan 
Africa is the region lagging furthest 
behind. —ASSOCIATED PRESS

CEOs Urge Federal Officials 

To Overhaul E-Rate

Industries from across the United 
States are taking a stronger inter-
est in improving schools’ Web con-
nectivity, as evidenced by an open 
letter released last week from some 
50 CEOs that urges federal officials 
to bring signficant changes to the E-
rate program.

The letter is directed at Tom 
Wheeler, the chairman of the Federal 
Communications Commission, which 
oversees the E-rate. FCC officials and 
President Barack Obama support 
modernizing the E-rate.

Signatories include Michael Dell 
of Dell Inc., Craig Kallman of Atlan-
tic Records, John Donahue of Ebay, 
Mark Zuckerberg of Facebook, Reed 
Hastings of Netflix, and filmmaker 
George Lucas of the George Lucas 
Educational Foundation.

 —SEAN CAVANAGH

Federation of Blind Sues 

PARCC Over Field Tests

The National Federation of the 
Blind has filed a lawsuit against 
PARCC claiming the lack of Braille 
access on the common-core field 
tests to be given in 18 states and 
the District of Columbia represents 
a violation of the Americans With 
Disabilities Act. 

The tests are under develop-

ment by the Partnership for As-
sessment of Readiness for College 
and Careers. In a statement, Marc 
Maurer, the president of the fed-
eration, said that “the lack of ac-
cessibility during field-testing will 
put blind students at a significant 
disadvantage, because accessibil-
ity issues that may arise will not 
be identified until PARCC’s assess-
ments are being deployed through-
out the states in the consortium.” 

PARCC has said the test will have 
several accessibility features built 
in but not all those features will be 
available during the field test. It is 
reviewing the legal action.

 —CHRISTINA A. SAMUELS

Ohio District Found to Play 

‘Loose’ With Student Data

Columbus schools played “fast and 
loose” with attendance data, grades, 
and other records, the Ohio auditor 
said last week in releasing findings 
from an 18-month investigation.

Auditor Dave Yost said his review 
into attendance-data scrubbing at 
the state’s largest district showed a 
culture of changing the numbers and 
a lack of oversight by its school board.

The review covered the 2010-
11 school year, and Mr. Yost said 
the district has since made some 
changes in its protocol.

Schools Superintendent Dan Good 
said the district was moving to fire 
four principals. Another 11 employ-
ees implicated in the data-changing 
scheme have already left. Others 
could still face discipline. —AP

New Jersey Adds Arts 

To School Report Cards

New Jersey last week became 
what is believed to be the first state 
in the nation to include visual and 
performing arts among the items it 
tracks in annual state school report 
cards. The data are included in 2013 
high school performance reports 
posted online by the state education 
department.

Statewide, about 47 percent of 
high school students, or almost 
200,000, took at least one class in 
an arts area in 2012-13, with music 
and the visual arts the two most 
popular. The state requires all stu-
dents to take at least one class in 
the arts before graduation.

The performance reports also in-
clude other data in three primary 
areas: academic achievement, col-
lege and career readiness, and grad-
uation and postsecondary plans. 
  —McCLATCHY-TRIBUNE

Student-Discipline Rules 

Adopted in Maryland

Maryland’s board of education last 
week adopted student discipline reg-
ulations aimed at keeping students 
in school, ending racial disparities 
in suspensions, and seeking more 
constructive punishments.

Under the new regulations, dis-
tricts must adopt policies that re-
duce long-term out-of-school suspen-
sions and expulsions. Those actions 
could only be used when a student 
posed an imminent threat of serious 
harm or was engaged in chronic or 

extreme disruptive behavior. 
Local school boards must revise 

policies by the beginning of next 
school year. They can take their own 
approaches, but the state will moni-
tor the impact on minority and spe-
cial education students. —AP

Students in Private Schools 

Getting Many Ind. Vouchers

A growing number of Indiana stu-
dents receiving school vouchers are 
already enrolled in private schools, a 
report released last week says.

State education department ana-
lysts found that roughly 40 percent 
of students—about 7,800 children—
who received vouchers for the 2013-
14 school year had never enrolled in 
Indiana’s public schools.

The report shows growth of so-
called “nonpublic” voucher recipi-
ents beginning to cost the state more 
money, although vouchers still ended 
up saving about $5 million last year. 
 —AP

Texas Board Considers 

Reining In Text Reviewers

Texas’ board of education is mulling 
tighter rules on citizen-review panels 
that scrutinize proposed textbooks in 
the hope of heading off future con-
troversies over evolution, climate 
change, and other hot-button issues.

Under the proposal, a secondary 
panel of experts would be created 
with veto power over volunteer re-
viewers’ objections.

Supporters say it’ll keep creation-
ists from blocking textbooks on ide-
ological grounds. The board’s social 
conservatives counter that it could 
spark “witch hunts” against inno-
cent volunteers. —AP

Bill Would Limit Liability 

When Staff Use Weapons

An Ohio bill would allow school 
boards to make closed-door decisions 
about arming employees, prohibit 

Charter schools receiving federal funds may now 
hold weighted lotteries in favor of disadvantaged stu-
dents, according to new nonregulatory guidance from 
the U.S. Department of Education.

Previously, the Education Department had threat-
ened to withhold federal funding from charter schools 
that held weighted lotteries, most notably from the 
Success Academy charter school network in New York 
City run by Eva Moskowitz. The new guidance, how-
ever, says that as long as it is permissible within an in-
dividual state’s charter school law, charters can provide 
admissions preferences for students “who are economi-
cally disadvantaged, students with disabilities, migrant 
students, limited-English-proficient students, neglected 
or delinquent students, and homeless students.”

Many charter advocates have been pushing for the 
move. Only days before the guidance came out last 
week, Michael J. Petrilli, the executive vice president 
of the Thomas B. Fordham Institute, wrote an op-ed 
in The Washington Post that called for the creation of 
weighted lotteries in the nation’s capital. He subse-
quently praised the new guidance on his blog.

Similarly, Nina Rees, the president and chief ex-
ecutive officer of the Washington-based National 
Alliance for Public Charter Schools, commended 
the change. “This new guidance brings the federal 
government in line with policies several states have 
already put into place so charters can enroll disad-
vantaged students in alignment with their missions,” 
she said. –KATIE ASH

NEWS IN BRIEF

LEARNING ON THE 

MOVE 

Students at Topeka 

Seaman Middle School 

perform a running 

demonstration in Topeka 

last week. They took part 

in the Kansas Fitness 

Information Tracking 

program, which studied  

what turned out to be a 

positive link between 

physical activity and  

student test scores. 

A
P

Education Department Offers Guidance on Charter Lotteries
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LEARNING TO READ

“Early Reading Proficiency in the United States” 

A new report on elementary students’ read-
ing proficiency finds that 80 percent of stu-
dents from lower-income families aren’t read-
ing proficiently by the time they reach 4th 
grade.

The “data snapshot” released last week by 
the Baltimore-based Annie E. Casey Founda-
tion, which has long studied reading prowess 
as a key measure of children’s well-being, also 
finds that two-thirds of all students, regard-
less of income, are not reading proficiently by 
4th grade. The report is based on data from 
the 2013 and 2003 administrations of the Na-
tional Assessment of Educational Progress. 

It finds that children from higher-income fam-
ilies have improved their reading skills more in 
the past decade than have their lower-income 
peers. Eighty-three percent of black children, 
and 81 percent of Latino children, are not read-
ing at a NAEP level of proficiency by 4th grade, 
compared with 55 percent of white children and 
49 percent of Asian children. —CATHERINE GEWERTZ

COLLEGE READINESS

“Can You Leave High School Behind?” 

The quality of the high school a student at-
tends is a strong predictor of his or her grades 
in college, according to a new study published 
by the National Bureau of Economic Research. 

Differences in high school quality explained 
approximately 20 percent of the variation in 
the GPAs of freshmen, says the study, conducted 
by researchers at the University of Texas at 
Austin.

The study found that high school character-
istics affected performance of students from 
various backgrounds, but the impact was most 
pronounced for women and students from low-
income families—and the effects persisted at least 
through students’ junior year of college. 

The study followed students who were admitted to 
UT Austin under the state’s “Top Tenth” law, which 
grants automatic admission to the university to stu-
dents graduating in the top 10 percent of their public 
high school classes. —CARALEE J. ADAMS

PUBLIC SCHOOL CHOICE

“Replicating Quality: Policy Recommendations  

to Support the Replication and Growth of High-

Performing Charter Schools and Networks”

To spur the growth of high-performing charter 
schools and lower the number of underperforming 
charters, state lawmakers should pass laws that 
differentiate charter school governance based on 
their academic and financial performance, says a 
new report from the National Association of Char-
ter School Authorizers and the Charter School 
Growth Fund.

The report, written by Public Impact—a North Car-
olina consulting firm—offers 10 policy recommenda-
tions to improve the quality of charter schools.

Besides calling for differentiated oversight, the re-
port recommends ways to build capacity for and sup-
port high-performing charter schools and networks, 
facilitate the replication of high-performing charter 
schools and networks, and accelerate the closure of 
underperforming charter schools. —KATIE ASH

CHILDREN’S MEDIA

“Learning at Home: Families’ Educational Media  

Use in America” 

Most parents believe that the amount of creative 
and quality educational media on mobile devices 
is lacking, especially for older children, according 
to a new national survey.

The survey from the New York-based Joan Ganz 
Cooney Center involved more than 1,500 parents of 
children ages 2 to 10. Parents said the educational 

value of media—both television and mobile devices—
drops significantly for older children. The share of 
screen time devoted to educational content declines 
from 78 percent for 2- to 4-year-olds to 27 percent for 
8- to 10-year-olds. —KARLA SCOON REID 

ADULT LEARNERS

“2014 Learning in America Survey”

While educators debate the most effective K-12 
teaching styles, American adults prefer hands-on 
training, according to a new Harris Interactive poll.

Based on a representative sample of 1,000 Ameri-
cans 18 and older, the polling group found that more 
than half reported they learned best through hands-
on training—though men favored this approach more 
than women, 56 percent versus 47 percent.

By contrast, 25 percent of women and 40 percent 
of all Hispanic adults favored watching visual dem-
onstrations—the most preferred learning method for 
those two groups. —S.D.S.

TEACHER UNIONS

“Study on Trends in Freedom of Association and 

Collective Bargaining in the Education Sector Since 

the Financial Crisis, 2008-2013”

The global financial crisis has led to new restric-
tions on collective bargaining in education worldwide, 
according to a new study by the nonprofit Education 
International.

In 19 countries in Africa, Asia, Europe, and the 
Americas (including the United States), the report 
found “a clear trend from 2008 to 2013 towards the 
privatization of the provision of basic education in 
some countries” and more limitations on the length of 
public teachers’ contracts and tenure, particularly in 
countries implementing “austerity” measures, such as 
Greece and Spain.

In a majority of countries, the report found increased 
limits put on teachers’ collective-bargaining powers 
and unionization in general. —S.D.S. 

the release of the names of armed 
school staff, and provide immunity 
from civil liability resulting from 
employees’ use of weapons on cam-
pus unless it is “reckless or wanton 
conduct.” It would also allow off-duty 
police officers to carry deadly weap-
ons in school zones.

The proposal comes a month after 
a police officer accidentally fired his 
gun in an Ohio school, the Akron 
Beacon Journal reported.

Critics of the bill, including House 
Democrats, suggested increased 
mental-health services would be a 
better way to promote school safety.

 —EVIE BLAD

Wyoming Court Clears Way 

For Schools Chief’s Return

The Wyoming Supreme Court 
ruled last week that a 2013 law 
improperly stripped state schools 
chief Cindy Hill of power over pub-
lic schools.

The law transferred power to a 
newly created position of director 
of education. Before the law, Ms. 
Hill, a Republican, had been feud-
ing with officials over her handling 
of the department. The Casper 
Star-Tribune reported that she 
will return to work. What will hap-
pen to the director of education is 
unclear. 

Ms. Hill, who has announced that 
she is running for governor, remains 
under investigation by a state legis-
lative panel for alleged improprieties 
while she served as superintendent, 
including improper payments and 
nepotism.   –ANDREW UJIFUSA

Connecticut District Faulted 

For Handling of Special Ed. 

State education officials in Con-
necticut have ordered Bridgeport 
schools to take corrective action 
after finding that local officials sys-
tematically failed to identify stu-
dents eligible for special education 
services.

The education department began 
investigating after the Center for 
Children’s Advocacy filed a com-
plaint in October. The review deter-
mined that the district violated its 
obligations under the Individuals 
With Disabilities Education Act and 
state law.

Most of the examples listed in 
the complaint were from the 2012-
13 school year, when there was an 
effort to reduce special education 
costs under schools Superintendent 
Paul Vallas, who is leaving to run 
for lieutenant governor in Illinois.
 —AP

CORRECTIONS

•AnewsbriefintheJan.8,2014,
issue of Education Week incorrectly 
identified the district affiliations 
of two finalists for the AASA’s Su-
perintendent of the Year. Michele 
Taylor is the superintendent of the 
Calhoun, Ga., district, and Kevin 
Maxwell, who was selected for his 
leadership of the Anne Arundel 
County schools in Maryland, is now 
the superintendent in neighboring 
Prince George’s County.
•AnarticleintheJan.22issueon

the revised GED test gave incorrect 
cost information for CTB/McGraw 
Hill’s Test Assessing Secondary 
Completion. 
•AstoryintheJan.29issuemis-

stated the school where Rebecca L. 
Buerkett works. She is the librarian 
at L.P. Quinn Elementary School, in 
Tupper Lake, N.Y.
•Astoryonprivateschoolsadopt-

ing blended learning models in a 
Jan. 29 special report misidenti-
fied the source of grant funding 
to Mission Dolores Academy, in  
San Francisco. The money came 
from a variety of sources. The  
story also misstated the typical 
transition costs to begin blended 
programs at Catholic schools 
through the Phaedrus Initiative, 
which are usually about $500,000 
per school.

Study Finds Reading Lessons 
Edging Out Kindergarten Play 
“Is Kindergarten the New 1st Grade? The Changing 

Nature of Kindergarten in the Age of Accountability”

The days when kindergarten focused on playing and 
finger painting may be waning, according to a new Uni-
versity of Virginia study, as early-learning classrooms 
devote significantly more attention to preparing stu-
dents to read.

From 1998 to 2006, kindergarten teachers reported 
devoting 25 percent more time to teaching early liter-
acy, from 5.5 hours to seven hours per week, according 
to the working paper by Daphna Bassok, an assistant 
professor at the University of Virginia’s Curry School 
of Education and Anna Rorem, a policy associate at the 
university’s Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service. 

The researchers analyzed changes over time in 
teacher expectations, curriculum, and students’ time 
on task using data from the federal Early Childhood 
Longitudinal Study.

They found that the number of early-education teach-
ers who believe students should begin learning to read 
in kindergarten more than doubled from 1998 to 2006, 
from 31 percent in 1998 to 65 percent in 2006. The 
teachers also became more likely to teach spelling and 
use standardized assessments in kindergarten, they 
found.

Though the overall time for kindergarten has in-
creased since the late 1990s, with 75 percent of kinder-
gartners now attending full-day classes—up from 56 per-
cent in 1998—the researchers found that time devoted to 
mathematics flatlined and time for all other non-literacy 
subjects decreased. Kindergartners today now spend as 
much time on reading and language arts as they do on 
mathematics, science, social studies, music, and art com-
bined, according to the study. —SARAH D. SPARKS

REPORT ROUNDUP       www.edweek.org/go/rr

CHARTER LAW RANKINGS
Plenty of movement took place overall among states considered  

to have the best charter school laws, though little change occurred in the top 

10 lineup from last year to this year, according to a leading advocacy group 

for the charter sector. Indiana jumped seven spots, and Mississippi was 

deemed the most improved. Also found to improve were Idaho and Nevada. 

2014 

Ranking State

2014 

Score

2013 

Score

2013 

Ranking

1 Minnesota 174 172 1

2 Indiana 170 148 9

3 Louisiana 167 151 6

4 Maine 163 166 2

5 Colorado 163 160 4

6 Washington 162 161 3

7 New York 158 148 8

8 Florida 156 151 5

9 California 156 150 7

10 D.C. 153 134 17

SOURCE: National Alliance for Public Charter Schools 
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By Alyssa Morones

In what is proving to be an un-
commonly chilly and snowy winter, 
thousands of schools across many 
states have been forced to close their 
doors—often for days at a time. Al-
though a lot of students have surely 
tossed their books aside in favor 
of sledding or video games, some 
schools are seizing on e-learning as 
a way to keep up educational mo-
mentum.

Under an Ohio law that took ef-
fect this year, for example, districts 
that max out on “calamity” days can 
use up to three “e-learning days” to 
meet state class-time requirements 
and avoid having to tack extra days 
on to the end of the school year.

“It’s much better to have a day 
of e-learning instruction right now 
than if we held a makeup day when 
the weather’s nice,” said Shelly 
Vaughn, the superintendent of the 
939-student Fort Recovery district 
in western Ohio, which had already 
missed eight regular school days as 
of late January. “It’s hard to keep 
kids focused at that time of year.”

Meanwhile, the co-teachers of 
an Advanced Placement calculus 
class at Grandville High School in 
Grandville, Mich., where school has 
been called off for seven days so far 
this winter, are posting assignments 
online, as well as instructional vid-
eos, to keep students on track.

“When you teach an Advanced 
Placement class, there’s a target 
day in May when everyone takes 
the test,” said co-teacher Nancy 
Triezenberg. “I have every day 
planned out. We know we need to 
be so far by a certain date.”

Polar Vortex

Between winter storms and the 
polar vortex that sent tempera-
tures plummeting to near zero, or 
even below, districts from Illinois to 
Virginia—and now, in states farther 
south, like Alabama and Georgia—
have lost regular school days this 
academic year.

In the 400,000-student Chicago 
Public Schools, where school is 
rarely canceled, four of the six snow 
days declared over the past decade 
came this winter, a spokeswoman 
said.

Most Virginia districts already 
had lost five to 10 days this year  
to bad weather as of last week, 
said Charles Pyle, a spokesman for  
the Virginia Department of Educa-
tion.

The 50,000-student Henrico 
County school system, near Rich-
mond, had a surprise weeklong 
break from classes in mid-January 
when the district called four snow 
days the week of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. holiday. School was closed 
yet again for two days last week 
after another storm hit.

Meanwhile, hundreds of stu-
dents in Atlanta were left stranded 
overnight in schools when a recent 

storm left many areas in the South 
covered in snow and ice. 

Although snow days certainly can 
be disruptive to a school’s schedule, 
a new study from Harvard Univer-
sity finds that they don’t seem to 
have a negative effect on students 
academically, at least when looking 
at results on statewide assessments 
from 2003 to 2010.

The study, issued in January by 
Harvard University’s John F. Ken-
nedy School of Government, found 
no correlation between student 
achievement and snow days, based 
on an analysis of test scores in those 
years.

“Just having to push a lesson back 
one day is not very hard to do,” said 
Joshua S. Goodman, an assistant 
professor in public policy at the 
Harvard Kennedy School and the 
author of the study.

“What’s harder to deal with is 
when five out of 25 students are 

missing because of weather,” he 
said. 

Mr. Goodman’s research did find 
a negative effect on test scores 
on moderately snowy days when 
schools stayed open, but some stu-
dents were absent because of the 
weather.

When just some students are ab-
sent, Mr. Goodman explained, teach-
ers have to take time from the next 
day to help those students catch up.

However, a 2008 study of Mary-
land public schools, published in 
the Journal of Education Finance 
and Policy, came to a different 
conclusion. It found that as snow  
days accumulated they did have a 
negative effect, particularly at the 
elementary level, on student perfor-
mance on state reading and math 
assessments. 

It found, for instance, that in 
years with a high level of unsched-
uled closures—about 10 days—

more than 5 percent fewer students 
would pass the state’s standardized 
3rd grade reading or math test.

Blizzard Bags

In Ohio, the state’s new flexibility 
with e-learning days is just starting 
to catch on, but a spokesman for the 
state education agency sees momen-
tum building.

Of the state’s 614 regular school 
districts, 95 had submitted plans for 
e-learning days as of late January.

“We’re getting more every day,” said 
John Charlton, a spokesman for the 
Ohio Department of Education.

The state’s new policy is intended 
to provide districts additional flexibil-
ity in meeting minimum school-day 
requirements and to alleviate the 
need for adding days at the end of the 
year to make up lost time.

To implement e-learning days, the 
state requires districts’ teachers to 
post lessons and assignments online 
for students to complete during the 
snow day.

Students will have up to two weeks, 
though, to complete such an assign-
ment. That is an important quali-
fication for students who may lack 
access to a computer or the Internet 
at home, or if they experience a power 
or Internet outage that day. In such 
cases, teachers will provide hard cop-
ies of the work to their students.

Many districts in Ohio refer to their 
e-learning options as “blizzard bags,” 
the term for the bag in which teach-
ers send the hard copies home.

The state’s Fort Recovery district 
submitted its e-learning plan last 
school year, but didn’t have to use it 
until this winter.

The lessons the district offers with 
its e-learning days “were designed 
so that students could do them in-
dependently,” said Ms. Vaughn, the 

Snow Days Turn Into E-Learning Days for Some Schools 
Winter storms yield
widespread closings
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MICHIGAN: A front end 

loader fills a trailer with 

snow to clear off a school 

bus lot in Kalamazoo, Mich. 

January temperatures 

dropped to dangerous, 

record-breaking lows in 

Michigan, leading to the 

closure of hundreds of 

schools.

GEORGIA: Mark Nilson 

walked six miles from his 

home to spend the night last 

week with his daughter, 

Elizabeth, age 5, at E. Rivers 

Elementary School in 

Atlanta. 
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superintendent, “so that parents at 
home wouldn’t need to provide any 
more support than they would with 
homework.”

“In this day and age, every district 
has some type of online presence,” 
said Mark Lutz, the principal of 
Milford High School, located outside 
Cincinnati. “For us, it’s a great op-
portunity to continue the learning. 
For days where we can’t make it into 
school, we still have electronic tools 
available to us.”

The various digital platforms that 
his school uses also allow teachers to 
interact with students on e-learning 
days, Mr. Lutz said. “Teachers can 
post videos with their assignments, 
or they can post notes,” he said.

Staying on Track

At Grandville High School in 
Michigan, Ms. Triezenberg, the AP 

calculus co-teacher, said that for 
the past few years, she has used on-
line technology to provide learning 
resources for her students, to keep 
them up to date with the material. 

In a year in which the 5,640-stu-
dent Grandville district already has 
called six snow days, she’s finding it 
a useful tool. When Ms. Triezenberg 
and co-teacher Kelly Stouten find 
out there’s a snow day, they send a 
message to students informing them 
where online to find the day’s assign-
ment. 

Students don’t just find a work-
sheet or text lesson on file: Ms. 
Triezenberg has taken videos of her-
self teaching the lessons and working 
out sample problems.

“I feel like when we get back to 
class, we’ll still be on track,” she said. 
“I won’t need to be rushing at the end.”

She uploads the video in multiple 
formats so so that students can watch 
the videos even from their smart-
phones or iPods. 

Before using such technology, Ms. 
Triezenberg said, snow days would 
just be lost time.

“I would have to double up on 
things, or would try to leave some-
thing out, which is very difficult in an 
AP curriculum,” she said. 

At the same time, she said, the 
same technology is beneficial not 
simply for snow days.

“I typically tape most of my 
classes,” she said. “It’s wonderful 
for kids who are absent, or who just 
want to hear the lesson again.”

The Grandville district has made a 
big push to enhance its use of technol-
ogy. The district now provides its 4th 
through 12th graders with Chrome-
books. Pupils in kindergarten through 
grade 3 will be receiving iPads. 

The whole district is connected to 
Moodle, a community-based learning 
and course-management system that 
allows teachers to set up blended-
learning options, as well as Google 
Apps for Education.

Ron E. Caniff, the superintendent 
of the Grandville district, said the 
technology has been a valuable learn-
ing tool, both for snow days and dur-
ing regular school days.

He said that while the use of such 
technology on snow days does not 
count toward state class-time re-
quirements, “it does go a long way 
toward our ultimate objective, which 
is to keep kids engaged and learning.”

That said, Mr. Caniff notes that 
there are still some hiccups associ-
ated with the method, such as the 
fact that some students still lack In-
ternet access at home.

The ‘Human Element’

Some private schools also are tap-
ping e-learning to cope with snow 
days.

Bishop Donahue High School, 
a Roman Catholic school in Mc-
Mechen, W.Va., now substitutes snow 
days with “cyber days.” On those 
days, teachers send online assign-
ments for students to complete at 
home. Students have the opportunity 
to ask questions by email throughout 
the afternoon, and assignments are 
graded at the end of the day. 

Gibault Catholic High School in 
Waterloo, Ill., uses an online learn-
ing-management system that works 
much like an academic social net-
work, allowing students to access re-
sources and interact and collaborate 
with teachers and fellow classmates.

“We thought: Why not use that for 
a snow day?” said Principal Russ S. 
Hart. 

The school’s use of technology has 
also allowed teachers to get creative 
with their online lessons. 

Mr. Hart said he’s had some teach-
ers post voice-over lessons or supple-
mentary videos they’d like students 
to watch outside class. Teachers have 
also used online discussion threads 
to get students actively participating 
outside class time.

“I’ve even had teachers give essay 
tests during [snow days],” said Mr. 
Hart. “There are so many different 
ways lessons can be put up.”

Gibault Catholic High has also 
seen some unintended benefits from 
using the technology on snow days.

“We’re saving a lot of money,” said 
Mr. Hart. “Because we’re not mak-
ing up the days in May, that’s five 
days we’re not sending out buses to 
pick up students; we’re not paying 
maintenance and janitorial staff 
those days; heating is much lower 
than normal; and we’re not using all 
those supplies, like soap and toilet 
paper, that we would on a normal 
day.”

As good as that option is, though, 
teachers won’t have to worry about 
finding themselves out of a job.

“Although we love e-learning days, 
as great as they are for us, it’s not 
as good as having kids here and a 
teacher in the classroom,” said Mr. 
Hart. “We still need that human 
element, and that motivating ele-
ment. We’re not ready to be an online 
school.”

Coverage of more and better learning 

time is supported by a grant from 

the Ford Foundation, at www.

fordfoundation.org. Education Week 

retains sole editorial control over the 

content of this coverage.

By Evie Blad

Federal agencies are not doing enough to track 
incidents of child sexual abuse by school personnel, 
and they are failing to provide adequate guidance 
to states and districts about how to prevent and re-
spond to such acts, a report by the Government Ac-
countability Office says.

The report, released last week, depicts a fractured 
system of background checks that often fail to detect 
potential red flags, and divergent and sometimes 
conflicting policies between states and districts for 
reporting, investigating, and responding to suspected 
cases of sexual misconduct.

While the U.S. departments of Education, Justice, 
and Health and Human Services have resources to 
guide prevention efforts, none has taken a lead role 
in collecting data or coordinating a federal response, 
and many state and local agencies are unaware such 
guidance exists, the report says.

“The sexual abuse of students and sexual miscon-
duct by public K-12 school personnel is a complex 
problem, and such behavior is particularly egregious 
because schools are entrusted with educating the na-
tion’s children,” says the report, compiled after inves-
tigators surveyed state education agencies in every 
state and the District of Columbia, visited six school 
districts, and reviewed files from five sexual-abuse 
investigations. “There are no simple solutions to this 
problem, and, although states and school districts are 
taking some positive steps, current efforts are clearly 
not enough.”

The prevalence of sexual abuse of children by 
school personnel is unknown, in part because some 
cases go unreported. A 2004 report for the U.S. De-
partment of Education found that nearly 9.6 percent 
of students are victims of sexual abuse by school per-
sonnel at some point in their education careers.

The report synthesizes discussions over several 
decades regarding sexual abuse of students. A 1998 
investigative series by Education Week, updated in 
2003, found that districts are often unprepared to 
identify and respond to such behavior because, un-
aware of its prevalence, they consider it a rare and 
idiosyncratic occurrence.

“Where there’s no data, there’s no problem,” said 
Terri L. Miller the president of the Las Vegas-based 
Survivors of Educator Sexual Abuse and Misconduct 
Emerge, or SESAME. She called the report “a posi-
tive step” in raising awareness among parents and 
school administrators about the frequency of abuse 
by school personnel.

Much ‘to Be Done’

In a response appended to the report, Deborah 
S. Delisle, the assistant secretary for elementary 
and secondary education, said the department will 
explore strategies to better track data, revise its 
training materials to reach a wider audience, and 
examine ways to better collaborate with other fed-
eral agencies.

“As this report acknowledges, the department has 
voluntarily undertaken efforts to address the issue 
of sexual abuse of students,” Ms. Delisle wrote. “Still, 
there remains much that needs to be done.”

In the survey, 46 states said they require back-
ground checks of applicants for jobs in public schools, 
but their methods vary widely. Thirty-six states use 
both state and federal sources of criminal data to 
gather information on applicants, but others only 
check for state criminal violations. And while most 
states require background checks for teachers, not all 
do for other school staff or volunteers, the study says.

Further, the report says such checks are often in-
complete because state sex-offender registries rely on 
local courts for up-to-date information and because 
data are difficult to track between states. 

And inappropriate behavior by educators that may 
signal their plans for sexual misconduct is not always 
illegal.

For example, a teacher may “groom” students for 

abuse, gaining trust by singling them out in class, 
touching them excessively, or communicating with 
them frequently through social media, the report 
says. Those behaviors are frequently prohibited by 
state codes of professional conduct, but those stan-
dards generally only apply to staff members with 
teaching licenses. What’s more, states inconsistently 
enter such violations into the national data clearing-
house used in some state background checks.

By way of example, the report cites a male 2nd 
grade teacher who was convicted of aggravated crimi-
nal sexual abuse of 10 girls in two districts.

The first district disciplined the teacher for keep-
ing pornography on his work computer, and his con-
tract was not renewed after a parent complained of 
inappropriate behavior from the teacher, who told 
her daughter that she reminded him of a movie star 
and often stared at her. Neither instance triggered 
a criminal complaint, and the information was not 
relayed to the second district, which discovered his 
sexual behavior after another parent’s complaint.

Prevention and response efforts are also weakened 
because of uncertainty about whether the question-
able behavior should be reported, who should report 
it, and to whom, the study concludes.

Some districts require staff members to report 
suspected abuse to school administrators, who may 
conduct their own investigation before contacting 

law-enforcement or child-welfare authorities—a step 
that can delay reporting and complicate investiga-
tions, the report says. 

Conflicting goals and methods among agencies may 
also get in the way. For example, child-welfare groups 
may act quickly to prevent future abuse, which can 
tip off suspects, while police sometimes like to sur-
prise suspects, the report says.

Such conflicts are eased in some areas by formal-
ized coordination among agencies, and they could 
be further addressed by clear federal guidance, the 
report says.

The GAO also recommends that the Education De-
partment do more to inform school leaders of their 
obligations under Title IX of the Education Amend-
ments of 1972, which requires schools to have proce-
dures in place to protect students from sexual vio-
lence by school personnel.

Rep. George Miller, D-Calif., who requested the GAO 
investigation, said he plans to request congressional 
hearings aimed at “addressing the shortcomings of 
child-abuse laws and regulations.”

Mr. Miller introduced a bill last year that would 
require criminal-history checks for all public school 
employees, applicants for employment, and contrac-
tors with unsupervised access to students. The House 
of Representatives passed the bill in October.

“We must take every available and reasonable step 
we can to ensure that the people and schools that are 
entrusted with our children every day protect them 
from abuse,” he said in a statement.

Report Highlights Weaknesses 
In Tracking School Sexual Abuse

“ There are no simple solutions to 
this problem, and, although states 
and school districts are taking 
some positive steps, current efforts 
are clearly not enough.”
GAO REPORT
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As Snow Closes Schools,
E-Learning Fills the Gap
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By Fenit Nirappil

he Oregonian

A drone helicopter to record 
marching band formations. A $75 
French horn mouthpiece made for 
just $5. Phone cases emerging from 
a 3-D printer.

Those are the kinds of projects 
that Sherwood High School stu-
dents in Oregon are already churn-
ing out. With a $494,000 grant from 
the state, school officials plan to buy 
more equipment and expand tech-
nology and manufacturing instruc-
tion to middle schools, and share 
their knowledge across the state.

Simple woodcarving in shop class 
doesn’t cut it for the 21st century job 
market, school officials say. In the 
corner of the computer lab, a 3-D 
printer rests alongside the paper 
printer. In adjacent, wide-open 
rooms, students are carving metal, 
building robots, and using laser and 
vinyl cutters.

“You read statistics that manufac-
turing is coming back, but the jobs 
coming with it are advanced and 
high-tech,” said Gary Bennett, the 
academic chief of the 5,100-student 
Sherwood school district, which is 
near Portland. 

National research bears out Mr. 
Bennett’s point. By 2018, 42 per-
cent of jobs in manufacturing will 
require some postsecondary educa-
tion or a degree, according to find-
ings from the Georgetown Univer-
sity Center on Education and the 

Workforce. A 2012 ManpowerGroup 
study indicated that machine opera-
tors and engineers are among the 
top 10 jobs that U.S. employers have 
trouble filling.

Many schools are working to meet 
the demand by modernizing their 
manufacturing education programs. 
Nearly 1,300 public high schools 
and 1,700 two-year colleges offer 
programs in career-technical educa-
tion, or CTE, with an enrollment of 
about 14 million students, according 
to the National Center for Educa-
tion Statistics. 

“There isn’t a day that goes by 
that you could live without the out-
put of CTE programs,” said Timm 
Boettcher, the chairman of the In-
dustry Workforce Needs Council 
of the Association for Career and 
Technical Education, which works 
to increase support for CTE from 
government and business. “The 
jobs that require CTE are used ev-
erywhere: the mechanics, techni-
cians, engineers, welders, and the 
list goes on.” 

An Image Problem

Still, advocates recognize that 
their interests have suffered from 
an image problem, with the per-
ception that manufacturing in the 
United States is dwindling, and the 
jobs it offers are largely low-skilled. 

“People still perceive career-tech 
to be what they think of from 20 or 
30 years ago,” said Steve DeWitt, the 

deputy executive director for public 
policy at the Association for Career 
and Technical Education, based in 
Alexandria, Va. “We’re seeing a bet-
ter understanding among policy 
makers and some business leaders.” 

But experts say students and par-
ents are a tougher audience to sway. 

National data from 1990 to 2009 
show a steady decline in the average 
number of CTE credits earned com-
pared with other subjects—course-
taking in communications and de-
sign and health care increased, for 
instance, while enrollment in busi-
ness and manufacturing classes 
dropped off dramatically. 

Despite that trend, some states are 
increasing their investments in career 
and technical education, according to 
Kate R. Blosveren, the associate ex-
ecutive director of the National As-
sociation of State Directors of Career 
Technical Education Consortium, 
based in Silver Spring, Md. New York 
is investing in the “P-Tech,” or “path-

ways to technology” model, she said; 
Alabama passed a $50 million bond to 
fund CTE with a mixture of grant and 
block funding; and Kansas is paying 
for students to earn dual-enrollment 
credits for CTE classes. 

Building Technical Skills

A career-technical education re-
vitalization program in Oregon dis-
tributed almost $9 million among 23 
school districts for hands-on teaching 
projects. The program also encour-
ages school districts to work with 
each other and other businesses.

That’s a common theme in other 
initiatives around the country 
to align educational efforts with 
specific industry needs. Examples 
include the Manufacturing En-
gineering Partnership Program 
at Coopersville High School near 
Grand Rapids, Mich., where several 
businesses work with the school, 
and the Southwire Engineering 
Academy, a partnership between a 
manufacturing firm and Carrolton 
High School outside of Atlanta.

In Oregon, Sherwood High is 
among the state’s top academic 
performers, with a reputation for 
hands-on technical training. Stu-
dents there can take wood and 
metal shop classes, along with five 
levels of engineering. The state 
grant will fund professional devel-
opment and software at Laurel and 
Sherwood middle schools, so stu-
dents come to 9th grade with the 
equivalent of Engineering I experi-
ence. That leaves more opportuni-
ties to take classes for college credit 
during high school. 

John Niebergall, Sherwood High’s 
engineering and shop instructor, 
has kept his students ahead of 
the curve for more than a decade. 
Back in 2002, students were al-
ready starting to draw 3-D models 
on computers before grabbing a 
sander. Now they can take it a step 
further and make parts and vinyl 
stickers with automated computer 
commands instead of by hand. The 
goal is to expose students to both 
the brainstorming and hands-on 

production sides of manufacturing. 
“They aren’t going to all be engi-

neers, but a lot of them can be en-
gineer technicians,” said Mr. Nie-
bergall. “If our kids can design and 
produce, that’s a great skill set.”

Some local businesses are turning 
to Sherwood High’s manufacturing 
program for help, said Mr. Nieber-
gall. A local man had a wristband 
printed on the school’s 3-D printer 
as a prototype to show a factory 
abroad.

Now, the Oregon grant is allowing 
Mr. Niebergall to take Sherwood’s 
work on the road. He plans to buy a 
small motor home or mobile trailer, 
a “FabLab,” filled with computers 
and manufacturing equipment to 
teach instructors in rural Oregon 
how to bring similar programs to 
their schools and work with other 
students on projects. 

The school has even caught the 
eye of the manufacturing industry. 
Students showed off their work at a 
manufacturing summit in Portland 
in January, and were featured on a 
local TV station. 

“It’s a constant theme that high 
schools aren’t promoting manufac-
turing as a viable option for em-
ployment,” said Chris Scherer, the 
executive director of the Oregon 
Manufacturing Extension Partner-
ship, which hosted the summit. 

But he said Sherwood is an ex-
ception.

“As jobs in manufacturing, even 
at the entry level, get advanced, you 
need more advanced skills to be suc-
cessful,” he said.

Staff Writer Michele Molnar contributed 

to this article.

Copyright © 2014, McClatchy-Tribune 

Information Services.

Rise of Manufacturing 
Prompts New Efforts 
To Prepare Students  
High schools develop high-tech training 

Sherwood, Ore., high school 

engineering teacher John 

Niebergall, left, and teacher 

Allison Meadows instruct 

student Garret Heckenberg  

on how to use a high-tech 

PlasmaCam, which cuts steel.
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By Evie Blad

Youth tip lines, which were 
widely used after the 1999 shoot-
ings at Colorado’s Columbine 
High School, are getting renewed 
interest from a handful of states 
and districts that are seeking to 
strengthen violence-prevention ef-
forts following the 2012 shootings 
at Sandy Hook Elementary School 
in Newtown, Conn.

Supporters say tip lines provide a 
safe, confidential way for students 
to alert authorities about informa-
tion that may be useful in prevent-
ing school attacks, bullying, and 
suicidal behaviors. But youth tip 
lines are effective only when they 
are part of a comprehensive preven-
tion program that includes school 
training and cooperation from law 
enforcement, said Susan R.T. Payne, 
the founder of Colorado’s Safe2Tell 

tip line, considered one of the most 
effective in the country.

“It’s really easy to check the box 
and say, ‘We have a tip line,’ ” she 
said. “But the tip line is just the 
equipment part of the prevention 
initiative.”

Colorado lawmakers are con-
sidering a bill that would provide 
public funding for Safe2Tell, which 
is currently operated as a private 
nonprofit organization. Meanwhile, 
other states, including Michigan, 
have recently announced plans to 
replicate or consider replicating all 
or part of the Safe2Tell program.

Since its creation in 2004, the 
Safe2Tell line has received reports 
and aided in the prevention of 266 
separate school attacks, according to 
an annual report. In December 2012 
alone, it received 24 tips of planned 
attacks.

Over the same period, the Colo-
rado tip line also has collected 1,436 
reports of planned suicides and 
2,386 reports of bullying, the annual 
report says.

Tapping Into Peers

A 2002 report by the U.S. Secret 
Service National Threat Assess-
ment Center, prepared after the 
agency analyzed 37 school attacks 

that occurred between 1974 and 
2000, concluded that attackers in 
31 of those events had told at least 
one person about their plans before-
hand. In 22 cases, two or more peo-
ple knew about the planned attack 
in advance, the study concluded. In 
nearly all cases, those peers were 
classmates, siblings, and friends of 
the attackers, it said.

“A friend or schoolmate may be the 
first person to hear that a student is 
thinking about or planning to harm 
someone,” the Secret Service report 
said. “Nevertheless, for a variety of 
reasons, those who have information 
about a potential incident of tar-
geted school violence may not alert 
an adult on their own.”

Following the Columbine shoot-
ings and the release of the Se-
cret Service report, many states 
launched or piloted tip lines, largely 
through their state police or through 
contracts with private companies.

And in the decade since, dozens 
of school districts around the coun-
try—including large systems like 
Houston and Minneapolis—have 
organized their own tip lines and 
Internet reporting systems.

News reports suggest those efforts 
experienced a resurgence following 
the Newtown shootings. State task 
forces formed to make recommenda-
tions on school safety have consid-
ered creating tip lines or revamping 
existing reporting systems.

Current state-level efforts include 
Kentucky’s pilot of an online report-
ing system for violence and bully-
ing in seven districts, which was 
launched in November. 

A Connecticut bill that would 
have created a tip line died in com-
mittee last year. And New Jersey, 
Utah, and Wyoming are among 
several states that have discussed 
creating new reporting systems or 
improving existing ones in the last 
year.

Barriers to Success

But many tip lines, especially those 
that don’t involve a conversation be-
tween a human operator and the 
student reporters and are not accom-
panied by a school training program, 
aren’t effective and receive few or no 
reports, Ms. Payne of Safe2Tell said.

The Secret Service recommended 
that schools encourage students to 
share such information “by identify-
ing and breaking down barriers in 
the school environment” that might 
discourage reports.

Colorado’s Safe2Tell system 
yields hundreds of valid reports be-
cause it’s accompanied by extensive 
school programs in which teachers 
talk students through actual news 
reports of bullying, school violence, 
and suicide and discuss how a re-
port from a peer could have pre-
vented such incidents, Ms. Payne 
said.

Colorado rushed to launch a tip 
line after the Columbine High 
shootings, but it got only seven 
reports in three years, Ms. Payne 
said. Organizers created Safe2Tell 

after students around the state told 
them they would be more likely 
to report information about their 
peers if they were guaranteed total 
anonymity and if they had assur-
ance that such reports “wouldn’t be 
swept under the rug.”

Under the Safe2Tell system, 
reports are immediately sent to 
schools and law-enforcement agen-
cies, which must report back on 
how they handled the information. 
Trained 911 operators who take the 
calls can’t see the phone numbers 
of the callers, text messages are fil-
tered through a system in Canada 
that wipes out identifying informa-
tion, and a website provides a box 
for anonymous submissions.

The law creating Michigan’s ver-
sion of Safe2Tell, called OK-2-Say, 
shows the state plans to closely 
replicate Colorado’s model, but it 
allows for prosecutors to subpoena 
the identity of false reporters.

The Michigan program will 
launch this year and end in 2017 
unless state lawmakers reauthorize 
it. The bill’s few critics said its cost 
of $3.5 million over four years could 
be better spent on adding more po-
lice to schools.

Michigan’s OK-2-Say will replace 
a previous tip line run by the state 
police that received very few calls, 
organizers said.

Ms. Payne, in Colorado, said she 
sees the need for a nationwide re-
porting system, noting that her 
state has received out-of-state re-
ports.

Once, she said, a student submit-
ted a screen capture of an online 
chat-room message in which an-
other student said he planned a 
school shooting the next day. Colo-
rado police used the sender’s Inter-
net protocol address to trace the 
message to a home in Biloxi, Miss., 
which local authorities entered at 
2:30 the next morning.

“The kid says, ‘I was never going 
to do it,’ ” Ms. Payne said. “But they 
found seven weapons in his house.”

Coverage of school climate and student 

behavior and engagement is supported 

in part by grants from the Atlantic 

Philanthropies, the NoVo Foundation, 

the Raikes Foundation, and the 

California Endowment. Education Week 

retains sole editorial control over the 

content of this coverage.

Tip Lines Get a Fresh Look in School Safety Initiatives

“ It’s really easy to 
check the box and say, 
‘We have a tip line.’ 
But the tip line is just 
the equipment part  
of the prevention 
initative.” 
SUSAN R.T. PAYNE 

Founder, Safe2Tell

Additional states, districts discuss creating the reporting systems
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Is Skimming a Literacy Skill 
In the Common-Core Standards?
|  CURRICULUM MATTERS  |   Skimming may seem counter to close 
reading and using textual evidence to support analysis, two 
major skill requirements of the Common Core State Standards in 
English/language arts. But author and literacy consultant Sarah 
Tantillo makes the argument on Middleweb, a website for teachers, 
that it is actually a “crucial skill” for close literary analysis, and 
one that should be explicitly taught.

She describes a lesson she observed in which the teacher asked 
students to explain how they knew a character in the novel they 
were reading was frustrated. The students put their noses in their 
books, and Tantillo realized many were trying to reread the entire 
chapter. She quickly taught them to look for key words that signal 
characterization. “We need to teach students how to skim!” she 
writes. “Ironically, we often overlook this skill.” 

It may seem obvious, but I know it’s something that I, during my 
years as a classroom teacher, really did overlook.

An area ripe for skimming and scanning, it seems, is news 
literacy. Only half of high school civics and American government 
teachers devote one or more units to teaching students to critically 
analyze the news, including determining which news sources are 
credible. In an online world, it’s hard to imagine how that can be 
done without being taught to skim and scan. 

And with some predicting that news-literacy programs will 
proliferate under the common standards (because they focus on 
nonfiction and critical thinking), again it may prove even more 
crucial to teach skimming and scanning outright.  –LIANA HEITIN

Call for Immigrants to Revive Detroit 
Could Pose Challenge to Schools
|  LEARNING THE LANGUAGE  |   Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder is pledging 
to push an initiative to bring 50,000 skilled immigrants (and their 
families) to Detroit—an effort he says is critical for saving the city 
from economic extinction.

On its face, the proposal seems pretty far-fetched. But it also 
signals just how desperate things have become for battered 
Detroit, which declared bankruptcy in 2013 and has lost hundreds 
of thousands of residents in recent years. 

While the sort of immigrants Snyder is seeking would be highly 
educated and equipped with skills that employers are after, a 
massive influx of these workers and their families could present 
challenges and opportunities for the city school system, which has 
been hobbled for years by declining enrollment, shrinking budgets, 
and dismal academic performance. The school system—with about 
40,000 students—is currently run by an appointed emergency 
manager.

So, in the long-shot event that Detroit would suddenly become 
a hotbed of immigrant skilled labor, how equipped would it be 
to serve more immigrant children, a number of whom would 
presumably need English-as-a-second-language services?

And, perhaps more importantly, how seriously would highly 
educated immigrants consider placing their children in Detroit’s 
public schools? If they opted for charters or private schools, a 
critical part of the city’s resuscitation needs would be missed. 

 –LESLI A. MAXWELL
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well-publicized missteps in Los An-
geles, Guilford County, N.C., and Fort 
Bend, Texas.

“I find [Houston ISD’s] planning 
to be admirable,“ said Leslie Wil-
son, the chief executive officer of the 
One-to-One Institute, a nonprofit 
based in Mason, Mich., that provides 
assistance to districts implementing 
student-computing initiatives. “I think 
a lot of these hiccups that we’ve seen 
have really helped refocus districts on 
teaching and learning, rather than on 
hardware and publishers who are try-
ing to sell you a bill of goods.”

For almost a decade, K-12 schools 
have been embracing 1-to-1 com-
puting as a means for increasing 
students’ access to technology and 
preparing them for college and the 
workforce. When examined from 
a wide view, said Ms. Wilson of the 
One-to-One Institute, that trend con-
tinues unabated. 

Series of Skirmishes

But last fall, the 651,000-student 
Los Angeles Unified School District 
became the symbol for 1-to-1 ini-
tiatives gone awry. Almost from its 
inception, the effort was plagued by 
security issues, confusion about who 
is responsible for the tens of thou-
sands of iPads being distributed, 
criticisms around cost and the use of 
bond financing, and concerns about 
the readiness and price of the pre-
loaded curriculum purchased along 
with the devices.  

Following a series of skirmishes, 
with the district’s board and teachers’ 
union, Superintendent John Deasy 
was forced to slow the pace of the roll-
out. In January, the district’s board 
voted to continue with the initiative’s 
second phase, in which iPads will be 
distributed to 38 more campuses.

A major 1-to-1 initiative in North 
Carolina’s 72,500 student Guilford 
County district also ran into trouble 
last year when hardware problems 
were reported with thousands of tab-
lets provided by New York City-based 
Amplify, an independent subsidiary 
of the the global media conglomerate 
News Corp. that is headed by former 
New York City schools chancellor 
Joel Klein. Guilford County officials 
ultimately decided to delay that pro-
gram for a year.

And in Texas, the 70,000-student 
Fort Bend district shelved its initiative 
after a scathing report from an out-
side consultant said the project had 
“unrealistic goals” and “insufficient 
planning and project management,” 
among a host of other shortcomings.

Those troubles had a ripple effect: 
In November, Florida’s 354,000-stu-
dent Miami-Dade County school 
district paused its much-anticipated 
1-to-1 initiative, citing the troubles in 
Los Angeles and elsewhere. Superin-
tendent Alberto Carvalho proposed 
in January a cautious approach to 
restarting the program. 

Word of such difficulties made its 
way to Houston, said Lenny Schad, 
the district’s chief technology officer. 

“Every time one of those [other] 
districts made the paper, we got 
questions from the school board and 
community,” Mr. Schad said. “But we 
were able to come back to them and 
say, ‘Here’s what we’ve done, here’s 
what we’re doing, and here’s what 
we’re planning to do.’ That gave ev-
eryone a sense of comfort.”

‘Realistic Expectations’

By the 2015-16 school year, Hous-
ton  aims to distribute roughly 65,000 
laptops, enough for every student 
and teacher in the district’s 45 high 
schools. The initiative is expected to 
cost about $18 million annually.

This school year, the district is pay-
ing $6 million for PowerUp’s first 
phase, in which devices will be distrib-
uted to students and staff members 
in 11 schools. All of those dollars are 
being reallocated from existing pots 
of money, including federal Title I and 
Title II funds to be used for disadvan-
taged students and teacher training. 

Mr. Schad said extensive training 
time is key to the PowerUp initiative. 
Houston teachers and principals re-
ceived their laptops in August in order 
to allow for extensive professional de-
velopment. Also, a group of principals 
and district officials took an extended 
field trip to Mooresville, N.C., to ob-
serve that district’s acclaimed 1-to-1 
program firsthand. An initial group of 
three Houston high schools received 
their devices in October to give them 
time to test the district’s deployment 
plan. All Houston students will also be 
required to complete a digital citizen-
ship course before receiving a device.  

“It’s so important to go into some-
thing like this with realistic expec-

tations, and to have a pace of imple-
mentation that is linked to those 
expectations,” said Mr. Schad, who 
previously oversaw the making of a 
successful “bring your own device” ini-
tiative in Texas’ 66,000-student Katy 
Independent School District.

While some “early adopters” are ex-
pected to embrace the digital tools im-
mediately, Mr. Schad said his district 
will be patient while other educators 
adjust, a stance that Ms. Wilson of the 

One-to-One Institute praised.
“It takes a teacher three years to 

truly change their craft to engage 
with ubiquitous technology,” Ms. Wil-
son said, and successful 1-to-1 initia-
tives “honor where each individual is 
and help them along from their point 
of entry.”

Ultimately, however, Mr. Schad said 
Houston officials want to see a “huge” 
shift in how teaching and learning 
occur in their high school classrooms. 
He pointed to the decision to lease lap-

tops loaded with digital tools, rather 
than tablets loaded with a complete 
curriculum, as key to providing stu-
dents with greater opportunity to 
solve problems and search out an-
swers, collaborate with each other, and 
generate more of their own content.

Ms. Wilson was again laudatory: 
“Just purchasing curricular content 
from a publisher,” she said, “is the kiss 
of death if you’re trying to transform 
schools.”

Expansion Plans

Other districts have moved forward 
with 1-to-1 initiatives recently, as 
well. In late January, for example, the 
board of the 27,000-student Madison, 
Wis., district approved a $28 million 
plan to put a mix of digital tablets 
and notebooks in the hands of most of 
its students. The initiative is part of 
a five-year “Information and Technol-
ogy Plan” that also includes network 
and server upgrades and the rethink-
ing of school learning spaces. 

“There are now a lot more people 
who care about doing [1-to-1 initia-
tives] well, rather than just doing 
what’s fashionable,” said Ms. Wilson, 
who pointed to the Houston and 
Madison districts’ decisions to provide 
older students with keyboard-enabled 
laptop computers as an example of 
smart thinking. 

The Houston district is leasing 
HP 9470m EliteBook laptops under 
a four-year term that officials say 
works out to roughly $260 per year, 
per student.

Mr. Schad said the district found 
savings in its existing budget lines for 
print textbooks, software, and profes-
sional development to help pay for the 

initiative this school year.
Eighteen more high schools are ex-

pected to receive laptops through the 
PowerUp initiative next school year, 
and 16 additional high schools will 
join their ranks in 2015-16. Mr. Schad 
said the district has not yet finalized 
how subsequent years of the program 
will be funded, but bonds will not be 
considered as a funding source.

Despite the careful planning and 
cautious approach, he said, prob-
lems are inevitable. But Mr. Schad 
confidently predicted that Houston’s 
strong foundation —including a steer-
ing committee consisting of heads of 
the curriculum, technology, and pro-
fessional development departments, 
as well as school leaders—will allow 
the district to weather any such 
storms.

“When bumps in the road occur,” he 
said, “we will be able to react, address 
the problems, and move on.”

Coverage of entrepreneurship and 

innovation in education and school design 

is supported in part by a grant from 

the Carnegie Corporation of New York. 

Education Week retains sole editorial 

control over the content of this coverage. 

The Digital Education blog tracks news 

and trends on this issue.  
 www.edweek.org/go/digitaleducation

Houston Rolls Out Amibitious 1-to-1 Computing Initiative
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

DIGITAL DIRECTIONS  >  Tracking news and ideas in educational technology
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Jackie Cornejo, 16, left, and Elisa 

Martinez, 16, work on a problem in 

a math class at the Young Women’s 

College Preparatory Academy in 

Houston. The school is one of the 

first in the Houston district to give 

laptops to students for use at 

school and at home. 
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“ There are now a lot 
more people who care 
about doing [1-to-1 
initiatives] well, rather 
than just doing what’s 
fashionable.”
LESLIE WILSON

CEO, One-to-One Institute
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fornia, one factor that prompted 
Students Matter, an advocacy group 
based in Menlo Park, Calif., to file 
the suit. 

The state teachers’ unions, which 
entered the suit as intervenors on 
the side of California in March of last 
year, have portrayed the case as an 
attempt by well-heeled noneducators 
to force controversial policies on the 
state.

Legal experts highlight the law-
suit’s unusual tactic, which inter-
prets access to good teaching—not 
merely funding and facilities—as 
part of the state constitutional right 
to an equitable education. That fea-
ture, coupled with the legal action’s 
scope, makes it hard to predict the 
outcome, they say.

“I see this as a fascinating case 
that could only occur in California,” 
said Perry A. Zirkel, a professor of ed-
ucational leadership who specializes 
in school law at Lehigh University 
in Pennsylvania. “Unlike an issue 
like desegregation, which is literally 
black and white, this one is a mixed 
bag. The measure of inequality is no-
where near as blatant. It’s not what 
the courts are very good at.”

L.A. Superintendent Testifies

The specific California laws in 
question require that tenure be 
given by March 15 of a teacher’s sec-
ond year of employment, mandate 
that layoffs be made in nearly all 
cases in the order of reverse senior-
ity, and establish a dismissal process 
for tenured teachers consisting of 
multiple hearings and appeals.

The state teachers’ unions argue 
that the laws are crucial to recruit-
ing and retaining a skilled teaching 
force. They also have pointed out 
links between Students Matter—
launched in 2011 by David Welch, a 
scientist in fiber optics and an entre-
preneur—and groups with a history 
of battling teachers’ unions.

The case is being heard by Judge 
Rolf M. Treu without a jury. Even if  
his ruling favors the plaintiffs, im-
mediate changes in law seem un-
likely, as an appeal is certain. And a 
ruling could take a while; with more 
than 150 potential witnesses yet to 
take the stand, the trial itself could 
last more than a month.

Last week’s court sessions were 
dominated by direct and cross ex-
aminations of John E. Deasy, the su-
perintendent of the 651,000-student 
Los Angeles Unified School District. 
Mr. Deasy’s testimony outlined the 
heart of the plaintiffs’ case: Despite 
its efforts, the district has been un-
able to rid its classrooms of all its 
ineffective teachers, he said.

The state’s rules for granting 
tenure do not allow enough time 
for principals to assess probation-
ary teachers, offer remediation, and 
make an informed decision about 
whether to grant them tenure, Mr. 
Deasy said. Seniority rules favor 
even ineffective teachers during lay-
offs, he argued. Dismissals must be 
approved by the school board, then 
by an independent panel, he noted, 
and then face possible appeals in 

the court system.
Such cases can cost an average 

of $250,000 to $450,000, Mr. Deasy 
testified. 

“When you have a finite budget, 
you have to make decisions about 
whether to invest to create greater 
supports for students” or continue 
pressing for dismissals, he said.

Rhetoric and Reality

During cross-examination, law-
yers representing the state of Cali-
fornia and the state teachers’ unions 
spent hours trying to chip away at 
such arguments, showing that in 
“well managed” districts, the stat-
utes don’t prevent administrators 
from dismissing ineffective teachers.

Mr. Deasy’s management of the 
LAUSD was exhibit A, as the defense 
documented how fewer Los Angeles 
teachers have been automatically 
granted tenure under his watch. 
They noted that he has recom-
mended for dismissal greater num-
bers of teachers—99 in 2011-12 and 
57 in 2012-13, up from 10 in 2009-
10, the year before he became the 
district’s superintendent.

At times, such arguments high-
lighted stark differences between 
legal positions and the real world of 
hard-knuckle politics: The unions’ 
largest affiliate, United Teachers 
Los Angeles, has strongly opposed 
Mr. Deasy’s plans to toughen tenure 
and evaluation policies.

Still, Mr. Deasy’s efforts show that 
“the statutes are enforceable,” said 

Laura Juran, a lawyer for the Cali-
fornia Teachers Association, in an 
interview last week. “Whether the 
local association complains that the 
implementation is aggressive is not 
really relevant.”

The state’s attorneys general, 
meanwhile, sought to show that 
the Los Angeles district had not 
discriminated against poor or mi-
nority students by assigning them 
to weaker teachers. But Mr. Deasy 
said the layoff procedures forced his 
hand on at least one occasion.

“An unfortunate byproduct of fol-
lowing the law is the discrimination 
of a youth having to be placed in 
front of an ineffective teacher,” Mr. 
Deasy said.

None of the nine students who 
joined in the lawsuit had testified 
yet as of late last week, but declara-
tions filed with the court sketch out 
the particulars of their complaints.

Kate Elliott, now a senior in high 
school, says one of her middle school 
teachers showed YouTube videos 
and gave coloring assignments 
rather than teach. Beatriz Vergara 
and her sister Elizabeth allegedly 
faced a series of poor teachers, in-
cluding one who slept in class and 
one who referred to his Latino stu-
dents by the racist term “cholos.”

Disturbing though those exam-
ples may be, lawyers for the unions 
plan to make the case that the nine 
plaintiffs don’t have standing to sue 
on an equal-protection basis. Six of 
them are not disadvantaged; three 
are not students of color; and two 
are in a district “pilot” school, where 
most teacher-protection rules don’t 
apply, said James M. Finberg, a law-
yer with the San Francisco-based 
firm Altshuler Berzon, which is rep-
resenting the CTA and the California 

Federation of Teachers.
Moreover, he said, they will show 

that some of the teachers named as 
ineffective are not, having received 
teaching awards and other honors.

“Plaintiffs will not be able to iden-
tify any specific instance in which 
the challenged statutes caused them 
to be assigned to any specific ineffec-
tive teacher, let alone a grossly inef-
fective teacher,” Mr. Finberg said in 
his opening statement. 

‘Grossly Ineffective’

The very definition of a “grossly 
ineffective” teacher is being con-
tested.

The plaintiffs are basing their 
case in part on research showing 
that students’ achievement varies 
greatly depending on the teachers to 
whom they’re assigned. Those stud-
ies hinge on a statistical method 
known as “value added,” which aims 
to isolate the effect of each teacher 
on his or her students’ standard-
ized-test scores. 

But that method has proved con-
troversial as states and districts, 
prodded by federal incentives, ad-
opted it in systems for evaluating 
individual teachers. 

Many teachers contend the mea-
sures aren’t fair and affect teaching 
in unproductive ways. The value-
added method was recently labeled 
“a sham” by Randi Weingarten, the 
president of the American Federation 
of Teachers, the parent union of the 
California Federation of Teachers. 

And Nimrod Elias, a California 
deputy attorney general, said in his 
opening statement that value-added 
measures were “methodologically 
flawed” and “limited in what they 
purport to show.”

Both the plaintiffs and defendants 
in the Vergara trial have lined up 
competing expert witnesses to tes-
tify on whether the measures are 
valid—a fact that highlights the 
deep ideological divides on teacher 
quality even among scholarly re-
searchers. 

Raj Chetty, a Harvard University 
economics professor, took the stand 
late in the week to testify that stu-
dents taught by teachers with low 
value-added scores were at risk of 
“substantial harm.” 

The scope of the Vergara lawsuit 
may be impressive, but that doesn’t 
mean a victory will be easy, accord-
ing to legal experts.

Prior education equity suits have 
addressed teacher quality only in-
sofar as underfunding has harmed 
districts’ ability to recruit and retain 
teachers, said David Sciarra, the 
executive director of the Newark, 
N.J.-based Education Law Center. 
Mr. Sciarra served as a counsel to 
the plaintiffs in New Jersey’s land-
mark Abbott cases, which estab-
lished mandatory pre-K programs, 
among other measures, for a subset 
of schools.

No previous cases, he said, have 
concluded that teacher work rules 
by themselves have impeded staff-
ing to such an extent that they 
undermine a state’s constitutional 
guarantee of an equitable education.

“It’s at best a serious stretch,” he 
said of the lawsuit. “You may not 
like the work rules, or think they 
need to be reformed or improved, 
but there’s no evidence that terms 
and conditions of employment of 
teachers are the deciding factor that 
would lead to systemic deprivation 
of resources.”

Experts also are divided on 

Lawsuit Takes on Key Dimensions of Teacher Protections
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Sixteen-year-old Raylene 

Monterroza, one of the plaintiffs in 

Vergara v. California, speaks at a 

briefing held on the first day of the 

trial in Los Angeles last week. 
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whether the case could set a prec-
edent for action in other states. Stu-
dents Matter and its clients have 
made no secret of high hopes for the 
lawsuit’s outcome.

“Even though we’re focused on 
California constitutional provi-
sions, we think it could provide a 
model for challenging the laws of 
other states that have the same ar-
bitrary, unequal effects on rights of 
students,” Mr. Boutrous said.

But Mr. Zirkel of Lehigh Univer-
sity is less sure.

“Practically,” he said, “even if the 
state language is the same, there 
are always interpretations of the 
language.”

Coverage of policy efforts to improve 

the teaching profession is supported 

by a grant from the Joyce Foundation, 

at www.joycefdn.org/Programs/

Education. Education Week retains sole 

editorial control over the content of this 

coverage.
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Elementary grade math teachers are finding that a combination of digital 
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FOR THE DEFENDANTS 

LINDA DARLING-HAMMOND

A Stanford University education professor and 

chairwoman of the California Commission on 

Teacher Credentialing, Ms. Darling-Hammond 

opposes the use of test scores in teachers’ 

evaluations and is a proponent of performance 

tests for aspiring teachers.

JESSE ROTHSTEIN

A professor of public policy and economics at the 

University of California, Berkeley, Mr. Rothstein 

has raised concerns about the stability of value-

added measures and their appropriateness as a 

part of teacher evaluations.

SUSAN MOORE JOHNSON

The Harvard professor has written extensively 

about peer-assistance and -review programs, 

which unions say help weak teachers improve. 

SOURCE: Education Week

EXPERT WITNESSES

Both the plaintiffs and 

defendants in Vergara v. 

California plan to call prominent 

researchers to weigh  

in on topics such as teacher 

evaluation. 

FOR THE PLAINTIFFS
 

THOMAS KANE

The Harvard University professor  

is among several economists whose 

use of statistical methods has 

uncovered large differences  

in learning among students taught 

by more and less effective teachers.

ARUN RAMANATHAN

Mr. Ramanathan is the director of 

the advocacy group Education Trust-

West. The group sponsored a 2012 

paper using Los Angeles test data 

to show that poor, Latino, and black 

students were more likely to receive 

the lowest-performing teachers than 

higher-income, white, and Asian 

peers.

RAJ CHETTY

The Harvard economics professor  

has studied how students taught  

by more effective teachers have 

higher lifetime wages and are more 

likely to attend college.
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purport to be “fully aligned” with the 
Common Core State Standards.

The new system, called EQuIP, 
represents one way that teachers 
are trying to make sense of the flood 
of curricular offerings that’s been 
unleashed by the nearly nationwide 
adoption of the common standards.

There are other tools or processes, 
too, that are designed to evaluate 
instructional materials for common-
core alignment. The two national 
teachers’ unions have launched 
free portals where teachers can 
post and comment on lessons. Stu-
dent Achievement Partners, whose 
founders led the writing of the com-
mon standards, has a set of free on-
line tools that can be used to judge 
the fidelity of instructional materi-
als to the standards.

Reviewing Materials

For-profit groups—like the Aus-
tin, Texas-based Learning List, 
which uses panels of judges to size 
up instructional materials—are 
also wading into the alignment-
evaluation business. The Business 
Roundtable is talking with part-
ners about creating a group to do 
“Consumer Reports-type reviews” 
of common-core materials. 

And a group of experts led by 
Maria M. Klawe, the president of 
Harvey Mudd College, is creating a 
nonprofit to review the most widely 
used common-core math materials.

The EQuIP program was created 
by Achieve, a Washington-based 
nonprofit organization that played 
a key role in launching the com-
mon-standards initiative in 2009. 
Achieve has worked for many years 
with states on academic expecta-
tions and accountability. 

The approach for EQuIP originated 
with the work of three states —Mas-
sachusetts, New York, and Rhode Is-
land—that designed a set of criteria 
to use in judging lessons and units for 
alignment with the standards.

The Tri-State Rubric, as it came 
to be known, created a buzz as other 
states tried it out and sought train-
ing to spread its use among teach-
ers and curriculum writers. Achieve 
renamed the project EQuIP —for 
Educators Evaluating Quality In-
structional Products—and began 
training for states, districts, teach-
ers’ unions, colleges of education, 
and others interested in using it.

Achieve selected its first round of 
teacher-jurors last June. It chose 
a second group in November. Both 
groups came together late last 
month for training and practice 
using the rubrics—checklists of cri-
teria—to evaluate math and Eng-
lish/language arts lessons and units 
that had been submitted by states, 
districts, groups of teachers, and 
nonprofit curriculum developers.

Jurors have reviewed about 40 of 
the 125-plus lessons and units that 
have been submitted so far, and of 
those, only nine have been deemed 
sufficiently aligned to be posted as 
resources on the EQuIP website, ac-
cording to Alissa Peltzman, a vice 
president of Achieve who leads the 

project. 
Curricular materials produced 

by large publishing houses—which 
dominate tens of thousands of class-
rooms—haven’t been submitted to 
EQuIP for review, Ms. Peltzman said. 
EQuIP doesn’t anticipate evaluat-
ing much from that sector, either, 
in part because of licensing restric-
tions that limit those materials’ 
use, she said, and in part because it 
lacks the capacity to analyze such a 
big volume of materials.

At the session here in Arlington, 
Va., reaching consensus on whether 
a lesson was aligned wasn’t easy 
or quick. It took all day to evaluate 
and rate the constitutional-free-
doms unit, with rounds of detailed 
analysis and areas of disagreement. 

One table of teachers, for in-
stance, was deeply divided on 
whether the unit lived up to a key 
criterion in the rubric: stating a 
“clear and explicit purpose for in-
struction.” The teachers also dis-
agreed about whether the unit met 
a criterion that required materials 
to demand a good deal of writing 
based on evidence in a text.

One middle school teacher criti-
cized the unit for providing “scaf-
folding,” or support, for students 
in the assignments but not in the 
readings. A group of elementary 
school teachers at a nearby table 
got into an animated debate about 
whether the unit’s reading mate-
rial from primary and secondary 
sources was challenging enough, yet 
still accessible to students.

Terri King Hunt, a teacher from 
Atlanta, told the group that she 
thought the unit fell short on that 
criterion.

“You could say you 
threw a lot of material at 
them, but what did they 
get out of it?” she said.

Next to Ms. Hunt, Kay 
Dugan, an assistant 
superintendent from 
Bensenville, Ill., pressed 
her colleagues to “be hard” in sizing 
up how well the unit provides ways 
to assess student learning day to 
day. “We need to get better at giving 
students feedback through forma-
tive assessment,” she told them.

Cautionary Notes

Since this was a sample exercise, 
votes on rating each “dimension” of 
the materials were taken by a show 
of hands. Collectively, the teachers 
voting showed they thought the 
unit needed significant revision.

Had it been a real evaluation, 
three or more reviewers would have 
graded each dimension on a scale of 
0 to 3, and written explicit feedback 
to guide developers in revising the 
materials. Then a “lead reviewer” 
would have written one evaluation, 
summarizing the feedback and as-
signing an overall rating. 

The materials rated “exemplar” 
or “exemplar if improved” would 
be posted on EQuIP’s website. Those 
needing more revision, or not yet 
ready for review, would not be 
posted, but feedback would be re-
turned to the developers.

Guiding curriculum developers is 

a central aim of the EQuIP project. 
In fact, a section of the training was 
devoted to giving effective feedback.

“It’s easy to get cranky, like ‘Why 
didn’t you do this?’ and ‘If I were 
teaching this, I’d do it this way,’ ” 
Judson Odell, one of the facilita-
tors of the training, told the partici-
pants. “Try to stay positive.”

The first round of EQuIP judging 
returned individual reviewers’ com-
ments to developers. That feedback 
could be “conflicted and confusing” 
because of the differences in each 
reviewer’s comments, Ms. Peltzman 
of Achieve said. So another layer—
the lead review—has been added to 
the process in an attempt to send 
clear, overall messages about the 
revisions needed.

Evaluating instructional materi-
als for quality or alignment is in-
herently thorny and subjective, and 
reaching consensus can be tricky. 
Assembling juries of experts to 
make those choices is hardly new. 

In 19 states, panels comb through 
submitted materials and decide 

what to include on an “adoption list” 
from which districts must choose if 
they purchase materials with state 
funds. Elsewhere, districts are left 
to shop for themselves.

Even those who welcome the 
evaluations by EQuIP and other or-
ganizations voice cautionary notes 
about the process.

Sandy Hayes, the immediate past 
president of the National Council of 
Teachers of English, said the EQuIP 
guidelines are “terrific tools for con-
versation” as teachers write lessons 
together in their schools. But she 
worries that a rating system could 
subtly work to narrow the concept 
of “good” materials.

“In talking about what’s good, 
sometimes people can be silenced, 
or there’s this ‘groupthink’ that 
happens, when you find yourself 
compromising to get consensus,” 

Ms. Hayes said. “I just wonder 
what’s lost in that process.”

Another risk in creating panels 
to evaluate materials is that their 
findings can be viewed as silver 
bullets.

Jim Burke, an English teacher at 
Burlingame High School in Califor-
nia, said it’s important to avoid mis-
taking any panel’s approved materi-
als for a “total curriculum solution.”

“It does give you some assurance 
of quality about the ‘what,’ but it 
doesn’t deal with the heart of the 
work—the ‘how’—how you are 
teaching your students,” he said.

Educators who had come to the 
Virginia training and EQuIP jurors 
were eager, however, to see how the 
process could help them, and cad-
res of colleagues back home, move 
forward with the common stan-
dards. They seemed particularly 
interested in its value as a tool for 
creating their own instructional 
materials.

In Idaho, a small team of literacy 
coaches at the state department of 
education will use the EQuIP process 
this spring to help 250 teachers 
write model units, said Christopher 
Butts, one of the state coaches, who 
is serving as an EQuIP juror.

Suzanne Snider, a curriculum coor-
dinator, said many of the teachers in 

her districts in California’s San Ber-
nardino County “haven’t had a lot of 
direction” in figuring out what consti-
tutes real alignment to the common 
core. “Teachers have been going on 
Pinterest, for goodness’ sake,” she 
said. “We really need this.”

Different Uses

States, districts, and vendors have 
been using the EQuIP tools in a vari-
ety of ways. The Maryland education 
department submitted sample les-
sons and units, and found the review-
ers’ feedback “explicit and valuable,” 
said Ava B. Spencer, the state’s Eng-
lish/language arts coordinator. Teach-
ers are working on revisions based on 
that feedback, she said.

In North Carolina, the state edu-
cation department has used the 
EQuIP rubrics in training to help 

‘Fully Aligned?’ System Weighs Common-Core Fidelity
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teachers think about how to de-
sign their own curriculum mate-
rials, said Julie Joslin, who over-
sees English/language arts. Eight 
regional programs in the fall of 
2012 proved so popular that the 
department added seven more the 
next winter and spring, she said.

“We would get phone calls all 
the time, ‘Is this a common-core-
aligned lesson?’ ” Ms. Joslin said. 
“Teachers were struggling to un-
derstand what that is, and the ru-
bric does help with that.”

Washington state has used 
EQuIP’s evaluation criteria as it 
searches for open education re-
sources to build a digital library 
that the state legislature man-
dated in 2012. But “one of the big 
questions people had about open 
education resources was ‘It’s free, 
but is it good?’ ” said Barbara 
Soots, the state’s program man-
ager for such resources.

In scouring instructional ma-
terials from such sources as the 
Library of Congress, the National 
Endowment for the Humanities, 
and those developed by other 
states, including New York and 
Utah, Washington state’s panel of 
reviewers is employing a handful 
of evaluation tools as guidance, 
Ms. Soots said. 

Along with EQuIP, which evalu-
ates lessons and units, it is also 
using Student Achievement Part-
ners’ Instructional Materials Eval-
uation Tool, which is more focused 
on full-course content, she said.

‘A Wild West Moment’

Expeditionary Learning has 
been both a consumer and a sub-
ject of the EQuIP process. The New 
York City-based nonprofit com-
pany, which runs 170 regular and 
charter schools, used the criteria 
to shape an English/language arts 
curriculum for grades 3-8 in New 
York state, and then submitted the 
curriculum to EQuIP reviewers for 
evaluation. 

Scott Hartl, its chief executive 
officer, said he viewed participa-
tion in the evaluation process as 
important because of the way the 
curricular landscape is evolving in 
the common-core era.

“It’s a Wild West moment, with 
lots of people saying their materi-
als are aligned to these new expec-
tations,” he said. “We wanted our 
curriculum to go through the rig-
ors of smart folks with a common 
vision looking at our stuff in rela-
tionship to what was out there.”

No curriculum developer can 
rightfully draw conclusions  
yet about what’s good, Mr. Hartl 
said. That will be left to time and 
experience.

“There has been a tremendous 
wave of innovation and new-prod-
uct creation that eventually will 
get sorted out by real-life market 
forces,” he said. “That’s what will 
show us the results.” 
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A New Standard of Excellence
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I S  I T  G O O D  F O R  T H E  K I D S ?

Effective educators know the importance 

of supporting the whole child. They strive 

to nurture students who are healthy, safe, 

engaged, supported, and challenged. 

Their goal is to not only help all students 

attain academic proiciency but also 

partner with families and communities to 

give students building blocks to become 

fulilled, productive members of society. 

It’s time for U.S. lawmakers to share 

this goal, shifting from a narrow focus on 

high-stakes testing and educator evalua-

tion to a broader, more meaningful vision 

of success that supports each student 

from early childhood through graduation.

Each year, a committee of ASCD edu-

cators develops a legislative agenda to 

guide the association’s advocacy activi-

ties related to federal education policy 

and corresponding reforms at the state 

and local levels. ASCD’s 2014 agenda 

offers four policy recommendations: 

• A Well-Rounded Education. All 

students deserve comprehensive and 

engaging opportunities that prepare them 

for college, careers, and citizenship. A 

well-rounded education includes student 

access to and proiciency in all academic 

subjects and the opportunity to partici-

pate in Advanced Placement, International 

Baccalaureate, or college dual-enrollment 

courses. In addition, federal policy should 

help schools, districts, and states build 

on the student achievement data they 

already make public—primarily for the 

subjects of English language arts and 

mathematics—by publicly reporting exist-

ing student achievement data for every 

academic subject. 

• Conditions for Learning. A strong 

foundation of support is necessary for stu-

dents to maximize their potential. Students 

must receive assistance through in-school 

social and emotional learning, mental 

health services, and counseling; meaning-

ful family and community engagement; and 

high-quality early childhood education. 

Additionally, local school leaders must 

have the lexibility to make decisions that 

will help their students meet educational 

goals, and Congress must fully repeal 

sequestration and establish a mandatory 

baseline for federal education funding.

• Multimetric Accountability. Stan-

dardized tests should never be the pri-

mary measure of student achievement, 

educator effectiveness, or school quality. 

Instead, accountability systems must use 

a variety of measures, including formative 

assessments, evidence of student learn-

ing, and progress toward personal growth 

objectives. Such systems must also be 

public and transparent; include subjects 

beyond English and math; and incorpo-

rate important nonacademic factors such 

as measures of school climate, safety, and 

parental engagement. With these changes, 

accountability systems will better relect 

the full range of instruction and services 

that schools provide and promote con-

tinuous support and improvement. 

• Developing Educator Effectiveness. 

Educators are the most important in-

school factor affecting student achieve-

ment. Thus, it’s crucial for federal policy 

to support both effective preparation and 

ongoing professional development for 

classroom teachers and school leaders. 

Educators must receive personalized sup-

port along the entire career continuum 

that recognizes their strengths and 

enhances growth. Further, performance 

evaluations must focus only on the sub-

jects they teach and be based on multiple 

measures, including observations, peer 

reviews, and evidence of student learning.

ASCD will tirelessly advocate for 

these priorities on behalf of our members 

throughout the year. Last week, we were 

joined in this effort by educators from 

across the country for our Leadership 

Institute for Legislative Advocacy. The 

educators met with their federal lawmak-

ers and underscored the importance of 

the recommendations, shared their suc-

cesses and challenges in supporting the 

whole child, and emphasized the need for 

policy changes that support such work.

Congress needs to hear from you, too. 

I urge you to make these recommenda-

tions your own with personal examples of 

how they can enhance your work in your 

district, school, or classroom and help 

you meet your students’ needs. Congress 

and the Obama administration need to 

understand that their education strategies 

must help schools both strengthen aca-

demic learning and attend to the essential 

supports that are necessary for students 

to reach their potential. Only then will the 

nation’s children be fully prepared for suc-

cessful futures. 

ASCD unveils policy recommendations for 2014 that will help to promote the comprehensive 

achievement of students and support the work of educators in districts, schools, and classrooms.

View ASCD’s 2014 Legislative Agenda at www.ascd.org/legislativeagenda. To stay 

informed about crucial education developments, subscribe to Capitol Connection at 

www.ascd.org/capitolconnection. 
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By Alyson KleinAs the 113th Congress returns for its second 

year, nearly every major education law remains 

overdue for reauthorization, leaving issues 

from early childhood to workforce development 

caught in a vortex of partisan rancor. 

Education advocates are fearful that Con-

gress—which triggered the government shut-

down late last year and has a historically low 

approval rating—won’t be able to get any of 

the pending bills across the finish line by De-

cember, when this Congress comes to a close. 

And observers across the political spectrum are 

highly skeptical that much work will get done 

by the time President Barack Obama leaves of-

fice, three years from now, on laws badly in need 

of updating.The slow pace of legislative progress has 

put the Obama administration largely in the 

driver’s seat on education policy, through such 

initiatives as a complex series of waivers eas-

ing parts of the No Child Left Behind Act. 

Those moves have given the U.S. Department 

of Education more say than ever on what hap-

pens in schools across the country. But the ad-

ministrative solutions are far from permanent, 

making the future uncertain for educators, from 

teachers to state schools chiefs.
“We’ve kind of gotten used to Congress not 

taking any action,” said Terry Holliday,  who 

serves as Kentucky’s commissioner of educa-

tion and is the president of the Council of Chief 

State School Officers. Temporary fixes such as 

the Obama administration’s NCLB waivers “help, 

but they’re not a long-term solution. We abso-

lutely need Congress to establish a vision and 

expectations for education.”
Chief among the lingering legislation is the 

reauthorization of the Elementary and Second-

ary Education Act, whose current version is 

the No Child Left Behind law. The renewal has 

been pending since 2007. Lawmakers also must rewrite measures 

governing federal policy and programs for 

education research, special education, career 

and technical education, and adult learners, as 
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Cities Take Lead On ExpandingEarly Education

TFA Alumni Groomed For Leadership Roles

TECH. UPGRADE: Val Anderson hollers orders to a crew member while they install fiber-optic cable at the Butte High School Career 

Center in Montana. The new fiber-optic network will deliver faster Internet connections to 12 city school buildings. 

DIGITAL DIRECTIONS

High-Speed Fiber-Optic Cable 
Seen as Key to Quality Access 

Districts Get Creative to Speed Up InternetBy Benjamin HeroldDesperate for access to high-speed fiber-

optic cable that can meet their demands 

for bandwidth, and frustrated with the 

ways in which federal regulations and 

large telecommunications companies often 

get in the way, some districts are getting 

creative. 
Take the 5,000-student Butte district in 

southwestern Montana. It recently initi-

ated a public-private partnership to build a 

brand-new fiber network after its plans for 

using technology were thwarted time and 

again.
“I don’t want you to think we tie our 

horses to the fence post out here,” Super-

intendent Judy M. Jonart said of her rural 

mining town. “We want to get to 1-to-1 com-

puting. We’re not doing as much videocon-

ferencing or collaborating across classrooms 

as we want to. We’d like to get phone over 

the Internet.”But over the past decade, Ms. Jonart said, 

a lack of viable on-the-ground options has 

left Butte, like thousands of other school dis-

tricts, struggling with Internet connections 

far too slow to take advantage of the digital 

revolution in K-12 education. 
“We had to do it ourselves,” she said. “We 

didn’t have any other choice.”
Fiber is generally regarded as the fast-

est, most reliable, and most adaptable ve-

hicle for satisfying schools’ huge appetite for 

more bandwidth, but only about 40 percent 

of U.S. districts are believed to have direct 

fiber connections to an Internet service pro-

vider, based on the most recently available 

data from the National Center for Education 

Statistics. 
Many districts have also struggled to es-

tablish internal fiber connections among all 

of their schools. Experts say changing those 

realities is the surest way to realize Presi-

dent Barack Obama’s goal of bringing high-

speed Internet connections to nearly every 

school within five years.But because installing fiber-optic cable 

entails significant upfront costs, large tele-

communications companies have declined 

to build out such networks in many rural 

and remote sections of the country, leaving 

districts such as Butte with few existing op-

tions to tap.Making matters worse, districts are pro-

hibited from using federal E-rate funds to 

build and manage their own fiber connec-

Christina A. SamuelsNew York Mayor Bill de Blasio’s plan to create a 

universal preschool program for the city’s 4-year-

olds—through a tax on the city’s highest earn-

ers—is the latest example of city leaders around 

the country taking early-childhood education into 

their own hands, sometimes well in advance of 

state or federal officials.In 2012, San Antonio residents approved a sales 

tax of an eighth of a cent to pay for expanded 

preschool to serve 3,700 4-year-olds, a program 

that got underway this school year. The Seattle 

City Council voted last year in support of a pre-

school program to serve 3- and 4-year olds and has 

started a feasibility study. Those efforts join older 

city-run preschool programs in cities such as Bos-

ton, Denver, and San Francisco.
“You don’t find a lot of people arguing about the 

value of full-day pre-K,” said Mr. de Blasio, a Dem-

ocrat, at a Jan. 6 press conference where he was 

By Stephen SawchukA spinoff of the controversial Teach For America 

teacher-placement program has expanded rapidly 

in recent months, pursuing a goal both specific and 

dizzyingly broad: helping TFA’s 32,000 alumni rise 

to civic-leadership roles.Leadership for Educational Equity has grown 

from just a handful of staff members a few years 

ago to nearly 60 today. The Washington-based group, 

known as LEE, now boasts a $3.9 million annual bud-

get. In 2011, it launched a series of national work-

shops for TFA alumni eyeing careers in policy and 

advocacy, and in 2013 expanded it to include com-

munity organizing. The ambitions of LEE are bolder, though, than to 

serve as a development center of sorts for those PAGE 12>
MORE ADVOCACY NEWS: Read how new organizations are 

enlisting parents in the school-choice movement. PAGE 6e
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By Alyson Klein 

& Michele McNeil

Washington

President Barack Obama announced no 
new education initiatives in this year’s State 
of the Union address, telegraphing that his 
administration’s K-12 agenda is set and that 
the focus has turned to implementing White 
House-driven initiatives now entering their 
final phase. 

In his fifth annual address to Congress 
last week, Mr. Obama placed education at 
the center of a broad strategy to bolster eco-
nomic mobility and combat poverty—calling 
on lawmakers to approve previously unveiled 
proposals to expand preschool to more 4-year-
olds, beef up job-training programs, and make 
postsecondary education more effective and 
accessible.

In short, he proposed nothing substantially 
new for K-12 education policy in general.

For U.S. Secretary of Education Arne  
Duncan, that means focusing on helping 
states implement new, higher standards, 
monitoring No Child Left Behind Act  
waivers granted under the Obama admin-
istration’s authority, and finding a variety  

of ways to help expand pre-K.
“So much of this stuff is around execution. 

It’s around implementation,” Mr. Duncan said 
in a later briefing with reporters.

Mr. Obama made it clear in his Jan. 28 
speech that he plans to use his executive 
muscle—and the power of the bully pulpit—
to get key parts of his broad domestic-policy 
agenda moving when he can’t find bipartisan 
support for his wish list in Congress. 

“America does not stand still—and neither 
will I. So wherever and whenever I can take 

steps without legislation to expand opportu-
nity for more American families, that’s what 
I’m going to do,” he said.

Teacher-Quality Effort

Bypassing Congress on K-12 policy is not a 
new strategy for the administration. When re-
authorization of the Elementary and Second-
ary Education Act stalled, the administration 
in 2011 took matters into its own hands, of-
fering more than 40 states waivers from the 

mandates of the current version of the law, the 
NCLB Act.

And the U.S. Department of Education is 
working on a 50-state strategy to prod states 
to ensure that poor and minority children get 
access to as many high-quality teachers as 
their more-advantaged peers. 

In the area of school technology, the depart-
ment also is working on policy guidance advis-
ing states and districts about all the ways they 
can use existing money to buy devices and learn 

Obama Aims 
To Move Ball  
On K-12 Goals

Vouchers Bid for Lawmaker Attention 

By Katie Ash

Policymakers around the country 
are embroiled in debates over pri-
vate school vouchers, with school 
choice-related legislation bidding for 
attention in multiple statehouses, as 
well as in the U.S. Senate.

Proposals to create programs that 
provide public funds for private 
school tuition have been introduced 
in Alaska, Indiana, Oklahoma, Ten-
nessee, and Wisconsin. And in North 
Carolina, a lawsuit aimed at curtail-
ing a new voucher program has been 
gaining support from school districts. 

And last week, U.S. Sens. Lamar 
Alexander (R-Tenn.) and Tim Scott 
(R-S.C.) unveiled separate bills 
that would free up federal educa-
tion funds to follow students to the 
schools of their choice. 

Republican Efforts Cited

This flood of private school-choice 
legislation is part of a broader trend 
at the state level since the 2010 elec-
tions, when many Republicans gained 
control of state legislatures, said Josh 
Cunningham, a policy specialist who 
tracks the issue for the National Con-

ference of State Legislatures.
“Since the start of 2011, 41 states 

have considered [private] school 
choice,” said Mr. Cunningham, who 
said that at least 19 states would be 
considering such legislation this year.

Since 2011, new school choice pro-
grams have been created in 14 states.

At the federal level, Sen. Alexan-
der’s proposal would consolidate 
funding from 80 federal education 
programs (excluding the free- and 
reduced-price lunch program and 
funding for students with special 
needs) into one lump sum of $24 bil-
lion that would then be distributed 
to states as $2,100 scholarships that 
would follow low-income children to 
schools of their choice. States would 
be in charge of setting their own rules 
around how the money is distributed, 
said Sen. Alexander, such as whether 
the funds could be used at private 
schools, and if so, which private 
schools could participate.

Sen. Scott’s proposal would make 
funds from the Individuals with Dis-
abilities Education Act more porta-
ble for students with special needs 
to apply to schools of their choice. 
It would also create a pilot voucher 
program for students on military 
bases and expand the voucher pro-
gram in the nation’s capital. 

Meanwhile, in Alaska, school 
choice was touted by Gov. Sean Par-
nell, a Republican, in his annual 

State of the State speech on Jan. 22. 
He encouraged lawmakers to pass 
Senate Joint Resolution 9, which 
would amend the state’s constitution, 
paving the way for the creation of a 
voucher program that would allow 
eligible students to use public funds 
for private school tuition.  

Other Variations

In Indiana, Gov. Mike Pence, a 
Republican, also called in his State 
of the State speech for vouchers for 
pre-K students and commended the 
state’s House of Representatives on 
the passage of a bill that would cre-
ate such a program.

But his call was followed a few days 
later by a new report by the Depart-
ment of Education which shows that 
following last year’s loosening of eli-
gibility requirements for the state’s 
existing voucher program. Begun in 
2011, the program has more than 
doubled in size, now serving 19,800 
students. The report also found that 
about 40 percent of those students re-
ceiving vouchers had never previously 
attended a public school. 

In Oklahoma, Republican Reps. 
Jason Nelson and Tom Newell have 
introduced legislation that would 
create the second education savings 
account program in the nation, set-
ting aside funds for low-income stu-
dents to put towards education-re-

lated expenses such as private school 
tuition, tutoring services, textbooks, 
or college tuition. Only Arizona cur-
rently has such a program in place, 
which serves 731 students in the 
2013-14 school year. 

Republican senators in Tennessee 
have proposed legislation that would 
create a voucher program for low-
income students in the bottom 10 

Surge seen since 2010 
by ‘choice’ advocates
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President Barack 

Obama addressed 

prekindergarten, 

college affordability,  

technology, and 

other key education 

priorities in his  

Jan. 28 State of the 

Union address. But 

he steered clear of  

new K-12 initiatives.  

The president is 

expected to lean 

heavily on his 

executive authority 

in pressing his 

education agenda  

in the coming year. 

Elaine Weiss, of the 

Economic Policy Institute  

in Washington, speaks at  

a Nashville, Tenn., event  

at which supporters and 

opponents of school 

vouchers discussed 

proposals to create a 

voucher program in that 

state and to expand 

charter schools.PAGE 20 >
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Every Child, Every Day: 
A Digital Conversion Model 

for Student Achievement

Mark A. Edwards 

Superintendent, Mooresville Graded School District

ISBN: 9780132927093 

Dr. Edwards’ ive-year “digital conversion” initiative has achieved national recognition.
Despite his district’s modest resource base, many “critical success factors”—including a laptop for every student 

and teacher, a relentless focus on data and achievement, and a pervasive culture of  caring—have come together 

to produce remarkable results.

DIGITAL CONVERSION 
PATH TO STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

 “ Despite the challenges, there was a sense that we could improve. 

I knew that indeed we could and would do better.”  —Dr. Mark Edwards

Dr. Mark Edwards has served as a school principal; Superintendent of  Henrico County, Virginia; Dean of  the 

College of  Education at the University of  North Alabama; and Vice President for Business Development at Harcourt 

Assessment. His digital conversion initiative has received national attention and numerous awards as a benchmark for 

one to one computing.

2013 AASA National Superintendent of  the Year

“Every Child Every Day is a fantastic 

blueprint for school districts or 

schools serious about getting digital 

conversion right—the irst time.
It, along with a Mooresville training 

partnership, has been the key to 

HISD embarking upon the nation’s 

largest digital 1:1 conversion without 

some of  the ‘start-stop’ problems 

experienced by other districts.”

Terry B. Grier, Superintendent 
Houston Independent School District 

“Mooresville Graded Schools 

is the lighthouse district with a 
demonstrated record of  success  
in improving student achievement  

using a whole systems digital 

conversion strategy. But it’s not 
about the technology;  it’s about 
creating a ubiquitous leadership 
culture.  Every Child, Every Day  

is a must read for 21st Century 

leaders.”

Steven Webb, Superintendent
Vancouver (WA) Public Schools

“Every Child, Every Day is a  

MUST read for any educator who  

is determined to leverage technology 

to create a culture that is all-in 

on creating personalized learning 

opportunities for students and adults. 

While discussing a 1:1 technology 

experience for a school system, this 

book nails home the conversation 

about how investments must be 

made in human and intellectual 

capacity more so than anything else.”

S. Dallas Dance, Superintendent
Baltimore County Public Schools

Leaders’ Thoughts on Every Child, Every Day

To learn more, please visit www.allynbaconmerrill.com.

Interested in digital conversion in your district? Learn more at http://onetoone.pearsoned.com.



By Christina A. Samuels

Early education—a continuing element 
of President Barack Obama’s education 
agenda highlighted in last week’s State 
of the Union address—appears to be 
maintaining legislative momentum at 
the state level this year, where lawmak-
ers around the country will deal with 
healthier budgets. 

In California, state Sen. Darrell Stein-
berg, a Democrat, has proposed a $1 bil-
lion expansion of the state’s transitional 
preschool program, which just started in 
the 2012-13 school year for students who 
missed the state’s kindergarten age cut-
off. Mr. Steinberg wants the program to 
be available to all 350,000 of the state’s 
4-year-olds. 

On a much smaller scale, Hawaii’s Dem-
ocratic governor, Neil Abercrombie, has 
asked state lawmakers to approve a bud-
get that would create 32 preschool class-
rooms, serving 640 children. 

And even states that appeared to be 
philosophically opposed to state-funded 
early-childhood education are consider-
ing a move in that direction: Idaho Rep. 
Hy Kloc, a Democrat, has proposed a 
three-year voluntary pilot program in five 
schools in Idaho. Other preschool proposals 
in the state have failed, but Mr. Kloc said 
he has received support for his $1.4 million 
program not just from early-education ad-
vocates, but from law enforcement officers 
and school superintendents. 

“The groundswell has been incredible,” 
said Mr. Kloc in an interview. “People who 
can afford preschool send their kids to pre-
school. And for parents who can’t afford 
preschool, this is a way for them to make 
sure their children get the equal education 
that is promised to them in our [state] con-
stitution.”

‘A Far Better Year’

The Education Commission of the States 
released a report in January that said 30 
states and the District of Columbia in-
creased appropriations for state-funded 
preschool programs for fiscal 2014, mark-
ing a second straight year of additional 
pre-K investments. State funding grew by 
$364.7 million, for a total of $5.6 billion, 
which represented a 6.9 percent increase 
over fiscal 2013. 

The increased spending in early-child-
hood education comes after several years 
when money was shifted away from such 
programs, said W. Steven Barnett, the di-
rector of the National Institute for Early 
Education Research at Rutgers Univer-
sity in New Brunswick, N.J. NIEER’s lat-
est preschool report covers the 2011-12 
school year, and notes that state funding 
had fallen by $400 per child compared with 
the previous year, bringing funding down 
to an average of $3,841 per child despite 
stagnant enrollment. In 2011-12, about 
1.3 million children were enrolled in state-
funded preschool, according to NIEER. 

In contrast, lawmakers in many states 
are currently debating not whether to fund 
early-childhood programs, but how much 
to give, Mr. Barnett said. New York Gov. 
Andrew Cuomo, a Democrat, for example, 
has proposed a $1.5 billion increase over 
five years to provide universal prekin-
dergarten for 4-year-olds; New York City 

Mayor Bill de Blasio, also a Democrat, is 
seeking state approval to tax high earners 
in the city in order to pay for preschool and 
after-school programs. His proposal would 
collect about $530 million over five years. 

“This is a far better year than we’ve seen 
in a long time,” Mr. Barnett said.

But in certain states, some of the in-
creases currently proposed are “just getting 
states back to where they were,” Mr. Bar-
nett said. Sometimes, the competing pro-
posals reveal uncertainty in the numbers: 
New York Commissioner of Education 
John King testified before the state leg-
islature last week that full-day preschool 
could cost the state $1.6 billion a year, far 
less than Gov. Cuomo’s proposal. 

Bruce Atchison, the director of the Early 
Learning Institute at the Denver-based 
Education Commission of the States, said 
that increased funding is only part of what 
states are expected to do in this year’s leg-
islative sessions. He said that states may 
also make moves to improve their gover-
nance structures and create a seamless  
“P-20” education continuum, or they may 
bolster their early-learning quality stan-
dards. Half the states currently mandate 
kindergarten entry assessments, which are 
given to children when they start school 
and are intended to guide teachers in de-

termining what extra assistance a child 
may need. More states may enact policy 
about such assessments, Mr. Atchison said. 

“I think we are turning a corner in the 
country, and people are starting to get it,” 
he said. “We have over 50 years of pretty 
solid research on this.” 

Federal Efforts

The federal government is continuing 
its own efforts to support early learning. 
In his 2013 State of the Union address, 
President Barack Obama proposed a  
$75 billion program that would support 
states that wanted to expand their pre-
school offerings. At his address to Con-
gress a year later, Mr. Obama said he was 
repeating that request, but that he wasn’t 
going to wait on Congress to take action. 

“Thirty states have raised pre-K funding 
on their own. They know we can’t wait.  So 
just as we worked with states to reform 
our schools, this year, we’ll invest in new 
partnerships with states and communities 
across the country in a Race to the Top for 
our youngest children,” Mr. Obama said.

The recently approved fiscal year 2014 
budget bill provides $250 million for an-
other early-learning Race to the Top com-
petition; 20 states now share in the federal 
money from previous competitions. 

Early education enjoys a broad base of 
support from organizations beyond the 
traditional advocacy groups. That is true 
in Michigan, where “there’s no question 
[funding increases] would not have hap-
pened without the support of the busi-
ness community,” said Doug Luciani, the 
president and chief executive officer of the 
Traverse City Area Chamber of Commerce.

Michigan allocated $65 million to its 
early-childhood preschool program for 
children from low-income families in the 
previous fiscal year. In his January budget 
address, Republican Gov. Rick Snyder said 
he would like to appropriate an additional 
$65 million to eliminate waiting lists. 

“Our governor didn’t need any convinc-
ing on the effectiveness,” said Mr. Luciani, 
who is the co-chairman of the Children’s 
Leadership Council of Michigan. “What he 
really wanted to know is if he would have 
political cover if he put this in the budget.”

Mr. Luciani cited universal pre-K and 
high-quality child care as the ultimate 
goals in Michigan. He predicts that Mr. 
Snyder’s proposal will be approved. 

“The state has the money, it was suc-
cessful last year, and lawmakers, far from 
being vilified for creating a nanny state, 
have been widely praised,” Mr. Luciani 
said. 

Philosophical Split

Currently, nine states have no publicly 
funded preschool. For them, the issue may 
not be funding but philosophical opposition. 

In Idaho, for example, Mr. Kloc said that 
the opposition argues that preschool is a 
family’s responsibility. Other objectors say 
the state should focus on different educa-
tional priorities. 

Mr. Kloc said his bill is intentionally 
small and time-limited, to allow lawmak-
ers to see if preschool can work in the state. 

“I believe in taking small steps just to be 
able to convince people who have already 
had their minds made up,” Mr. Kloc said. 
“Eventually, with the groundswell I’ve 
seen, [preschool] will come here. I hope it’ll 
be this session and if not, I’ll be back with 
the same bill again.”

Pre-K Remains Hot State Policy Topic 
Governors, legislators 
press early education

Georgia Loses Access to Nearly 
$10 Million in Race to Top Funds
|  POLITICS K-12  |  More than six months after the U.S. 
Department of Education told Georgia it planned to 
withhold nearly $10 million of the state’s Race to the 
Top grant over teacher-evaluation problems, federal 
officials have done just that.

Effective Jan. 15, Georgia lost access to $9.9 million 
of its $400 million Race to the Top grant—money that 
the state promised in its winning application to use for 
a merit-pay system tied to new teacher evaluations. The 
state has eliminated that merit-pay plan, has chosen 
not to appeal the department’s decision, and is forfeiting 
the money—at least for now.

This marks the first time the federal department 
has withheld money as part of its signature, high-
profile Race to the Top contest. Georgia and 10 other 
states plus the District of Columbia shared a $4 billion 
jackpot in 2010.

Georgia Department of Education spokesman Matt 
Cardoza said that the state chose not to appeal because 
it has until September to resubmit a merit-pay play and 
possibly get the money back. Any unused Race to the 
Top money reverts to the U.S. Treasury in 2015.

 –MICHELE McNEIL

Luna Declines Re-Election Bid 
For Third Term as Idaho’s Chief
|  STATE EDWATCH  |  Idaho Superintendent of Public 
Instruction Tom Luna announced Jan. 27 that he will 
not seek a third term in 2014. At his announcement, 
the Associated Press reported, the Republican 
said that not running again would actually help 
the policies promoted by the state’s Task Force 
for Improving Education, which issued broad 
recommendations for K-12 changes last August. 
Those recommendations, which he planned to 
implement, would do better, according to Mr. Luna, if 
they weren’t attacked by opponents in the course of a 
re-election effort on his part. 

Mr. Luna was first elected as state superintendent 
in 2006, then re-elected in 2010. He survived a recall 
push after that second election, but his tenure will 
always be remembered in part for his failure to 
obtain voter approval for the “Luna Laws,” which 
the legislature passed in 2011. Those laws, which 
included new restrictions on collective bargaining in 
the state and more money for technology in schools, 
were defeated as ballot initiatives in 2012 after stiff 
opposition from teachers’ unions.

The survival of the Common Core State Standards 
might come into question with Mr. Luna’s departure 
at the end of the year. He’s been a consistent defender 
of the standards, which have aroused some opposition 
in Idaho. Roughly a month ago, on Dec. 20, Chiefs for 
Change, an affiliate of the Foundation for Excellence 
in Education that promotes data-based teacher 
evaluations and school choice, announced that Mr. 
Luna had become a member.  –ANDREW UJIFUSA

Teachers’ Union Wants Removal 
Of N.Y. Schools Superintendent
|  CURRICULUM MATTERS  |   The board of the New York 
state teachers’ union has delivered a unanimous “no 
confidence” vote on state education commissioner John 
B. King Jr. and demanded his removal, one more blow to 
the common-core standards effort in the state.

Meeting in Albany on Jan. 25,  the 80-member board 
of the New York State United Teachers also declared its 
opposition to the way the common standards have been 
implemented and called for “major course corrections to 
its failed implementation plan.”

The union has argued for many months that teachers 
have not uniformly had enough time to get acquainted 
with the standards, or curriculum designed for them, 
before being judged on how their students perform. The 
board’s vote now faces a vote by delegates of the rank 
and file of the 600,000-member union in April. 
 –CATHERINE GEWERTZ

BLOGS       www.edweek.org/go/blogs

PUSH FOR  

FUNDING

Early-childhood education  
has been a high-profile topic  
for governors and state  
lawmakers this legislative  
season. Among the proposals  
that are in the works so far:  

California: Democratic Sen. Darrell 

Steinberg, the president of the California 

state Senate, wants to expand preschool 

to all of the state’s 350,000 4-year-olds, 

at a cost of $1 billion a year. 

Hawaii: Gov. Neil Abercrombie, a 

Democrat, has asked for $4.5 million  

to open 32 preschool classrooms across 

the state that would serve 640 children. 

Indiana: The House of Representatives 

overwhelmingly approved a $25 million 

voucher proposal that would give low-

income families in five counties money  

to enroll their children in preschool. 

Kansas: Republican Gov. Sam 

Brownback wants the state, over five 

years, to pick up the full cost of all-day 

kindergarten at a cost of $80 million. 

Kansas currently pays for half-day 

kindergarten. 

Michigan: Rick Snyder, the Republican 

governor, proposed in his budget 

address adding $65 million to the state’s 

preschool program for low-income,  

at-risk children. 

Missouri: The Missouri Preschool Project, 

a competitive-grant program providing 

startup funds for districts that want to 

expand their preschool classrooms, would 

see an increase from $11.7 million to  

$31.7 million under the budget proposal  

of Democratic Gov. Jay Nixon. 

SOURCE: Education Week
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By Catherine Gewertz  
& Michele McNeil

Amid the growing uproar over the 
collection and sharing of student 
data, schools chiefs from 34 states 
have banded together to make a 
public declaration that they will not 
share personally identifiable student 
data with the federal government.

But the letter was more of a political 
statement than a practical one.

In the Jan. 23 letter to U.S. Secre-
tary of Education Arne Duncan, the 
state superintendents said they are 
trying to calm a rising tide of concern 
that student privacy is at risk in states 
administering assessments through 
two federally funded multistate con-
sortia developing tests tied to the 
Common Core State Standards. 

All of the chiefs are participating in 
test design through one of the consor-
tia: the Smarter Balanced Assessment 
Consortium or the Partnership for As-
sessment of Readiness for College and 
Careers, known as PARCC.

“We are writing today to confirm 
that the consortia will not share any 
personally identifiable information 
about K-12 students with [the U.S. 
Department of Education] or any 
federal agency,” the letter said. It has 

“long been the practice” of the federal 
Education Department not to require 
student-level data, and nothing about 
the consortia work changes that prac-
tice, the chiefs said.

“Our states have not submitted 
student-level assessment data in the 
past; the transition to the new assess-
ments should not cause anyone to 
worry that federal reporting require-
ments will change when, in fact, the 
federal government is prohibited from 
establishing a student-level database 
that would contain assessment data 
for every student.”

Reassurance Offered

Data experts say that parents and 
others with concerns shouldn’t worry 
about states or assessment organiza-
tions sharing student-level data with 
federal officials.

“The U.S. Department of Education 
is prohibited from collecting this type 
of information,” said Paige Kowalski, 
the director of state policy and advo-
cacy for the Data Quality Campaign 
in Washington, which pushes states 
to adopt high-quality data systems. 
“However, it is easy to understand 
parent concerns in this regard, and 
more needs to be done to inform and 
reassure parents and other stake-
holders around data collection, stor-
age, and use. Letters like this aid in 
state efforts to be transparent about 
their use of data and their intent with 

regard to their participation in the as-
sessment consortia.

“Parents are more likely to trust in-
formation coming from sources closer 
to home, so having a state official reit-
erate facts is critical to building trust,” 
she said.

U.S. Department of Education offi-
cials say they are reviewing the letter.

Mindful of growing concerns over 
data privacy, the Education Depart-
ment clarified its data-collection re-
quirements in a June 2013 letter, and 

has posted a “myths and facts” chart 
on its website that addresses data 
privacy. 

That chart, for example, explains: 
“The department does not collect per-
sonally identifiable information at all 
except as required for mandated tasks 
such as administering student loans 
and grants and investigating individ-
ual complaints. The department is not 
legally authorized to create a national, 

student-level database and has no in-
tention to create a student-records 
data system at the national level.”

The Education Department often 
takes great pains to mask any data 
that might come too close to identify-
ing individual students. For example, 
in the school-level data collection con-
ducted by the department’s office for 
civil rights—which includes sensitive 
information on student discipline by 
race—officials round every statistic to 
prevent any student’s identity from 

being revealed.
The states say they will continue 

to share such school-level data with 
the department as required by the El-
ementary and Secondary Education 
Act, and will “continue to retain con-
trol over” the privacy of student-level 
data, the letter said.

Not on the list of signatories were 
states that have a track record of 
being strongly committed to one or 

the other consortia, such as California 
(a Smarter Balanced state), as well 
as some, such as Kentucky and Indi-
ana, that are wavering about whether 
they’ll use consortium tests or some 
other organization’s tests.

Consortia Under Pressure

The two assessment consortia 
are coming under increasing pres-
sure to help their member states as 
they try to calm jitters that have 
arisen in some sectors about stu-
dent-level test data. 

A recent legislative study of assess-
ment options, done by the state of 
Michigan, included that concern and 
made clear that many test providers 
are feeling the data-privacy heat as 
well. PARCC has approved a consor-
tium wide data-privacy policy that 
governs how data will be handled at 
each step along the way, including 
by third-party vendors in the testing 
process. Smarter Balanced has a brief, 
general privacy principle, and is draft-
ing more detailed privacy policies with 
each member state.

Concerns about the collection and 
sharing of student data are not just 
limited to the testing consortia. In 
New York, 40 districts have dropped 
out of the state’s Race to the Top 
grant amid the state’s plan to col-
lect student data and store it in 
a cloud-based system run by in-
Bloom, a private, nonprofit group.

State Chiefs Reaffirm Pledge to Safeguard Student Data
Common core noted 
in letter to Ed. Dept. 

“ Letters like this aid in state efforts to be 
transparent. ... Parents are more likely to trust 
information ... from sources closer to home.”
PAIGE KOWALSKI 

Data Quality Campaign
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percent of failing schools in the state. 
Gov. Bill Haslam, a Republican, 

has expressed strong support for 
vouchers, but his proposal would 
restrict vouchers to low-income 
students in the bottom 5 percent of 
failing schools—effectively limiting 
the program to students in Memphis 
and Nashville. Gov. Haslam pro-
posed voucher legislation during last 
year’s session but it was taken out 
of his budget bill when Republicans 
in the Senate attempted to scale up 
the program. 

Legality Questioned

Meanwhile, a bill in Wisconsin 
would expand school choice to a 
certain segment of students with 
disabilities whose requests to enroll 
in a public school outside of their 
home district were denied. The bill, 
introduced by Republican Sens. 
Leah Vukmir and Alberta Darling, 
would allow those students to obtain 
a scholarship that they could use to 
attend a private, public, or charter 
school of their choice.

Another bill that would have 
turned regular public schools re-
ceiving failing grades from the state 
into charter schools and prohibited 
low-performing voucher schools 
from accepting new voucher-funded 
students may be shelved until next 
year. A scheduled vote was cancelled 
last week when it failed to garner 
enough political support. 

But while voucher programs have 
gained steam in many states’ leg-
islatures, the legality and constitu-
tionality of such programs are fre-
quently challenged.

For example, school districts in 
North Carolina are joining on to 
a lawsuit filed by the North Caro-
lina School Boards Association that 
challenges the constitutionality of 
a newly passed voucher program 
in the state that would allow low-
income students to receive $4,200 
in scholarship funds to their school 
of choice, including private schools. 

“By diverting funding from the 
public schools, vouchers have the 
potential to significantly damage 
individual school systems, par-
ticularly in smaller districts,” said 
Shearra Miller, the president of the 
NCSBA in a statement. “The voucher 
program does not ensure that pri-
vate schools that receive public 
funding will adhere to our consti-
tution’s promise that students will 
have the opportunity to receive a 
sound basic education and will not 
face discrimination.”

To date, 40 school districts have 
signed on to the lawsuit, said Rob-
ert F. Orr, the attorney for the case.

North Carolina Senate President 
Pro Tempore Phil Berger and House 
Speaker Thom Tillis, both Republi-
cans, condemned the lawsuit, calling 
it an attempt by “left-wing interest 
groups” to “trap underprivileged and 
disabled children in low-performing 
schools.”

Voucher Issue  
Roiling Waters 
For Legislators
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Here are summaries of recent  

annual addresses by governors  

around the country.

ILLINOIS
GOV.PATQUINN(D)•JAN.29

Illinois needs a new “birth to 

5” initiative that would provide 

more access to early-learning 

programs, connect expectant 

mothers with prenatal care, and 

expand home-visiting programs 

and community partnerships, 

Gov. Pat Quinn said in his State 

of the State speech.

The Democratic chief 

executive, who is seeking re-

election this year, argued that 

for every dollar spent on early-

childhood education, the state 

can expect a return of more 

than $7. Gov. Quinn also cited a 

$45 million state investment in 

early-education centers in high-

need areas. 

In his speech, the governor 

also highlighted the state’s 

“comprehensive pension reform” 

to reduce Illinois’ long-term 

liabilities, although the changes 

to the pension system have 

angered public-employee unions 

in the state.  —ANDREW UIJFUSA

MARYLAND
GOV.MARTINO’MALLEY(D)•JAN.23

In his final State of the State 

addresss after two terms in 

office, Gov. O’Malley focused 

on economic and health-care 

issues, but also pledged to help 

spearhead an effort to expand 

universal preschool education,

Gov. O’Malley used his half-

hour speech to state lawmakers 

largely to look back on his 

accomplishments, including 

making “critical investments” 

in K-12 schools. He also 

listed as priorities delivering 

technology to more teachers to 

help them personalize learning 

for students, and building up 

career-technical and dual-

enrollment programs.

The Democratic chief executive 

said he aims for “a day when 

every high school student in 

Maryland will graduate with a 

modern technical skill and a year 

of college credit already earned.” 

 —CATHERINE GEWERTZ

UTAH
GOV.GARYR.HERBERT(R)•JAN.29

Saying he wants more high 

school students to complete 

computer science and 

information technology courses, 

Gov. Herbert called for $4.5 

million in new funds for science, 

technology, engineering, and 

math education.

In his address to lawmakers, 

the Utah governor also requested 

$61.6 million in new funds to 

increase teacher compensation 

and $2 million to improve high 

school career counseling. He also 

described a forthcoming push 

to pass new legislation to create 

“report cards” for schools. 

The governor also gave a nod to 

Utah 4th graders in attendance 

who helped persuade lawmakers 

to propose changing the state’s 

official tree from the Colorado 

Blue Spruce to the Aspen.

 —BENJAMIN HEROLD

Read online compilation & links  

to full speeches at  
 www.edweek.org/go/sos

STATE of the STATES       www.edweek.org/go/sos

MARYLAND: Gov. Martin 

O’Malley told legislators 

in his annual speech  

that he will continue  

to press for expanded 

early-childhood 

education efforts in 

the state. He also 

stressed the importance 

of giving teachers the 

technology to encourage 

personalized learning.

UTAH: Gov. Gary R. 

Herbert greets 

lawmakers before 

his 2014 State of 

the State address. 

The governor is 

urging lawmakers 

to add funding to 

boost teacher 

compensation, and 

is seeking new 

money for science, 

technology, 

engineering, and 

math education.  
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to use them. (Mr. Obama in his speech 
talked about his administration’s ef-
forts to remake E-rate, the federal 
program created in 1996 to support 
technology improvements in schools 
and libraries, particularly those in 
disadvantaged communities.)

Mr. Duncan also said that if Con-
gress doesn’t fund a pre-K expansion, 
he will try to get major foundations 
and philanthropists to fill the void. 

“Can we do some really creative 
partnerships?” Mr. Duncan said in 
his Jan. 30 briefing with reporters.

Mr. Obama renewed his pitch from 
last year’s address for Congress to 
enact a major, early-childhood ini-
tiative that would entice states to 
expand pre-K to more 4-year-olds, 
improve program quality, and bolster 
access to Head Start, the federal pro-
gram for disadvantaged preschoolers. 
Lawmakers funneled more than $1 
billion in new aid into existing early-
education programs, primarily Head 
Start. But they have been much cooler 
to Mr. Obama’s proposal for matching 
grants to help states expand their 
own programs, which could cost $30 
billion in the first five years.

Still, if there is one area where 
Congress might move, it could be 
preschool.

“I really want to get it done,” said 
Sen. Tom Harkin, the Iowa Demo-
crat who chairs the Senate educa-
tion committee, during a Jan. 29 
Capitol Hill briefing with reporters. 
He listed expanding early education 
as one of his three top priorities be-
fore he retires this year. Meanwhile, 
House Education and the Workforce 
Committee Chairman John Kline, R-
Minn., has planned a Feb. 5 hearing 
on early education.

Defending Common Core?

Mr. Obama’s State of the Union 
speech touched on a host of other K-12 
issues as well, from a general call to 
reduce gun violence in the wake of 
the 2012 shootings at Sandy Hook El-
ementary School to a significant need 
to make college more affordable.

He also mounted an indirect de-
fense of the Common Core State 
Standards and a more spirited, 
direct defense of the program that 
spurred states to adopt them: Race 
to the Top. His administration has 
come under fire for threatening the 
future of the common core by sup-
porting it. Mr. Obama credited the 
Race to the Top competitive grants 
with helping to boost academic stan-
dards in general—and performance.

“Race to the Top, with the help 
of governors from both parties, has 
helped states raise expectations and 
performance. … Some of this change is 
hard. It requires everything from more 
challenging curriculums and more de-
manding parents to better support for 
teachers and new ways to measure 
how well our kids think, not how well 
they can fill in a bubble on a test. But 
it’s worth it—and it’s working,” he said.

Mr. Obama’s speech was also no-
table for what the president didn’t 
mention. In past State of the Union 
addresses, he has pushed lawmak-
ers to renew the ESEA—but he didn’t 

so much as mention the law in this 
year’s speech. Many advocates sus-
pect the administration has largely 
given up on renewing it, for now.

After the president’s address, Mr. 
Duncan tacitly acknowledged his 
team isn’t working at full speed on 
reauthorization given the reluctance 
to do so in Congress.

But, he said, “I don’t think it’s a 
given” that reauthorization won’t 
pass during the president’s final 
term. “We could go into high gear lit-
erally overnight.”

Republican Reaction

Reaction to Mr. Obama’s speech 
fell along predictable partisan lines, 
with Republicans arguing, in par-
ticular, that he should be pushing 
school choice as a means to boost 
student achievement.

In the official GOP response, Rep. 
Cathy McMorris Rodgers of Wash-
ington said, “We have plans to im-
prove our education and training 
systems so you have the choice to 
determine where your kids go to 
school, ... so college is affordable, ... 
and skills training is modernized.”

But it was the lack of any mention 
of the ESEA in the State of the Union 
address that irked Rep. Todd Rokita, 
the Indiana Republican who chairs 
the House education subcommittee 
on K-12 policy.

In a statement, he said: “Unfor-
tunately, [the president] failed to 
highlight the largest shortcoming in 
federal education policy today, and 
that is the need to reform and reau-
thorize No Child Left Behind. Last 
year, the House passed the Student 
Success Act, a broad-based reform 
of federal education policy that 
would maintain the high standards 
the president called for while giving 
state and local school districts back 
the money and authority they need 
to meet those standards.”

For his part, Dennis Van Roekel, 
the president of the 3 million-mem-
ber National Education Association, 
the nation’s largest teachers’ union, 
wasn’t disappointed by the lack of 
new education initiatives.

“I don’t think there ought to be 
new programs every year,” he said 
in an interview. “[The president] was 
saying, ‘[Education] is still a prior-
ity to me, you really need to push to 
make things happen.’ ”

Obama Turns Focus to Implementing Education Agenda
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Proven to increase 
time spent to 
improve teaching 
and learning

Better 
Principals. 
Better 
with SAMsTM.

“My principals are better. We give our principals 
the gift of time with the SAM process. They spend less 
time managing their schools and more time improving 
teacher practice and student learning. Their work with 
teachers focuses on frequent coaching, data analysis and 
collaborative planning. My principals spend the majority 
of their time on instructional leadership—this year they’ve 
added the equivalent of 27 extra days of time using the SAM 
process. Better principals. Better teachers. Better students. 
Better with SAMs.”

www.SamsConnect.com 
502-509-9774

Heath Morrison, Superintendent
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools

EDUCATION AND THE STATE OF THE UNION
President Barack Obama used his fifth annual address to 
Congress to offer a broad strategy to bolster economic mobility 
and combat poverty. Education themes played a central role.

INTERNET ACCESS IN SCHOOLS

“
Last year, I also pledged to connect 99 percent of our students to high-speed 

broadband over the next four years. Tonight, I can announce that with the support 

of the FCC and companies like Apple, Microsoft, Sprint, and Verizon, we’ve got 

a down payment to start connecting more than 15,000 schools and 20 million 

students over the next two years, without adding a dime to the deficit.”

EARLY-CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

“
Last year, I asked this Congress to help states 

make high-quality pre-K available to every 4-year-

old. As a parent as well as a president, I repeat that 

request tonight. ... We’ll invest in new partnerships with 

states and communities across the country in a Race 

to the Top for our youngest children. And as Congress 

decides what it’s going to do, I’m going to pull together 

a coalition of elected officials, business leaders, and 

philanthropists willing to help more kids access the 

high-quality pre-K they need.”

RACE TO THE TOP, STANDARDS, AND TESTING

“
Race to the Top, with the help of governors from 

both parties, has helped states raise expectations 

and performance. ... Some of this change is hard. 

It requires everything from more challenging 

curriculums and more demanding parents to better 

support for teachers and new ways to measure how 

well our kids think, not how well they can fill in a 

bubble on a test. But it’s worth it–and it’s working.”

COLLEGE ACCESS AND 
AFFORDABILITY

“
We’re shaking up our 

system of higher education 

to give parents more 

information, and colleges 

more incentives to offer 

better value, so that  

no middle-class kid is 

priced out of a 

college education. 

We’re offering 

millions the 

opportunity  

to cap their 

monthly student 

loan payments  

to 10 percent  

of their income,  

and I want 

to work with 

Congress to see 

how we can help even more 

Americans who feel trapped 

by student loan debt.”

SCHOOL SAFETY

“
Citizenship means 

standing up for the lives 

that gun violence steals 

from us each day. I have 

seen the courage of 

parents, students, pastors, 

and police officers all over 

this country who say, ‘We 

are not afraid,’ and I intend 

to keep trying, with or 

without Congress, to help 

stop more tragedies from 

visiting innocent Americans 

in our movie theaters, 

shopping malls, or schools 

like Sandy Hook.”

HIGH SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT  
AND WORKER TRAINING

“
We’re working to redesign high 

schools and partner them with colleges 

and employers that offer the real-world 

education and hands-on training that 

can lead directly to a job and career.”
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schools superintendent, as well as an-
nounced or official ballot initiatives related 
to K-12 education in a number of states, 
including Hawaii, Nevada, and New York. 

Houses Divided

As of last week, the GOP controlled 26 
legislatures and 30 governorships nation-
wide. In total, Republicans control both 
the executive and legislative branches of 

government in 23 states, while 
15 states are in the hands 
of Democrats, and 11 are 
split, according to informa-
tion from the National Con-

ference of State Legislatures. 
(Nebraska has a unicameral, nonpartisan 
legislature.)

Only four legislatures have divided par-
tisan control, down from eight four years 
ago, when Democrats controlled 27 legis-
latures.

Following state elections in 2010 and 
afterward that gave Republicans domi-
nance over state government nation-
wide, many legislators and governors 
have been aggressive in instituting 
new policies affecting such matters as 

school accountability, teacher evaluation, 
and school employment.

For example, since 2011, nine states 
have adopted A-F school accountability 
systems. All of those states except Virginia 
have elected new Republican governors in 
2010 or since. 

The issue of such ratings can be tricky 
politically. To the extent that Oklahoma 
Superintendent of Public Instruction Janet 
Barresi, a Republican, faces opposition in 
her re-election bid, including in the GOP pri-
mary, resistance to A-F accountability as it 
has been implemented in the state could be 
a factor. The system has been revised sev-
eral times since it was adopted in 2011, but 
some people in the state have complained 
that it still doesn’t work as intended, or that 
it unfairly punishes schools.  

Collective Bargaining

The 2014 elections will also test the vot-
ing public’s response to, and the durability 
of, changes reducing public employees’ col-
lective-bargaining power that GOP leaders 
such as Gov. Scott Walker (Wisconsin) and 
Gov. Rick Snyder (Michigan) championed. 
In Mr. Walker’s case, his push that won 
adoption of those changes sparked an un-
successful recall election in 2012.

It’s far from clear that those dramatic 
shifts in states’ approaches to public em-
ployees will end up hurting lawmakers at 
the ballot box.

“I don’t know if the unions have figured 
out a good way to make the case of, ‘Hey, 
they’re being mean to us teachers and 
they’re hurting our bargaining rights.’ That 
is a tough sell,” said Michael J. Petrilli, the 
executive vice president of the Thomas B. 
Fordham Institute in Washington.

But the chance to push back on those 
kinds of signature accomplishments from 
some lawmakers, combined with a desire 
to pressure leaders to restore funding and 
services, could invigorate many races and 
provide more opportunities for traditional 
education leaders.

“It’s impossible to talk about your strat-
egy in 2014 without going back and looking 
what happened in 2010,” said Karen White, 
the national political director of the National 
Education Association, the nation’s largest 
teachers’ union, with 3 million members.

In fact, Ms. White said, the NEA has 
decided to invest more than 80 percent 
of its 2014 election war chest in state 
races, the largest-ever percentage the 
group has devoted to state contests. (At 

2014 State Elections Could Prove Pivotal For K-12 Policy
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
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FLORIDA

There’s a tough race ahead for 

incumbent GOP Gov. Rick Scott, not 

least because he’ll be tracking how 

the Common Core State Standards 

and aligned tests are playing in 

his state. Gov. Scott has ordered 

a review of the standards and 

has sent mixed signals about his 

support for the common core. He’ll 

also face teachers’ union members 

who are eager to replace him 

following K-12 budget cuts and 

controversial teacher-evaluation 

policies, as well as a high-profile 

Democratic challenger, former Gov. 

Charlie Crist, who served  

as a Republican.

OKLAHOMA

The state’s A-F school accountability system 

has been a controversial subject for incumbent 

state Superintendent Janet Barresi, a 

Republican first elected in 2010. She could 

face ongoing questions about that system 

throughout 2014, as well as Republican 

challengers who might vigorously criticize the 

state’s adoption of the common core. 

PENNSYLVANIA

With low approval ratings, incumbent GOP  

Gov. Tom Corbett could face a difficult fight for  

re-election, and education could be one of his 

trickiest issues to handle. His demands for 

changes to Philadelphia schools in exchange 

for badly needed state funds have provoked 

controversy, and his pledge to make school funding 

more fair could be an attempt to broaden his 

political support in 2014.

TEXAS

Two of the candidates with the highest profiles 

are state Sen. Wendy Davis, a Democrat who 

has put forward a three-part education plan 

that would include major reforms for public 

school teachers, and state Attorney General Greg 

Abbott, who in a recent interview on a Texas 

radio station said that teachers are underpaid 

and also advocated for more school choice. 

 WISCONSIN

Republican Gov. Scott Walker’s re-election bid will 

highlight numerous K-12 battles from his tenure. 

They include the provisions of a law he pushed 

through in 2011 that was fiercely opposed by 

teachers’ unions, school funding levels, and the 

ongoing fight to expand school choice. 

WYOMING

If Gov. Matt Mead, a Republican, 

seeks reelection, the race will be 

similar to Georgia’s, since Wyoming’s 

own state Superintendent Cindy Hill 

is seeking to become governor. The 

difference is that Gov. Mead signed  

a law last year that stripped the state 

superintendent of virtually all her 

power. Ms. Hill, who was elected in 

2010 like Gov. Mead and who has  

the support of tea party activists,  

last month won a court battle to  

have the law overturned. 
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RACES TO WATCH

This year, 36 states have 
gubernatorial elections, seven 
have elections for state schools 
superintendent, and 46 have 
legislative elections for one or both 
chambers. With the candidate 
landscape still unfolding, here are 
some likely hot spots.

2014ELECTIONS
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the federal level, all seats in the House of 
Representatives and 36 Senate seats will 
also be on the ballot this year.)

The pressure of such commitments by key 
education players, or the anticipation of it, 
could be having an effect before the election 
season really heats up. 

Last week, Florida Gov. Rick Scott, a Re-
publican facing a tough re-election bid against 
one-time Gov. Charlie Crist, now a Democrat, 
proposed a $542 million increase for state 
education funding. It is the second year in a 
row that Gov. Scott has pushed such a K-12 
funding boost. 

Other Republican chief executives, includ-
ing Gov. Nathan Deal of Georgia and Gov. Su-
sana Martinez of New Mexico, have put forth 
education funding increases in their proposed 
budgets this year.

Of the 36 gubernatorial contests, GOP in-
cumbents are running or are eligible to do so 
in 20.

“I think a lot of the tea party governors 
should be fearful, because they’re going to 
be facing very energized public employees,” 
said Michael T. Hartney, a researcher at the 
University of Notre Dame who tracks state 
elections.

Common-Core Anxiety

But the education issue with the big-
gest peril for state officials in 2014 could 
be what to do, and say, about the common-
core standards.

For both the left and the right, the common 
core could open the door for partisans to pur-
sue other K-12 issues, including a shortage 
of resources in the face of new mandates, the 
privacy of student data, and claims of federal 
intrusion. 

The common-core issue could be particu-
larly difficult, however, for Republicans in 
tough primary elections over the spring 
and summer. GOP candidates in those races 
might have very little to gain from vigorously 
defending the standards, which have been 
adopted by all but a handful of states, and a 
great deal to lose by doing so. 

That is particularly the case among vot-
ers in the Republican base who fear that the 
common core—an initiative led by groups 
representing the nation’s governors and state 
schools chiefs, but with strong federal back-
ing—amounts to federal encroachment on 
local schools. 

“They’re really upset with their state gov-
ernments ... they realize that the governors 
and legislators should have said ‘No,’ and 
they didn’t,” said Emmett McGroarty, the 
education director at the American Princi-
ples Project, a Washington-based advocacy 
group that opposes the common core. “That’s 

why it’s the moms going into the statehouse 
saying, ‘Excuse me, I’m upset that my chil-
dren are learning this and being taught in 
this way, and why is it that your signature is 
on this piece of paper?’ ” 

His group has worked with at least one 
statewide candidate, South Carolina super-
intendent candidate Sheri Few, a Republican. 

At least one GOP governor up for re-election 
has already taken a firm stance regarding the 
common core, which covers English/language 
arts and mathematics. 

In remarks Jan. 16 to a local Republican 
Party club, South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley 
said she would sign a state Senate bill repeal-
ing the adoption of the common core in her 

state. She justified her position (which she 
originally staked out in 2012) by saying that 
children in her state should not be educated 
in the same way as those in California, report-
edly saying, “We are telling the legislature: 
Roll back common core. Let’s take it back to 
South Carolina standards.”

Even those candidates who don’t use lan-
guage that is explicitly against the standards 
are more likely to tiptoe whenever the com-
mon core comes up in debates and interviews. 

“They aren’t going to come out and stump 
for them, because they’ll either want to 
protect their tails, or they’ll say, ‘I like stan-
dards,’ ” said Arnold Shober, a professor 
of government at Lawrence University in 
Appleton, Wis., who tracks state K-12 gov-
ernance issues. 

Business organizations, like local and state 
chambers of commerce, might step up cam-
paign and lobbying efforts to shore up the 
spines of governors and key legislators who 
start feeling heat from questions about the 
common core at campaign forums. (See Edu-
cation Week, Jan. 29, 2014.)

An approach that may prove popular for 
many lawmakers is the one articulated re-

cently by Gov. Walker, the Wisconsin Repub-
lican, and New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo, a 
Democrat. Despite reviews of the common 
core by officials in their respective states, 
both governors have claimed dissatisfaction 
with either the substance of the standards, 
in the case of Mr. Walker, or how they have 
been implemented, a concern Mr. Cuomo has 
expressed. 

Gov. Walker and Gov. Cuomo have said their 
states should review the common core again. 

The number of governors seeking to shield 
the common core—and their re-election 
bids—through executive orders could also 
grow. Those orders, which have been issued 
by four GOP governors eligible for re-election 
this year, including Iowa Gov. Terry Branstad, 
assert their states’ control over content stan-
dards but don’t toss the common standards 
overboard. 

Test in Texas

One interesting case study for the power of 
education in gubernatorial campaigns is in 
the race to replace Texas GOP Gov. Rick Perry, 
who won’t seek another term.

In the Lone Star State, one of the Demo-
cratic gubernatorial candidates with the 
highest profiles of any in the nation, state Sen. 
Wendy Davis, has made education a key issue 
in her campaign.

After declaring the importance of public 
schools to Texans at her campaign kickoff 
speech in October, Sen. Davis subsequently 
released a plan for improving education that 
includes promising a high school student in 
the top 20 percent of his or her class during 
junior year early acceptance to college and a 
Texas teaching job, if he or she commits to a 
teaching career; a loan-repayment program 
for teachers; and “bringing Texas teacher pay 
in line with the rest of the county.” (The NEA 
ranked Texas 30th in the nation in average 
public school teacher salaries in a report last 
year.)

The man who is potentially her prime 
Republican opponent for governor, state At-
torney General Greg Abbott, hasn’t ignored 
education on the campaign trail, either.

In a Jan. 21 interview with Texas radio 
station KFYO, Mr. Abbott warned against a 
“cookie-cutter approach” to K-12 education, 
and advocated school choice (although he 
didn’t explicit advocate for vouchers the help 
parents enroll children in private schools).

Regarding teachers, he said that educators 
wanted government “off their backs” in order 
to exercise more local control. Mr. Abbott also 
said, “A person who is a teacher is genuinely 
inspired to educate a child. That’s what they 
wake up for, and they all know that they are 
underpaid for what they do.”
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GEORGIA

This race will pit incumbent Gov. Nathan Deal 

against current state schools’ Superintendent John 

Barge in the Republican primary. The common core 

promises to be a complicated subject, since both 

candidates have questioned changes related to 

the standards, such as new tests and suggested 

reading lists. There is also significant opposition  

to the standards among some grassroots GOP 

voters in the state. The race will also feature state 

Sen. Jason Carter, the grandson of former President 

Jimmy Carter and the only Democrat to have 

declared as of last week.  

SOUTH CAROLINA

With the impending retirement of state chief Mick 

Zais, there could be a crowded field to replace him 

in a state where the common core is under threat 

after a pledge by Gov. Nikki Haley, a Republican,  

to abandon the standards. Potential challengers  

in the GOP might face questions about their views 

on Gov. Haley’s proposed boost to K-12 funding,  

as well as school-choice policies. 

SOURCE: Education Week

n  REPUBLICAN CONTROL (26)

n  DEMOCRAT CONTROL (19)

n  SPLIT CONTROL (4)

n  N/A (UNICAMERAL)

“ I think a lot of the tea party 
governors should be 
fearful, because they’re 
going to be facing very 
energized public 
employees.”
MICHAEL T. HARTNEY 

University of Notre Dame

LEGISLATIVE CONTROL:  

WHO’S IN CHARGE?

Republicans control most state 
legislatures. Democrats hold narrow 
margins in the Colorado and the Iowa 
Senates, while the same is true for the 
GOP in the Iowa House and the  
Wisconsin Senate. 

*The New York and Washington Senates are led by coalitions.

SOURCE: National Conference of State Legislatures
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COMMENTARY

By Duncan Young  
& Susan Szachowicz

P
rincipals, we feel your pain.

One of the most notewor-
thy education trends in recent 
years has been the increase in 
demands placed on principals. 
With numerous mandates to 
implement, a move toward de-
centralized decisionmaking 

that puts more authority in their hands, and an 
education landscape that is rapidly changing—in-
cluding more pervasive technology and evolving 
student demographics—the challenges of effec-
tive school leadership have never been greater.

It’s not an exaggeration to say that the success 
of the current round of education reform initia-
tives will be largely dictated by the success of our 
principals. 

The importance of school leadership is clearly 
seen in research, including a recent study by 
Gregory F. Branch, Eric A. Hanushek, and Ste-
ven G. Rivkin. They reported in Education Next 
that a highly effective principal raises student 
achievement by between two and seven addi-
tional months of learning in a single school year.  

With so much riding on a principal’s abilities, 
we felt it was time to examine some of the press-
ing challenges they face and how policymakers 
and practitioners might respond. In his work 
with Scholastic Achievement Partners, one of 
us—Duncan—has witnessed these rising de-
mands. And Sue, as a former principal and now 

Responding When Principals Feel Squeezed

“That cry for help 
you hear? It’s a 
nearby principal 
struggling to 
complete reams  
of paperwork.” 

By Nicole Gillespie

N
obody would accuse 
today’s education re-
formers and policy-
makers of ignoring the 
science, technology, en-
gineering, and mathe-
matics fields. For good 
reason, schools across 

the country have been urged to beef up 
their STEM programs, in order to give every 
student a solid foundation in subjects that 
are critical to their personal and profes-
sional success. 

And yet, for all the efforts that have been 
made to strengthen math and science stan-

dards, create new courses, write new curricula, 
and design STEM-related software programs and 

resources for students, we still struggle to ensure 
that those students have access to experienced, ef-

fective STEM teachers. 
Moreover, what is needed today isn’t just an influx of 

new STEM teachers, but more teachers with deep expertise 
in these fields and a commitment to staying in the profes-
sion long enough to hone their craft and take on leadership 
roles without leaving their classrooms and students. 

Instead, the current national “strategy” seems to involve 
hoping that that some STEM teachers will forgo more lucra-
tive and professionally rewarding opportunities elsewhere 
and will stick around to become mentors and leaders in the 
profession. It’s time to help ensure that individuals with 
crucial STEM skills and knowledge see teaching as an at-
tractive, rewarding, and viable career path. This will re-
quire that schools and districts find ways to identify their 
most promising new STEM teachers, making it feasible and 
rewarding for them to take on leadership roles from the 
classroom, and preparing them accordingly as they begin 
their careers. Equally important, schools and districts must 
develop and support thriving networks of teacher leaders, 
giving them access to the kind of intensive, peer-to-peer 
professional development that allows individuals in every 
field to feel connected and empowered, to continue to learn 
and be challenged, and to sustain their interest and job sat-
isfaction over a long career.

In the past decade, the Knowles Science Teaching Foun-
dation, of which I am the executive director, has built a 
network of hundreds of STEM teachers across 39 states 
through our five-year fellowship program. The network has 
been formed through a rigorous process of identifying and 
selecting promising novice teachers in STEM fields with a 
demonstrated commitment to teaching and the potential 
to serve as leaders in the profession. The program provides 
sustained opportunities to develop STEM content knowledge 

Creating a National Network of 
STEM Teacher Leaders

a partner in Duncan’s work, has felt the pressures 
firsthand. The challenges principals routinely face 
include:

The attack of the mandates. The word “man-
date” has a sinister sound to it. Principals have al-
ways had mandates—federal, state, and district. 
But never have there been so many mandates being 
implemented simultaneously. Two of the most no-
table examples are the shift to the Common Core 
State Standards and the coming related assess-
ments, and the implementation of new, more rigor-
ous teacher-evaluation systems in many states.

The problem with this? Effectively taking on any 
single mandate is tough. But implementing both 
the common core and teacher-evaluation systems 
simultaneously can prove a mighty challenge for 
even the most seasoned principals. And doing all of 
this while managing previously existing mandates, 
from grants to accreditation, can seem overwhelm-
ing.

Not only are these initiatives complex and mul-
tifaceted, but, if not implemented with care, they 
can also be seen by teachers as working in conflict, 
not in concert, with one another. And since most 
mandates tend to have separate reporting require-
ments, the reporting load alone can be a daunting 
and time-intensive task.

That cry for help you hear? It’s a nearby principal 
struggling to complete reams of paperwork.

A less experienced principal corps. Princi-
pals are in the middle of a great demographic shift. 
The recent MetLife Survey of the American Teacher 
indicated that, in 2012, principals had 12.5 years 
of teaching experience on average, a decrease of 11 
percent from the 14 years they had in just 2009. 

More experienced principals are leaving, and in 
some states, these trends appear to be accelerating.

These new principals may have been incred-
ible teachers, but might not yet have the training, 
skills, and support in instructional leadership nec-
essary to lead schoolwide achievement. Many vet-
eran principals are stunned at the lack of training 
given to new principals. Turnover remains a con-
stant source of concern as well, says Sue Gendron, 
a former education commissioner in Maine. (She 
is a senior fellow with the International Center 
for Leadership in Education, a part of Scholastic 
Achievement Partners.) 

“I remember an experience I had when we were 
rolling out our new standards,” she told us. “A prin-
cipal came up to me and put his hands up and said, 
‘I surrender. I can’t accomplish what you want—I’m 
the fifth principal in five years.’ This lack of conti-
nuity is having staggering impacts on schools.” 

“D” is for “decentralization.” As districts shift 
to decentralized decisionmaking, more budgetary 
and other control is being given to school leaders 
instead of the district office. There are important 
benefits to doing this, including making use of 
local knowledge, the chance for innovation, and de-
creased bureaucracy. However, this change intro-
duces the risk of schools’ operating without a strong 
overarching instructional vision or worse, without 
a strong transfer of best practices across schools.

Striking this balance is a key challenge for cen-
tral offices. With what level of decentralization can 
principals be the most successful? And how does a 
central office avoid sending mixed messages (e.g., 
by encouraging principal initiative on the one hand 
while mandating a time-intensive districtwide as-

vectorikart/iStockphoto
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Why We’re Studying  
Rural Schools

By Paul T. Hill

W
hen Americans fret about the performance of pub-
lic education, we typically focus on big-city schools. 
This makes sense—millions of children are at risk 
there—but we habitually overlook the problems of 
schools in rural areas.

Most readers would be surprised to learn, as I 
was, that more children—nearly 6.5 million—attend 
schools in remote rural areas and small towns than 

in the 20 largest urban school districts combined. But while some rural students 
score a little better on tests than their counterparts in big-city schools, they are less 
likely than urban students to enroll in college or stay long enough to get any sort 
of degree. 

Once upon a time, students from America’s 
rural communities and small towns were 
often the ones who became inventors, 
captains of industry, and national 
leaders. That’s much less often 
the case now. Too often, we 
don’t make the most of the 
talents of rural kids, and 
that can hurt us in a com-
petitive world economy.

Why have we neglected 
these areas? Well, we 
don’t really know. Rural 
education has been a 
back-burner issue for 
presidents and Congress, 
most state governments, 
and foundations that sponsor 
research and policy innovation. 

A group of solid minds has set 
out to change this. The nonpartisan 
J.A. and Kathryn Albertson Foundation 
in Idaho is sponsoring a serious examination of 
rural education, the challenges facing rural schools, and the reasons so many rural 
students don’t reach their full potential. Thanks to this charge, the Rural Oppor-
tunities Consortium of Idaho, or ROCI—an interdisciplinary task force of educators, 
policy experts, economists, and experts in technology, which I lead—is taking a fresh 
look at rural schools, the overall well-being of rural communities, and the ways 
elected officials and philanthropies can make a difference. Bellwether Education 
Partners, a nonprofit organization with experience in disadvantaged communities, 
is supporting the work and producing analyses and recommendations for policy-
makers.

Though our efforts have just begun, some things are already clear. Many rural 
communities have stable or growing populations. Decades from now, just like today, 
millions of bright students will rely on rural schools. Some, though not all, rural 
economies are evolving, so young people who want to return home after college—
especially in engineering, health, and analytical disciplines—may find good jobs 
waiting. But, as always, there will be even more opportunities for well-prepared 
rural students in dynamic big-city economies.

Elementary and secondary education in rural areas needs to innovate to broaden 
children’s horizons and options. This innovation will strengthen rural communities 
and expand the nation’s talent pool. 

Imaginative rural educators face many challenges, including declining funding 
because of local taxpayer resistance, sentimentality about the old ways of doing 
things, reluctance to meet the needs of language-minority students, difficulty at-
tracting able new educators as older ones retire, and problematic state and local 
policies. For example, rural superintendents often also serve as school principals 
and bus drivers, while at the same time managing as many state and federal pro-
grams and filling out the required reports as do the thousand-person staffs of urban 
districts. This added load wastes valuable energy and causes many qualified leaders 
to avoid or leave rural leadership jobs. 

Americans can do much better for rural students and educators. The state and 
federal governments need to recognize the difference between megadistricts and 
tiny, remote ones. Technical innovators need to develop more options for rural 
schools, and philanthropies need to pay attention. Universities need to prepare 
educators for the challenges of rural leadership and teaching.

Our goal is for ROCI to put these issues on the national agenda. But resolving 
them will require a great deal of work by elected officials, scholars, private funders, 
and educational innovators. We can get the ball rolling, but others will have to keep 
it moving. n

PAUL T. HILL is a research professor at the University of Washington, Bothell; the founder 

of the Center on Reinventing Public Education, in Seattle; and the chairman of the Rural 

Opportunities Consortium of Idaho, in Boise.

“ Rural education has 
been a back-burner issue for 

presidents and Congress, most 
state governments, and 

foundations that sponsor 
research and policy 

innovation.” 

sessment schedule on the other)?
It’s time for action. Principals need direct and 

systematic support in building their instruc-
tional-leadership skills. This support includes 
specific guidance and best practices on defining 
an instructional vision, in identifying what good 
and poor instruction looks like, in effectively 
using data for decisionmaking, and in engag-
ing families and the community in the student-
achievement process. 

While this is crucially important for new prin-
cipals, it is equally important that experienced 
principals have a chance for ongoing support. 
For inspiration, let’s look to formal, success-
based teacher-induction models and implement 
equivalent programs for principals, consisting 
of professional learning covering key principles, 
in-person or virtual coaching, and collaboration 
with peers in a confidential setting.

Second, let’s get radical with how we think 
about principal preparation and ongoing sup-
port, moving away from the compliance-driven 
approach of the past 50 years, with its checklists 
of coursework and federal requirements. 

Let’s shift to a more pragmatic approach that 
includes not just rethinking what initial prin-
cipal training looks like—more hands-on, more 
performance-based—but also rigorous ongoing 
support and coaching from someone who has 
walked a mile in their shoes. And let’s look at 
other professional fields, like medicine and law, 
for extensive examples to draw on.

Third, principals need specific guidance in 
how to make connections across the many man-
dates being implemented in their schools. Dis-
tricts should work to create links, for example, 
between common-core rollouts and the imple-
mentation of new teacher-evaluation protocols. 
Additionally, districts should provide a model for 

how to communicate these initiatives to teach-
ers as vital interconnected pieces of reform, not 
disconnected parts. Importantly, principals and 
teachers should be involved in this process and 
feel ownership of the results.

Fourth, districts should evaluate their poli-
cies around decentralization to ensure that 
their model is supported by the experience level 
of their principals. Already, hybrid models are 
emerging that give more power to local schools, 
while maintaining a set of district-level initia-
tives on the most critical, complicated issues.

Finally, central offices should evaluate the 
fundamental role they play for school leaders 
and shift from a model of oversight to a model 
of support. Too often, “central office” is seen by 
principals as equating to “compliance office,” 
where the primary role is to communicate the 
mandates downward and collect the correspond-
ing reports upward. Shifting district offices to 
a model of principal-centered support in which 
challenges are systematically identified and bar-
riers removed can make a huge difference.

Implementing these best practices can mean-
ingfully improve the quality of support provided 
to principals and increase their chances of suc-
cess. And while they might still feel the pain, 
there will be a much greater likelihood that a 
gain goes along with it. n

DUNCAN YOUNG is a senior vice president at 

Scholastic Education, in New York City. He leads 

Scholastic Achievement Partners, the educator 

support, professional learning, and school improvement 

arm of the company. SUSAN SZACHOWICZ is a senior 

fellow with the International Center for Leadership in 

Education, based in Rexford, N.Y. The center is part of 

Scholastic Achievement Partners. She is also a former 

principal of Brockton High School in Massachusetts.

for teaching and pedagogy; create learning opportunities for stu-
dents; use data to inform and improve instruction and learning; 
design instruction that supports individual student learning; 
and build capacity to work collaboratively with colleagues to 
improve education for all students. Fellows meet regularly with 
each other and experts in science and mathematics education 
and use online spaces to support one another, share elements of 
their practice, and provide critical feedback. 

Through the online network, fellows collaborate with, learn 
from, and support peers in their own districts and across the 
country to support and mentor novice teachers and provide lead-
ership opportunities for more-experienced ones. Fellows work 
with nationally known researchers to develop new pedagogical 
skills grounded in the realities of the classroom and then help 
train and support the next generation of novice STEM teachers.

By contributing to the building of STEM capacity nationwide, 
our work over the last five years has led us to believe that this 
approach can address many of the issues that educators and 
policymakers have sought to resolve, including:

•Providing extended opportunities for teachers to work to-
gether to learn, implement, and evaluate content-specific peda-
gogy. Our program provides experiences and supports for fellows 
around content-specific pedagogy, as well as a way to share the 
work in their schools and across districts. 

•Acknowledging the differences in curriculum and policy 
within states and across districts by focusing on what works in-
structionally, allowing the shared knowledge of the network to 
be leveraged everywhere. For example, KSTF senior fellows have 
formed an engineering task force that will develop models to 
integrate engineering into all science classes to satisfy the as-
pirations and requirements of the Next Generation Science 
Standards.

•Addressing teacher retention and differentiation of roles 
by keeping teachers engaged through leadership and research 

NICOLE GILLESPIE is the executive director of the Knowles Science 

Teaching Foundation, which is based in Moorestown, N.J.
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“What is needed 
today isn’t just an 
influx of new 
STEM teachers, 
but more teachers 
with deep 
expertise in these 
fields and a 
commitment to 
staying in the 
profession.” 
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Calif. Schools Need to Restore 
Music Education Programs

To the Editor:
Recent reforms to California’s school 

funding system have rightly been lauded 
by many educators, parents, and politicians 
in the Golden State. But it is essential that 
local school officials, who are exercising new 
autonomy via the revamped system, restore 
funding to an area hit early and often in the 
budget crisis: school music programs.

When the recession arrived in 2008, 
funding for music education evaporated. 
Within a year, legislators in Sacramento had 
diverted $109 million slated for music and art 
programs, forcing half of California’s public 
schools to shutter their music programs. As a 
result, there are now 700,000 fewer students 
enrolled in school music classes than before 
the budget cuts, with California ranking last 
in the nation in the ratio of music teachers to 
students.

It stands to reason that music education —
as one of the first areas targeted when 
times got tough—should be among the first 

beneficiaries now that an economic recovery 
is afoot. But for that to happen, people have 
to realize that music programs are far more 
than a mere luxury.  

In fact, the benefits of school music 
programs are well documented. Research 
shows that music education not only teaches 
critical-thinking and time-management skills 
that boost academic performance across the 
board, but that it also builds self-esteem, 
fosters collaboration, and offers a means of 
emotional and creative expression. 

School music classes also improve 
language development, an important issue 
in California, where more than 40 percent of 
students live in homes where English is not 
the primary language.

Given these obvious benefits, it is incumbent 
on us to restore funding for music education 
to precrisis levels. Important steps have 
been taken at the state level, with legislators 
increasing overall funding and placing the 
California Arts Council donation box back on 
state income-tax forms. The responsibility now 
lies with local school officials to ensure that 
music education is accessible to our children 
for generations to come.

Leif M. Dautch 
San Francisco, Calif. 

The writer is a deputy attorney general in 

California’s department of justice, but this letter was 

not written in his official capacity. 

Bilingual Programs Can Address  
U.S. Lag in Testing, Achievement

To the Editor:
The 2012 scores for the Program for 

International Student Assessment, or PISA,  
were sobering for the United States (“Global 
Test Shows U.S. Stagnating,” Dec. 11, 2013). 
Compared with their peers in 33 other 
countries belonging to the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development, 
American teens ranked 26th in math, 21st in 
science, and 17th in reading.

But the solution may be more complex than 
some of the enthusiasts for standardized 
testing suppose. The 15 years I spent 
developing a bilingual-immersion program 
in an underserved urban neighborhood 
convinced me that immersion students score 
better on standardized tests than those 
taught in only one language. 

The students at our public charter school 
in Washington are taught to think, speak, 
read, write, and learn either in French and 
English or in Spanish and English. Some 69 
percent qualify for federal lunch subsidies. 
Yet our school is classified as high-performing 
by the city’s public charter school board, and 
students significantly outperform both the 
city-run and charter school average on the 
city’s standardized math and reading tests.

Research finds benefits of foreign-language 
instruction beyond language proficiency, 

turning on its head the old prejudice that 
language skills take up time that otherwise 
could be used to master core disciplines such 
as math, reading, and science. A 1994 study 
in Kansas City, Mo., for example, found that, 
over time, public school students who were 
second-language learners had better test 
scores than their peers who were not. A more 
recent (2003) statewide study of elementary 
school students in Louisiana also found this. 
And research from Yale University in 1983  
also suggests that bilingualism fosters the 
development of verbal and spatial abilities.

Linda Moore 
Founder and Senior Adviser 

Elsie Whitlow Stokes Public Charter School

Washington, D.C.

opportunities with ongoing support 
from experts and peers. Nearly 
90 percent of our fellows are still 
teaching after five years, compared 
with the 50 percent national reten-
tion after the same period of time.

•Providing a realistic way of 
promoting the deep knowledge and 
expertise required by rigorous stan-
dards through peer collaboration 
and professional learning. With 
studies suggesting that profes-
sional development must be sus-
tained for it to have an effect on 
student learning, a collaborative, 

teacher-led approach is the only 
feasible way to build professional 
knowledge for lasting impact. Our 
approach provides extensive and 
ongoing professional learning that 
helps fellows develop skills and 
habits by studying teaching with 
colleagues. 

We also believe our program’s ex-
perience developing an emerging 
network of teacher leaders in STEM 
fields has broader implications for 
professional development, teacher 
leadership, and instructional im-
provement. Our findings suggest: 

•Bringingteacher-leadernet-
works to scale requires a support-

ive and high-tech approach to de-
liver support, encourage resource 
sharing, and bolster collegial rela-
tionships.

•Ourfocusneedstochangefrom
the replication of specific programs 
to a new understanding of how in-
dividual teachers, when connected 
to others across buildings, districts, 
and states, can transform student 
learning, teacher practice, delivery 
of effective programs, and policy. 

•Teacherswhotakeresponsi-
bility for their own professional 
learning and support their peers 
through collaborative networks 
can transform teaching and learn-

ing within their buildings, across 
districts, and beyond.

• Even in high-need subject
areas, teachers must not be se-
lected for their expertise alone, 
but also for their ability and will-
ingness to continue improving 
their own teaching and to collabo-
rate with colleagues in improving 
theirs. 

•Effectivedevelopmentofcon-
tent and pedagogical expertise and 
teaching practice requires persis-
tent time and effort. 

Other nations, such as China, 
have implemented policies to cre-
ate a corps of teacher leaders. In 
1999, China’s Ministry of Educa-
tion implemented the Trans-Cen-
tury Teachers Training Project, 
which called for the selection and 
training of 100,000 “backbone 
teachers” within two years to play 
key roles as instructional leaders, 
mentors, and specialists in re-
search and pedagogy at the school, 
district, and regional levels. Today, 
these teachers make up about 30 
percent of the teaching force in 
the provinces, according to a 2013 
report by Hairon Salle and Char-

lene Tan of the National Institute 
of Education, Nanyang Techno-
logical University, who studied 
the mentoring of new teachers in 
Shanghai. 

We recognize that the United 
States can’t build a top-down net-
work of teacher leaders by force of 
federal action. But what we can do 
is support efforts to back promising 
teachers and develop their leader-
ship and pedagogical skills, as well 
as connect them through networks 
that grow organically by subject 
area or need. We can also link 
these networks to allow research 
and best practices to scale across 
traditional educational boundaries.

For such networks to flourish, 
they need the support of policy-
makers, philanthropists, and other 
stakeholders at all levels to ensure 
they have the resources needed to 
grow from the bottom up. We must 
identify STEM teacher leaders and 
nurture them so that they can be-
come effective leaders capable of 
building effective networks. This 
challenging work for our educators 
requires an equally effective back-
bone of support. n

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25

Creating a National Network of STEM Teacher Leaders
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provement, then for huge numbers of poor children, 
it isn’t working. The current “reform movement” does 
nothing more than highlight purported deficits and 
use them to justify paying already-wealthy people 
to fix the problems that they themselves identified 
and named.  

For children who lack the basic resources taken for 
granted by millions of other children, reform needs to 
be refocused on the issue of educational access—not 
on the juggling and rejuggling of education’s com-
ponents by players motivated by ego, politics, and 
profit. And by access, I do not mean busing children 
off to some hypothetically superior suburban school 
where their poverty and color may actually work to 
marginalize them further.

On the one hand, children living in poverty need 
access to the same types of experiences affluent chil-
dren enjoy, the same high expectations for learning, 
the same enriched curriculum, and the same learn-
ing environments. To achieve this, we do not need 
programs like Teach For America that consider our 
cities third-world countries where the missionary 
spirit can thrive. Nor do we need the types of charter 
schools that require poor children to stifle their cre-
ativity and listen ad infinitum to ideas about their 

needs, which are rooted in the condescending belief 
that certain children need boot camp instead of edu-
cation. To put it bluntly, poor children need access to 
the same education affluent children have.

On the other hand, those who would call them-
selves teachers must access the minds and hearts of 
their students. Learning can happen only when chil-
dren are met where they are and led to where they 
need to be. That type of teaching requires all educa-
tors, including leaders, to truly believe that there is 
something worthwhile inside the mind of every child 
and that the experiences they bring—some horrible, 
some anti-social, some loving, and some wonder-
ful—are worth accessing and using in furtherance of 
education. If we do not know and accept our students 
for who they are, for what they know, and for what 
they’ve done, we cannot educate them.

The charge, then, for those hired and paid hand-
somely for “school reform efforts,” and for the cor-
porate sponsors who fund them, is to enter into the 
neighborhoods they presume to preach about, meet 
the parents they claim to want to engage, know the 
children whose lives they play with, and truly under-
stand the system they wish to reform. Perhaps then 
we can see real change in our K-12 public schools 
and in the lives of the children they are supposed 
to serve. n  

When Is School Reform Not Reform?
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36
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Look for a new blog on deeper learning launching this 

month. The multi-author blog will be led by Jal Mehta of 

the Harvard Graduate School of Education and Robert 

Rothman of the Alliance for Excellent Education.

Peter DeWitt’s recent Finding Common Ground post  

“10 Critical Issues Facing Education” has sparked a lively 

discussion. Read what commenters see as education’s 

most pressing issues, and join the conversation. 

 www.edweek.org/go/critical-issues

As part of Education Week’s ongoing coverage tied to the 

50th anniversary of the War on Poverty, the BookMarks 

blog shares a related list of fiction and nonfiction books. 

The list is by no means exhaustive. Send your suggestions 

and thoughts to poverty@epe.org. 

 www.edweek.org/go/poverty-books

“I think whenever kids see us being fully  
our own best selves, it’s powerful role modeling,  
however else it may infuse our work with them.”

— Bill Ivey responding to the CTQ Collaboratory post  
“How Being Punk Rock Makes Me a Better Teacher” by Nancy Barile  

To read the essay and respond, go to  www.edweek.org/go/punk-rock.
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“How Being Punk Rock Makes Me a 

Better Teacher,” a Jan. 22 essay by 

Nancy Barile, was enthusiastically 

received by online readers. Find out 

what they had to say.

  www.edweek.org/go/punk-rock 
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SUPERINTENDENT

Superintendent of Schools
Alachua County Public Schools, Florida

The School Board of Alachua County is seeking a
talented, experienced and dynamic leader to serve as
Superintendent of Schools. The district serves about
27,000 students in 44 schools and centers and is
recognized statewide for its many innovative and high
quality educational programs and services. It also enjoys
outstanding community support. 

A candidate must have a minimum of ten years successful
administrative experience, including school-based
experience. Administrative experience must be in a district
of 15,000 students or more. A master’s degree is required,
with a doctorate strongly preferred. The salary range is
$140,000 to $170,000 annually with a negotiable benefits
package and a three-year minimum contract.

Interested candidates should submit a resume reflecting
their personal and professional qualifications, significant
professional accomplishments and references by
February 28, 2014 to: Brian Moore, Staff Attorney,
Alachua County Public Schools, 620 East University
Avenue, Gainesville, FL  32601, or electronically to:
 moorebt@gm.sbac.edu.

Questions regarding this position should be directed to
Wayne Blanton, Florida School Boards Association, at
(850) 414-2578 or  blanton@fsba.org.

All applications for this position are subject to the Florida
Public Records Act and ‘Government in the Sunshine’
provisions of Florida law and therefore cannot be held in
confidence. A brochure regarding this position is available
under Superintendent Search at  www.sbac.edu.

The School Board of Alachua County is an equal
opportunity employer.

WELCOME  To Education Week’s 

TopSchoolJobs Recruitment Marketplace, 

the print partner to our online career site 

fo r  teache r s  and  admin i s t r a to r s , 

TopSchoolJobs.org.

JOB SEEKERS   Ads found both in print and 

on TopSchoolJobs.org are marked with an arrow. 

Perform a keyword search on the TopSchoolJobs.org 

home page to view the job and to apply online. You 

can also use TopSchoolJobs.org to search for jobs not 

found in print, create a résumé, and catch up on the 

latest ed news and career advice. Get free monthly 

updates of our career resources. Sign up today for 

Career Coach or HR EdVantage e-newsletter.

RECRUITERS   For extended reach and value, 

you can post your job in print, online, and in 

e-newsletters withTopSchoolJobs.org to reach our 

entire audience of engaged educators. 

TopSchoolJobs.org draws viewers from across all of 

edweek.org’s highly respected resource and 

information channels and extends your reach to our 

highly-qualified online audience. We also offer a wide 

range of recruitment options and enhancements. 

Post a single job or choose from a variety of job 

packages. 

Visit www.topschooljobs.org for a complete 

description of your options. 

RECRUITMENT MARKETPLACE 
TO ADVERTISE  

www.TopSchoolJobs.org

recruiters@TopSchoolJobs.org 

(888) 329-2373

SUPERINTENDENT

MEDFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT 549C 

SUPERINTENDENT

Medford School District 549C, located in Medford, 
Oregon, seeks an individual with visionary leadership 
and strong administrative skills to lead a district of 13,250 
students.  The compensation package will be in the range 
of $200,000.  The inal salary for the successful candidate 
will be negotiated and determined based upon proven 
experience, qualiications and meeting Board criteria.  
Medford School District 549C is an equal opportunity 
employer.  The School District and Ray and Associates, 
Inc. do not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, 
national origin, ancestry, age, sex, marital status, order 
of protection status, disability, military status, sexual 
orientation, unfavorable discharge from military service, or 
other legally protected status.

Interested candidates may apply online at www.rayassoc.

com

Ray and Associates, Inc.

Ph:  319/393-3115  E-mail:  glr@rayassoc.com

Application Deadline:

March 18, 2014

Please do not contact the Board or District directly.

JOHNSTON COMMUNITY 

SCHOOL DISTRICT 

SUPERINTENDENT

Johnston Community School District, one of the fastest-
growing school districts in Iowa, is seeking an individual 
with visionary leadership and strong administrative skills to 
lead a district of 6,700 students.  The salary will be in the 
range of $225,000, plus an excellent comprehensive beneits 
package. The inal salary for the successful candidate will be 
negotiated and determined based upon proven experience, 
qualiications and meeting Board criteria.  
Interested candidates may apply online at www.rayassoc.

com

Ray and Associates, Inc.

Ph:  319/393-3115  E-mail:  glr@rayassoc.com

Application Deadline:

February 18th, 2014

Please do not contact the Board or District directly.

SALEM-KEIZER SCHOOL DISTRICT 24J 

SUPERINTENDENT

Salem-Keizer School District 24J, located in Salem, 
Oregon, seeks an individual with visionary leadership 
and strong administrative skills to lead a district of 40,897 
students.  The salary will be in the range of $235,000 plus 
an excellent comprehensive beneits package.  The inal 
salary for the successful candidate will be negotiated and 
determined based upon proven experience, qualiications 
and meeting Board criteria.  
Interested candidates may apply online at www.rayassoc.

com

Ray and Associates, Inc.

Ph:  319/393-3115  E-mail:  glr@rayassoc.com

Application Deadline:

February 17, 2014

Please do not contact the Board or District directly.

KALAMAZOO PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

Kalamazoo Public Schools, serving 13,000 students, the 
largest school district in southwest Michigan and the second 
largest on the west side of the state, seeks an individual with 
visionary leadership and strong administrative skills for the 
following position:

Assistant Superintendent of Teaching & 
Learning Services.

Under the direction of the superintendent, the Assistant 
Superintendent of Teaching & Learning Services is 
responsible for all aspects of curriculum and instruction 
with the goal of improving student achievement.  The salary 
for this position will be in the range of $120,000-$135,000 
plus an excellent comprehensive beneits package. The inal 
salary for the successful candidate will be negotiated and 
determined based upon proven experience, qualiications 
and meeting the established criteria.  

Interested candidates may apply online at www.rayassoc.

com

Ray and Associates, Inc.

Ph:  319/393-3115  E-mail:  glr@rayassoc.com

Application Deadline:

Apply Immediately, Open Until Filled

Please do not contact the District directly.

Oklahoma City Public 

Schools  (OK)

IS SEARCHING FOR THEIR NEXT

Superintendent

www.OKCPSSuperintendent.com

800.944.6129

Oklahoma City Public Schools has 4,400 full-

time employees, a 275M+ budget and ~45,000 

students in over 85 schools 
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SUPERINTENDENT

Superintendent of Schools
Talbot County Public Schools

Talbot County, Maryland

www.tcps.k12.md.us

With the timeless beauty of the Chesapeake Bay as a backdrop, Talbot County, 
Maryland offers the perfect balance of rural simplicity and urban reinement.  A 
highly driven team of educators, parents, and community members is seeking an 
experienced, data-driven instructional leader who believes that student achievement 
is the top priority, a decisive administrator with proven inancial and budgetary 
skills, and a consensus builder who will communicate effectively and honestly with 
all stakeholders.
The superintendent search is being conducted by the Maryland Association of 
Boards of Education (MABE).  The position begins July 1, 2014.  Minimum salary 
$160,000. 

For an application, visit www.mabe.org or call 1-800-841-8197.

Superintendent of Schools
Calvert County Public Schools

Calvert County, Maryland

www.calvertnet.k12.md.us

Calvert County Public Schools is located in Southern Maryland 30 miles southeast 
of Washington, D.C. Framed by the scenic Chesapeake Bay on the east and the 
Patuxent River on the west, CCPS is proud of its high academic achievement, its 
high-achieving students, and exemplary staff and programs. The Calvert County 
Board of Education is seeking a knowledgeable instructional leader who believes 
that student achievement is the top priority, will communicate openly and honestly 
with all stakeholders, and is skilled in inancial management.
The superintendent search is being conducted by the Maryland Association of 
Boards of Education (MABE).  The position begins July 1, 2014.  Competitive 
salary and beneits packet offered.

For an application, visit www.mabe.org or call 1-800-841-8197.

 

Southeastern Cities of the 

Salt Lake Valley

Superintendent
Application:

www.canyonsdistrict.org/supersearch

Deadline:  March 3, 2014 5:00 P.M.

Competitive Salary and Beneits
Contact:   Rickie McCandless

Rickie.mccandless@canyonsdistrict.org

801-826-5121

PRINCIPALS/
HEAD OF SCHOOL

HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
Falls Village, Connecticut

The Housatonic Valley Regional High School located in the 
Northwest corner of CT serves about 420 students in grades 
9-12.  CT Certiication as an Intermediate Administrator 
(092) is required.
Starting date: July 1, 2014 or when available.
Salary/Beneits: $130,544 to $144,139 and attractive 
beneits.

For further information contact:
Phone: (860) 824-0855

Candidates must apply on-line at www.region1schools.org.
Application deadline: March 14, 2014.

PEQUANNOCK TOWNSHIP 

SCHOOL DISTRICT 
High School Principal

Pequannock Township School District is currently seeking 
an outstanding educational leader to lead the Pequannock 
Township High School. Requirements include: Valid NJ 
Principal Certiication, a minimum of 3 years administrative 
(as Principal preferred) experience. Desired skills include: a 
working knowledge of Common Core Curriculum Content 
Standards and current best practices in teaching; well-
developed skills in the supervision and evaluation of staff; 
strong skills in instructional technology and innovative 21st 
century learning environments; leadership skills advocating 
and promoting a positive and engaged school culture; a high 
standard of professionalism. Position available 7/1/2014. 
Application Deadline 2/28/14.

For immediate consideration, please apply online at: 
www.applitrack.com/pequannock/onlineapp 

EDUCATION WEEK'S AUDIENCE IS 

YOUR SOURCE FOR TOP TALENT

Put Education Week's audience to work for you! 

Winning strategies for your recruitment efforts include:

•    24/7 Web-based print and online ad placement at http://recruit.topschooljobs.org

•Cross-postingtoTopSchoolJobs.orgfromyourWebsiteorApplicantTrackingSystem

•Specialbulkpricingforcost-effectiverecruitmentthroughouttheschoolyear

•E-mailblastsandbanneradstofillyourhiringpoolsandpromoteyourjobfairs

TopSchoolJobs.org
recruiters@topschooljobs.org

(888) 329-2373 
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Principal of General Studies of 
Lower Division

Yeshivah of Flatbush | Brooklyn NY

The ideal candidate will be an individual who embraces 
the values of a coed Modern Orthodox day school, cares 
deeply about the learning experience of young children 
and is comfortable being a visible presence in the day-to-
day life of the school.  Clear, decisive and, at the same time, 
collaborative, he or she will oversee a dedicated faculty, many 
with long tenure and should be someone who will inspire 
conidence and trust.  The next Principal of General Studies 
of Lower Division should be an accomplished educator who 
enjoys working in partnership with parents, and collegially 
with other administrators, in a complex elementary school 
structure of three divisions and 1700 students.

Duties of the Principal of General Studies of Lower Division 
will include but not be limited to:

• Setting goals and milestones for faculty and observing 
and evaluating them.

• Interacting with parents on their child’s academic 
progress.

• Handling discipline in grades 4-5, including meetings 
with PPS personnel regarding individual student issues.

• Working closely with the Director of Curriculum 
and subject coordinators to discuss curricular goals, 
curriculum changes and their implementation. 

• Reviewing results of standardized tests and discussing 
them with the Head of School, Director of Curriculum, 
subject coordinators and the faculty.

• Conducting regular meetings with the general studies 
faculty to ensure effective communication.

The Principal of General Studies of Lower Division is part 
of an Elementary School Administrative team and reports 
directly to the Elementary School Principal.
For more detailed information regarding the school and the 
position, please visit: 

http://educatorscollaborative.com/yeshivah-latbush-ny/
Please address any inquiries or expressions of interest to: 
Deirdre Ling, Partner, Educators’ Collaborative, LLC (email: 
dling@educatorscollaborative.com, phone:508-696-7708) OR 

Jeff Bradley, Partner, Educators’ Collaborative, LLC (email: 
jbradley@educatorscollaborative.com, phone: 603-545-7689)

PRINCIPALS/
HEAD OF SCHOOL

AMPHITHEATER PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

in beautiful Tucson, Arizona  

is an award winning and innovative 21st 
century district with dedicated teachers and 

staff who all work together in a cohesive 
environment to ensure the success of each 

and every one of our students. 

We are seeking dynamic, cutting-edge 
leaders to apply for : 

 

High School Principal 

& 

Elementary Principal 

 

For more information including closing dates, 
please visit: 

www.amphi.com 

Amphitheater offers                       
competitive salary and benefits! 

Sunshine ∙ Warm Temperatures ∙ Mountain Views ∙ Cultural Diversity 

Mesa Public Schools is

              now hiring for positions as a

High School Principal

Junior High Principal

Elementary Principal

High School Assistant Principal

Mesa Public Schools is the largest 

district in Arizona, with more 

than 63,000 students and 3,500 

teachers.  From preschool through 

high school we ofer innovative 

programs to meet the needs of all 

learners.  With state and national 

award-winning teachers and 

principals as your colleagues, Mesa 

will help you turn your passion for 

education into a successful career.

Apply online at www.mpsaz.org/hr.

Help us make a diference.

WEBSTER GROVES SCHOOL DISTRICT 

PRINCIPAL (HIXSON MIDDLE SCHOOL)

***2014-2015 ***

Qualiications:
• Ph.D./Ed.D. in school administration preferred
• Educational administrative experience preferred

• Must meet state certiication requirements
• Minimum of ive years teaching and educational 

administrative experience

Salary:  Salary commensurate with education and experience
Deadline:  February 14, 2014

Apply on-line at www.webster.k12.mo.us 
(Employment Opportunities)

Chief Academic Oficer
Anoka-Hennepin School District

Anoka-Hennepin School District seeks an exemplary Chief 
Academic Oficer with a strong educational vision and in-
depth understanding PreK-21 Curriculum, Instruction & 
Assessment.
The Chief Academic Oficer will serve as instructional 
leader for the district, providing strategic direction for the 
district’s curriculum, instruction and assessment and school 
improvement initiatives.

With more than 38,000 students, 7,000 staff, and 
approximately 250,000 residents, Anoka-Hennepin is 
an increasingly diverse suburban district serving 13 
communities in the northern suburbs of Minneapolis/
St. Paul. 
Anoka-Hennepin has a solid reputation for outstanding 
educational programs with emphasis on use of best practices 
and databased decision-making. 

There is a collective focus on raising achievement in order to 
prepare our students to be globally competitive.

A competitive salary and compensation package will be 
offered. The position will begin on July 1, 2014.

HOW TO APPLY:  Applicants must complete the Anoka-
Hennepin ISD #11 on-line application at www.anoka.k12.
mn.us.  Applicants must also send a letter of application and 
a current résumé describing qualiications for this position, 
along with a minimum of three letters of recommendation 
to Educational Services Center, Employee Services 
Department, 2727 N. Ferry Street, Anoka, MN  55303.
Contact Person:  Rena Hammes, Employee Services Dept, 
763-506-1097, fax: 763-506-1143 / rena.hammes@anoka.

k12.mn.us

DIRECTORS/MANAGERS/
COORDINATORS
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DIRECTORS/MANAGERS/
COORDINATORS

Chat with recruiters and apply to jobs from these and other K-12 

organizations at the TopSchoolJobs eXPO Virtual Job Fair, March 6, 2014

AcademiaAntoniaAlonso,DE•AppoquiniminkSchoolDistrict,DE•AtlantaPublic
Schools,GA•BostonPublicSchools,MA•CapitalSchoolDistrict,DE•ClarkCounty
SchoolDistrict,NV•DenverPublicSchools,CO•EarlyCollegeHighSchool@Delaware
StateUniversity,DE•Edvectus,International•FresnoUniiedSchoolDistrict,CA•FUSE
FamilyUrbanSchoolsofExcellence,CT•HarrisonSchoolDistrictTwo,CO•Hazard,Young,
Attea&Associates,U.S.•HoustonIndependentSchoolDistrict,TX•InternationalBacca-
laureate,MD,TheNetherlands,Wales•JeffersonCountySchoolDistrict,CO•Leadership
PublicSchools,CA•LittletonPublicSchools,CO•MontroseCountySchoolDistrict,CO
MOTCharterSchool,DE•NyeCountySchoolDistrict,NV•PrestigeAcademyCharter
School,DE•PrinceGeorge'sCountyPublicSchools,MD•RedClayConsolidatedSchool
District,DE•RockfordPublicSchools,IL•SeafordSchoolDistrict,DE•SuccessAcademy

CharterSchools,NY•TheDelawareMET,DE•WoodbridgeSchoolDistrict,DE

Registerat
www.TopSchoolJobs.org/eXPO2014

 

 
 
 
 
 
  
Stevenson High School, one of the leading secondary schools in the 
State of Illinois, is seeking an exceptional individual to join the 
District’s leadership team.  Stevenson is a four-time winner of the U.S. 
Department of Education’s Blue Ribbon Award. The school is the 
cradle of the Professional Learning Community (PLC) movement and 
hosts over two thousand educators who wish to learn from the 
Stevenson model annually.  Five hundred staff and 4,000 students 
enjoy the school’s state-of-the-art campus located in the northern 
suburbs of Chicago. Approximately 98% of Stevenson’s graduates 
pursue post-secondary education.   
 

DIRECTOR OF WORLD LANGUAGES 

The Director of World Languages is a full-time, 10.5-month 
administrative assignment. The individual in this role serves as a 
member of the school’s leadership team and is responsible for the 
supervision and evaluation of faculty and staff in the World Languages 
Division.  The Director is responsible for the management of the 
Foreign Language and Bilingual Education curricula and the 
effectiveness of the related programs. 

Qualified applicants will hold an Illinois secondary education teaching 
license with endorsements in Spanish, French, German, Latin, 
Hebrew, or Mandarin Chinese.  A Master’s Degree in a related field is 
required.  Applicants must possess a General Administrative 
Endorsement and have at least five years of high school teaching 
experience.   

Applicants must demonstrate the following; working effectively with 
faculty and staff, accurately assessing the effectiveness of certified 
staff and instructional programs, organizing personnel, programs and 
materials, creating an environment of learning, and formulating and 
achieving short- and long-range goals. 
 
Interested candidates should submit an electronic application and 
supplemental materials are required; hard copy materials are not 
accepted.  Applicants should complete the online application and 
electronically attach a letter of introduction, current resume, 2-3 letters 
of reference, copies of all transcripts, and a copy of teaching license 
and endorsement information from the ELIS system.  Materials may 
be addressed to Dr. Kimberly C. Chambers, Director of Human 
Resources. 
       
A detailed vacancy announcement and the online application can be 
found at www.d125.org.  Application deadline:  February 28, 2014 
 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Adlai E. Stevenson 
High School 
Lincolnshire, Illinois  

Education Week

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Boston, Massachusetts

Citizen Schools seeks an experienced and accomplished
leader with a deep affinity for its mission to serve as its next
Chief Executive Officer. The CEO will join Citizen Schools
during a seminal time. After nearly twenty years, Eric
Schwarz, CEO and Co-Founder, has announced plans to
transition from the organization by the end of the year.
During his tenure, Citizen Schools has grown from a small
education startup in Boston to a $30M national nonprofit
and recognized thought leader in expanded learning time
and social entrepreneurship. The next CEO will enter an
organization poised to accelerate its impact. 

Increased school accountability for student outcomes and
shrinking state and local budgets have created demand for
greater innovation in education. Citizen Schools has
answered this call: developing a cost-effective model that
increases student achievement, closes opportunity and
achievement gaps for low-income middle school students,
and works in diverse educational settings. With 32 school
partnerships directly serving approximately 5,300 students
in seven states, Citizen Schools has leveraged deep
community partnerships to re-imagine the school day and to
create a national policy agenda for expanded learning time
(ELT) and citizen engagement. This foundation—built on
independent research demonstrating the efficacy of its
model and implemented by a strong executive team—has
made it an exciting time for a new CEO capable of guiding
the organization’s next chapter.

The successful candidate is likely to bring experience
leading a large and complex organization with a national
footprint or driving organizational growth through
partnerships. She or he will demonstrate a strong
commitment to working with public schools, policy
makers, and business leaders to close achievement and
opportunity gaps for children in under resourced
communities. She or he will articulate a vision to lead and
scale the organization but also demonstrate the capacity to
oversee internal operations through management of an
outstanding leadership team. In addition, this position calls
for a person with proven external skills to work with the
Citizen Schools board of directors and leaders in the private
and public sectors to develop resources to maintain its fiscal
health and support program growth. 

Citizen Schools has retained the services of Isaacson,
Miller to assist with this search. Review of applications and
nominations will begin immediately and continue on a
confidential basis until an appointment is made. The search
is being led by John Muckle, Principal and Jeraul Mackey,
Associate. Nominations, applications, and inquiries should
be sent in confidence to: citizenschools@imsearch.com.
Electronic submission of materials is strongly suggested.

New Heights Academy Charter School

Math Dept. Chair

Social Studies Dept. Chair

New Heights Academy Charter School seeks a Math 
Dept. Chair & a Social Studies Dept. Chair to support 
our MS & HS Teachers.  Must have 5 years of teaching 
exp., expertise in curriculum, excellent communication 
& org. skills, NYS cert. preferred & success working 
in urban schools.  For full job description see our 
website at www.newheightsacademy.org.  To apply 
please send résumé and cover letter to recruitment@
newheightsacademy.org. 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Flagstaff Academy
Where science and imagination take light

New leadership positions open at 
high-achieving PreK-8 Charter School

Executive Director

Chief Academic Oficer
www.lagstaffacademy.org

DIRECTORS/MANAGERS/
COORDINATORS







    The Board of Directors for Exceptional 

Children Have Opportunities (ECHO) Special 

Education Cooperative seeks applications for 

the position of Executive Director. The 

Cooperative, in South Cook County, serves 

special needs students in 15 elementary districts 

and 2 high school districts.   
 

    A regionally competitive salary and benefit 

package will be offered.  Application deadline is 
February 24, 2014.  All applications will be held 

confidential.  To apply online and obtain 

additional information, please go to: 

www.bwpassociates.com. 
 

BWP & Associates, Ltd. 
872 S. Milwaukee Ave, #221 

Libertyville, IL 60048 
 

To contact the BWP Search Team: 

Anne Noland 630-624-3336 

Steve Griesbach 708-822-8706 
 

An equal opportunity employer 
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Director of Special Education
Anoka-Hennepin School District

Anoka-Hennepin School District seeks exemplary candidates 
with demonstrated leadership skills to serve as Director of 
Special Education.

With more than 38,000 students, 7,000 staff, and 
approximately 250,000 residents, Anoka-Hennepin is 
an increasingly diverse suburban district serving 13 
communities in the northern suburbs of Minneapolis/
St. Paul. 

The Director of Special Education directs the development 
and implementation of all Special Education programs; 
provide for the supervision and staff development for over 
800 staff members; develop and monitor an annual budget 
of approx. $80 million; develop policies, procedures, and 
processes to evaluate programs and staff; ensure compliance 
with all relevant laws and rules. Candidates must be Licensed 
in Minnesota as a Director of Special Education and 
experienced as a Special Education administrator, supervisor, 
curriculum advisor or due process compliance oficer.
Salary: $108,000 and up, DOQ, plus generous beneits 
package. The position will begin on July 1, 2014.

HOW TO APPLY:  Applicants must complete the Anoka-
Hennepin ISD #11 on-line application at www.anoka.k12.
mn.us.  Applicants must also send a letter of application and 
a current resume describing qualiications for this position, 
along with a minimum of three letters of recommendation to 
Educational Services Center, Employee Services Department, 
2727 N. Ferry Street, Anoka, MN  55303.

Contact Person:  Rena Hammes, Employee Services Dept, 
763-506-1097, fax: 763-506-1143 / rena.hammes@anoka.

k12.mn.us

DIRECTORS/MANAGERS/
COORDINATORS

POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT

The Pine Bluff School District is seeking to ill the following 
position open: 

District Improvement Oficer 
The Pine Bluff School District is seeking a results-oriented, transformational District Improvement Oficer to lead the district’s school 
improvement efforts and provide the support necessary for successful and sustainable school turnaround. Working closely with the 
district leadership team, the District Improvement Oficer will play an integral role in helping PBSD fulill its mission of providing 
quality educational opportunities for all of its students. 

The District Improvement Oficer is responsible for the successful turnaround of four priority schools through directly managing an 
coaching school principals, evaluating instruction, building key systems to support effective instruction, and leveraging resources, 
which enhance instruction and professional development. 

The ideal candidate must have a successful track record in leading high performing schools and/or turning around struggling schools. 
The candidate must have outstanding people management and coaching skills, must lead with a sense of urgency and must be results 
oriented. This is an extraordinary opportunity for a talented instructional leader and coach to have a direct and dramatic impact in 
making district wide transformation. 

QUALIFICATIONS

• Arkansas District-level or reciprocal administrative certiication
• Three to ive years of experience in school leadership, preferably in high-performing or school turnaround context
• Track record of strong outcomes for students

• Experience coaching or developing instructional leaders preferred

• Deep understanding of outstanding practices in instruction, school culture and use of data

• Strong understanding of curriculum and instruction grounded in the Common Core Standards

• Superior interpersonal, relationship management and communication skills 

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES: 

Strategic Leadership of School Improvement Efforts:

• Oversee the design and implementation of a compelling and cohesive district turnaround plan for how to improve the lowest 
performing schools in the PBSD; closely monitor and support overall district turnaround efforts and school improvement practices

• Ensure each school has the guidance and autonomy to design and implement solutions which most appropriately meet the needs 
of students in its school community

• Assist the district’s human resource department in recruiting highly qualiied staff needed to drive school improvement
• Support the development of policies which enhance the district’s school improvement efforts
• Employ frequent and open communication to ensure that expectations are vertically aligned and laterally supported (to include 

district systems, processes, and practices)

• Ensure that key resources (people, time, materials, and funds) are aligned with the turnaround plan and implementation strategy; 
facilitate the transfer or removal of school staff who do not align with turnaround efforts

• Create systems and a culture that recognizes and removes barriers which impede school improvement

• Establish an expedited method for district approval and advice on pressing topics

• Lead coordination with support partners for turnaround schools, including University of Virginia School Turnaround Program

• Lead the implementation of the Arkansas Department of Education’s (ADE) Flexibility Plan to ensure compliance
• with ADE mandates

EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES:

• Assess and make recommendations for the improvement of the quality of instruction, instructional practices and

• systems at each priority school

• Mentor and demonstrate best instructional practices amongst Principals and teachers

• Design and oversee the implementation of comprehensive systems to provide targeted support (including visits,

• coaching, meetings, and resources) to turnaround schools; including the establishment of an ofice or team for
• ensuring weekly support and monitoring of turnaround performance through clearly deined indicators

COACHING AND DEVELOPMENT OF PRINCIPALS:

• Provide regular and ongoing supervision and coaching to priority school principals

• Provide strategic direction for priority school principals in the establishment of data driven instruction cycles and

• the collection, analysis and disaggregation of data

• Provide school leaders tools, support, and guidance needed to reine their coaching effectiveness and the overall
• instructional strategies for their schools

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT:

• Ensure that turnaround efforts, including turnaround specialists’ priorities and needs, are clearly communicated to
• key stakeholders, thereby ensuring that key district staff understand the critical role they play in achieving

• sustainable change

• Present and disseminate important information to the Board of Education, Superintendent’s Cabinet, site
• personnel, parents and community groups

• Attend all regular and special call meetings of the Board of Education and executive and/or study sessions when

• requested by the Superintendent

ADDITIONAL SKILLS:

• Belief that all children can achieve at high levels and that dramatic change is possible

• High level of personal integrity and ability to maintain conidentiality
• Prioritizes students’ needs in decision making
• Willingness to make dificult decisions and take unpopular or uncomfortable actions
• Outstanding strategic planning skills and ability to connect big picture thinking

• Works with a sense of urgency and accountability

• Ability to successfully manage others through signiicant change
Supervises and evaluates the following departments/individuals: Priority School Principals

Length of Contract: 12 month administrative contract

Reports to: The Superintendent of Schools

Open: Until Filled

For further information, please contact:

Mary A. Harvey, Director of Human Resources
Pine Bluff School District

(870) 543-4217
Fax (870) 543-4222

512 S Pine Street
Pine Bluff, AR 71601

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Executive Director for Human Resources
Everett School District
Everett, Washington

Everett Public Schools is seeking qualified applicants for
the position of Executive Director for Human Resources.
This is a cabinet-level position reporting directly the
Superintendent.

Everett Public Schools is located in Snohomish County
22 miles north of Seattle, Washington, between Puget
Sound and the Cascade Mountains, and serves the
All-American city of Everett and the friendly, small town
community of Mill Creek with seventeen elementary
schools, five middle schools, three comprehensive high
schools, and one alternative high school, as well as
online and homeschool programs. The district's 2,000
employees support and educate over 18,000 students.
This diverse community, whose students speak over 70
languages and represent a variety of cultures, places a
high value on its children's education through consistent
support of levies and bonds which have provided
updated schools and new classrooms rich with
curriculum and technology resources.

2013-14 base compensation of $149,904 plus district
provided benefits package. The application deadline is
March 15, 2014.  Final selection is expected in mid-April.
Questions and/or requests for application materials
should be directed to:

Dr. Dennis Ray
Northwest Leadership Associates

724 N Lancashire Ln, Liberty Lake, WA 99019
(509) 255-6170

dennisray@superintendentsearch.com

     SHOWCASE AD
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MULTIPLE

 To apply, please visit www.ecragroup.com/active-searches.
Home Office  5600 N. River Rd., Suite 180, Rosemont, IL 60018 847.318.0072

East Coast  101 Hudson St., Suite 2100, Jersey City, NJ 07302 201.633.6522

West Coast  530 Lytton Ave., 2nd Fl., Palo Alto, CA 94301 650.617.3335

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Current Superintendent Vacancies:
Asheville City Schools, NC  4,150 K-12 students  
Carpentersville CUSD 300, IL 20,500 K-12 students
Capistrano USD, CA  53,000 K-12 students
Cleveland Heights-
University Heights City SD  5,800 K-12 students
Decatur PSD 61, IL  9,000 K-12 students
Eanes ISD, TX   8,000 K-12 students
East Brunswick Public Schools, NJ 9,000 K-12 students
Evanston-Skokie District 65, IL 7,082 K-12 students
Loudoun County Public Schools, VA 70,000 K-12 students
Moffat County SD, CO  2,400 PreK-12 students

   
Bassett USD, CA, Deputy Supt.  Peoria PSD 150, IL, Chief Legal Officer
5,000 K-12 students           14,000 K-12 students

Other Administrative Vacancies:

Mahopac Central SD, NY           4,860 K-12 students
City SD of New Rochelle, NY         11,000 K-12 students
Northbrook/Glenview SD 30, IL  
Appointment July 2015           1,093 K-8 students
SD of Orleans Parish            
School Board, New Orleans, LA     45,000 K-12 students
Parisppany-Troy Hills Twp. Schools 7,300 K-12 students
Rich Township HSD 227, IL             3,600 9-12 students
Roselle SD 12, IL              690 K-8 Students
Shoreline School District, WA         8,800 K-12 students
Toms River Regional Schools, NJ   17,000 students

Principal Vacancies:
The Joseph Sears School, Kenilworth, IL, Principalship     500 JK-8 students 
Westminster Comm. Chart School, Buffalo Promise Neighborhood, Assoc. Principal  500 students

GRAD ACADEMIES

STEM, project-based learning schools 
seeking highly qualiied and experienced 
K-12 Principals, Deans of Students, 
and Directors of Business Operations. 
For more information, please see www.

projectgrad.org/get-involved/jobs/

DIRECTORS/MANAGERS/
COORDINATORS

MULTIPLE

BRONXVILLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

A District Committed To High Ideals
In a beautiful community in lower Westchester County, just north of NYC.

Application Deadline: February 14, 2014

On-line application preferred:

www.olasjobs.org/lhv
Or, send cover letter, resume and copy of New York State certification to:

and Human Resources Services 
Putnam/Northern Westchester BOCES
200 BOCES Drive
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598-4399

DIRECTOR OF

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

No phone calls, please • AA/EOE

The Bronxville Public Schools, one of the highest performing districts in the

region, is seeking a Director of Curriculum & Instruction whose work will

span the grades, K-12.  This is a new position in a District that enjoys strong

community and parent support, benefits from excellent teaching and

leadership, and educates motivated and well-rounded students.  This is a

unique opportunity to join an exceptional district and contribute to its

continued improvement.  The District is seeking:

• A careful listener and effective communicator who values collaboration

and innovation. 

• A hands-on leader who builds effective relationships and engages all

stakeholders in the development of a K-12 vision for the improvement of

student performance.

• A strategic thinker who can help the District improve cohesion among the

Common Core Learning Standards, state and federal requirements, data

analysis and research relating to effective practices.

• An educator, first and foremost, who understands the complex relationships

among assessment, instructional practice, and curriculum, and how wise

and meaningful use of technology can enhance those relationships.

Dr. John Kehoe, Director of Operations
BRONXVILLE SCHOOLS SEARCH #130-07
c/o Center for Educational Leadership

Start Date: July 1, 2014

Anticipated Openings with 

SPOKANE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Director, Special Education & ELD

Principal for Elementary, Middle School and 
High School

Planning Principal (Montessori School)

Recognized for excellence, Spokane Public Schools is 
seeking outstanding candidates for possible openings in 
Administrative positions.  Successful candidates will be part 
of an educational system focused on developing the skills and 
talents of all students through rigorous learning experiences, 
supportive relationships, and relevant real-life applications. 
These postings will generate a list of candidates from which 
we will conduct preliminary screening activities and choose 
inalists for speciic positions as they become available. 
Openings will be inalized as retirements, resignations, or 
transfers become known.

See www.spokaneschools.org  For job description(s) and 
Application information

EOE

Kamaile Academy Public Conversion 
Charter School 

The following position vacancies exist: 
• Middle/High School Vice Principal 

• Special Education/Special Services Administrator

• English Language Learner Specialist 

Info: www.hookakoo.org

Submit resumes to: contact@hookakoo.org  

Believe ~ Engage ~ Inspire 

Lead in Washoe County Schools 

r re inran 

 please visit ur website:  
www.washe.k12.nv.us 

Or eail  

schlleaders@washeschls.net 
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AVENUES: THE WORLD SCHOOL

ANNOUNCES FACULTY AND 

ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS 

FOR 2014-15

Avenues: The World School is an affirmative action, equal opportunities 

employer and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, marital 

status, religion, gender, age, sexual orientation, veteran status, national 

or ethnic origin, genetic information, or physical ability.

Avenues opened its Chelsea campus on the 

High Line in September 2012. In 2014-15,  

expected enrollment (1400) in nursery - grade 11 

will be nearly double that of its irst year, and 

its immersion programs in Chinese and Spanish 

will extend from nursery to grade 3. To meet 

this growth, Avenues will hire faculty in all four 

divisions and in every discipline. In addition, 

the school will ill the following administrative 

positions: Middle School Learning Specialist; 

Life Skills coordinator; Technology Integrator; 

and Assistant/Associate College Advisor.

For further information, applicants should go 

to www.avenuesnyc.org and click on “Working 

at Avenues.”  

MULTIPLE

Family Urban Schools of Excellence (FUSE) is 
committed to changing the face of public education 
through excellence in education management.

The core of our work is creating new high-quality 
educational opportunities and forming bold 
partnerships with districts to transform traditional 
schools.

Are you an innovative and passionate education 
professional committed to doing “Whatever it takes?”  
Do you believe in the power of transformational 
educational practice?

Find your place with FUSE schools!

www.fuse180.org/careers

Now hiring for AY 2014-2015 in Connecticut and 
Louisiana!

Executive Directors • Principals/School Leaders • 
Early Ed. Teachers  • Elementary Teachers • Content 
Area Specialists • Special Education • Non-Certiied 
Support Staff • Accounting Associates • Data 
Managers • and more!

One of America’s most successful, high-performing school
districts is looking for exceptional administrators. The
Westport Public Schools district, located in suburban Fairfield
County, Connecticut is 45 minutes from New York City. While
retaining its historic, small-town New England character,
Westport is known regionally and nationally for its many
community-based cultural and educational opportunities.

Highly Competitive Salary and Benefits Package for all positions per the 
Westport Administrators Agreement.

Online applications only.  Application deadline is February 24, 2014.

Applicants must apply on our web site:

www.westport.k12.ct.us/employment
Applicants should apply online with a cover letter to Marjorie Cion,

Director of Human Resources.  Attach resume, transcripts and
certification to application. No phone calls or paper copies.

WESTPORT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Westport, Connecticut

The Director of Elementary Education works closely with the five (5)
elementary principals, oversees all aspects of curriculum and instruction,
grades K through 5, and coordinates with the Director of Secondary
Education on all aspects of curriculum and instruction, Grades K through
12. This leader will play a key role in the implementation of the district’s
strategic plan, including a robust staff development program and a district
wide initiative to teach 21st century skills.

Experience in an equivalent position or as a building principal in a similar,
high performing district is preferred.

CT Intermediate Administrator Certification required.

Positions Available for the 2014-2015 School Year

DIRECTOR OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

The Director of Secondary Education oversees all aspects of curriculum
and instruction, grades 6 through 12, and coordinates with the Director
of Elementary Education on all aspects of curriculum and instruction,
Grades K through 12. Working closely with department chairs, 6-12, the
high school principal and two middle school principals, this leader will
play a key role in the implementation of the district’s strategic plan,
including a robust staff development program and a district wide initiative
to teach 21st century skills.

Experience in an equivalent position or as a building principal in a similar,
high performing district is preferred.

CT Intermediate Administrator Certification required.

DIRECTOR OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

The Department Chair oversees all aspects of the math programa in the
Westport Public Schools, grades 6-12, providing assistance with
administrative functions including budgetary matters associated with the
math department, scheduling of classes, staff development in both
pedagogy and content and the supervision and evaluation of staff.   Also
serves in a consultant capacity for mathematics, K-5.

A minimum of five years of successful mathematics teaching or
administrative experience in a secondary setting is required.

CT Intermediate Administrator and Math Certification required.

MATH DEPARTMENT CHAIR (Grades 6-12)

The Music Supervisor oversees all aspects of the music program in the
Westport Public Schools, grades K-12, providing assistance with
administrative functions including budgetary matters associated with the
music department, scheduling of classes, staff development in both
pedagogy and content and the supervision and evaluation of staff.

A minimum of five years of successful music teaching or administrative 
experience is required.

CT Intermediate Administrator and K-12 Music Certification required.

MUSIC SUPERVISOR (Grades K-12)

The Westport Public Schools are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Attention Job Seekers!
The career intelligence section of our 

website has added more advice to 
help you land the perfect job. 

Features Include:
•CareerForums
•Q&AwithEducationExperts
•RésuméTips
•StateSalaryComparisons

Go to: www.TopSchoolJobs.org  
under"JobSeekerResources"

 E-mail your questions about job hunting to:
 careerquestions@topschooljobs.org. 
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2014-15 PRINCIPAL VACANCIES
Qualified Principal candidates will possess 3+ years experience as a public
school administrator, a district level administrator, an instructional coach, or a
supervisor of curriculum. Qualified candidates for the Chandler Elementary prin-
cipalship must possess 3+ years experience as an Elementary School Principal.
Principal licensure required. Out of state candidates must be licensed and ex-
perienced in their state and eligible for temporary Principal licensure in MA.

Chandler Elementary School. Pre-K to 6th grade, 419 students. Students
receive 90 minutes additional daily instruction, supported by daily common plan-
ning and increased professional development.

City View Discovery School. Pre-K to 6th grade, 552 students. Students
benefit from an expanded school day, which includes enrichments. Students and
families are supported through community partnerships, including on-site child care.

Flagg Street School. K to 6th grade, 415 students. Flagg Street School is
located in a charming residential neighborhood and is supported by active
family involvement and high expectations for excellence.

Lincoln Street School. Pre-K to 6th grade, 266 students. Lincoln Street
School is an  Innovation School with a full day pre-school for four year olds
and  autonomies over staffing and professional development. 

Rice Square School. Pre-K to 6th grade, 385 students. Rice Square School is
located in the Grafton Hill section of Worcester, which is enriched by vibrant busi-
nesses and active neighborhood involvement.  Rice Square is poised to begin a
comprehensive plan to accelerate student achievement.

Vernon Hill School. Pre-K to 6th grade, 470 students. Vernon Hill School is
located in a quintessential Worcester neighborhood, where students, families, and
educators share a work ethic that leads to academic and community success. 

Dr. Arthur F.  Sullivan Middle School. Grades 6-8, 880 students. Sullivan
Middle School is a comprehensive middle school serving the South Quadrant
for grades 7 & 8; also houses the Goddard Scholars Academy, a Districtwide
Innovation School for  academically gifted students in grades 6-8.

2014-15 TEACHER VACANCIES

• ESL/Content Area    • Elementary           • Library
• Special Education   • Early Childhood    • Mathematics 

• Biology, Chemistry, and Physics 

“The Worcester Public Schools provides
learners with a quality education in a 
safe and healthy environment”.

Dr. Melinda J. Boone, Superintendent

Achieving Results

Licensed applicants, go to:  www.worcesterschools.org by Feb 12th

Bilingual (Spanish/English) and dual licensed educators encouraged to apply.

Teacher Educators  

needed to score edTPA!

Designed for the profession by the profession, edTPA was developed by 

teachers and teacher educators from across the nation in collaboration 

with faculty and staf from the Stanford Center for Assessment, Learning 
and Equity (SCALE) and the American Association of Colleges of Teacher 
Education (AACTE). Aligned with widely used content standards for 
student learning and subject speciic standards for teaching, edTPA 
assesses teaching that promotes student learning.

SCALE, AACTE and Pearson invite teacher educators and accomplished 
teachers to score edTPA. Pearson is hiring teacher educators and 
accomplished teachers to score edTPA from a secure, private location 

such as home or oice. Qualiied candidates will complete training, 
pass a qualiication and then score edTPA assessments. 

Scoring training includes about 25 hours of self-paced online modules 
and interactive web-based sessions, once qualiied, scoring will begin. 
The system is available for online-training and scoring 6am - 11:59pm 
CST seven days a week.

Learn more at www.scoreedtpa.pearson.com

ThE pOSITION REquIRES A pART-TIME COMMITMENT, IN 

ADDITION TO ThE fOLLOwING:

Expertise in the subject matter and developmental level of the teaching 

ield (degree and/or professional experience)
Teaching experience in that ield (or teaching methods or supervising 
student teachers in that ield)
Experience mentoring or supervising beginning teachers

Share your expertise in our professional community. Scoring is underway, so 

please apply today.

OTHER

 

 

 

 

 

SOMERVILLE  
PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

NOW Accepting online applications for 

Administrative Openings for the 

2014-2015 school year 

Director of Special Education
Somerville Public Schools is seeking an outstanding leader that 
has a proven track record and prior experience to serve as the 

K-12 Director of Special Education.

Principal, John F. Kennedy School (K-8)
The Somerville Public Schools extends an invitation to 

outstanding educators to apply for the position of School 
Principal for the John F. Kennedy Elementary School.

Competitive Salary and Benefits Package.
Positions require a minimum of a Master’s degree.  Evidence of 
at least (5) five years of successful teaching and administrative 

experience.  Must hold or be eligible for appropriate
Massachusetts DESE licensure.

Anticipated Openings

Administrative Positions

Classroom Teachers / Paraprofessionals

All Levels

Submit online application to:

www.somerville.k12.ma.us 
or

http://www.schoolspring.com/jobs?employer=16902 
The SPS is an Equal Opportunity Employer and actively seeks 
applicants with diverse backgrounds.  Grade level and content 
licensure is required when applicable.  Dual licensure (ESL, 
ELL, or SEI Endorsement) and proficiency in language or 

languages other than English are preferred.

MULTIPLE

www.topschooljobs.org

G E T EDUCATION WEEK’S

F R E E CAREER COACH 

NEWSLETTER  BY REGISTERING AT

GRAD ACADEMIES

STEM, project-based learning 
schools seeking highly qualiied 
and experienced K-12 teachers. 
For more information, please see 
www.projec tgrad .org /ge t -
involved/jobs/
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When Is School Reform Not Reform?
By Ann Evans de Bernard

M
y state of Connecticut, like 
many others across the 
country, has received much 
attention lately for its so-
called school reform move-
ment. The movement tar-
gets primarily children of 
color in poor neighborhoods, 

using low test scores as the justification, and then 
creates unilateral plans for improvement, as if the 
children were part of some prewar colonial empire. 
The millionaires who are sponsoring school reform, 
in turn, pretend their paternalistic views on “other 
people’s children” are benevolent.

Connecticut’s most-touted school reform accom-
plishments boil down to new textbooks, school con-
struction, changes in administrative categories and 
duties, hiring America’s “brightest and best” through 
Teach For America, hooking teacher evaluations to 
test scores, and the creation and funding of charter 
schools. So far, that’s what we have. 

One would hope that, by 2014, school reform ef-
forts might include actual progress toward equal-
izing educational opportunities for vastly unequal 
groups of children with vastly unequal housing, lan-
guage backgrounds, and lives. Instead, I see a grow-
ing disregard for the cultural integrity of real chil-
dren living real lives, as if being poor made them 
part of some unacceptable caste. Was it always like 
this? How do “school reform efforts” today compare 
to education when I was growing up? Forgive me 
while I reminisce.  

My education began in Pittsburgh in 1950 and con-
tinued in several other large industrial cities. While 
some parts of America were racing headlong into the 

battle for school integration, I attended both Catholic 
and public schools that were somewhat diverse. More 
than half a century ago, parochial and public schools 
were not distinguished by income or racial segrega-
tion. There were wealthy Catholic school students, 
but there were just as many who struggled with 
money and English. 

To help with classroom extras, we all made dona-
tions and sold candy and raffle tickets. When the old 
books wore out, we got new ones—which were just 
books in the 1950s, not a part of a school reform 
agenda. And before test prepartion became a driving 
force behind the design of reading programs, primary 
books could actually be read by young children. They 
had colorful pictures and simple text. (How many of 
us started to read with “Oh, look!”) Pages weren’t 
cluttered with sidebars highlighting complicated 
strategies for finding the main idea or summarizing 
the theme. If reform means improvement, we need 
to take another look at the books we are pushing on 
our children.

But let’s move to another reform effort: school con-
struction. I was born in 1946, with millions of other 
babies. When I started school, I sat in classrooms 
with more than 75 children until cities and parishes 
could build new schools to accommodate the postwar 
population explosion. After spending 2nd grade in 
the gym, where I and 100 other children sat in desks 
nailed into long rows, we finally moved into our new 
school, and class size dropped to 50. That was 1954. It 
wasn’t called reform. It was called education. 

Another recent reform effort involves Teach For 
America. This program brings inexperienced, uncerti-
fied trainees into the classrooms of our poor neighbor-
hoods; school reformers tell us that simply because 
these trainees attended expensive universities, they’ll 
be good teachers. St. Ann’s in Pittsburgh tried that 

“Poor children 
need access 
to the same 
types of 
experiences 
affluent 
children 
enjoy.”

PAGE 27 >

in 1955. Her name was Miss Lagloria. I have no idea 
what certification teachers had when I was growing 
up or whether Miss Lagloria had any certification at 
all. But I do know that I learned very little in 3rd 
grade because whatever else Miss Lagloria might 
have known about education, she had no idea how 
to manage a class of 3rd graders. By noon each day, 
she lay weeping on her desk while the good kids cop-
ied off the board, and the bad kids ran around the 
room. The idea of bringing inexperienced college kids 
into schools and calling them teachers didn’t work in 
1955, and it doesn’t work now. A college degree never 
made anyone a good teacher.   

So what is school reform anyway? If it’s not new 
books and buildings or punitive evaluations systems 
or hiring unqualified trainees for our inner-city class-
rooms, then maybe it is moving public school money 
into charter schools, like the Achievement First net-
work in Connecticut, that tout higher test scores and 
better discipline for their students, but where chil-
dren may experience high rates of suspension and 
undergo harsh disciplinary procedures. Will this type 
of reform actually allow children to learn at high lev-
els and enjoy the economic benefits of the American 
dream? Maybe the answer can be decided at one of 
those endless meetings where political, corporate, and 
education reform leaders wring their hands over the 
achievement gap, apparently unaware that they cre-
ated it, they benefit from it, and they perpetuate it.

As a nation, however, our answer to that question 
will make the difference in whether we survive as 
a democracy. If reform means transformation or im-
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ANN EVANS DE BERNARD, a retired principal of Waltersville 

School in Bridgeport, Conn., is currently an adjunct professor of 

education at the University of St. Joseph in Hartford, Conn.
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